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ABSTRACT 

Cognitive dissonance is one of the most frequently cited theories in social 

psychology (Cooper, 2007) and has been studied in many communication contexts. 

Although there are many situations in which people need to repeatedly reduce dissonance 

concerning the same focal belief or behavior, the vast majority of dissonance studies have 

focused on single instances of dissonance (McGrath, 2017). This dissertation addresses 

the question of how beliefs and affect change in response to sequentially induced 

cognitive dissonance. Belief change is frequently studied as a mode of dissonance 

reduction (Vaidis & Bran, 2018). Information integration theory states that belief change 

is a function of the scale value (valence) and weight of each piece of information in a 

message, and that belief change in response to multiple pieces of information is a 

weighted sum of the valence of the pieces of information (Anderson, 1971; Anderson & 

Farkas, 1973). Using the sequential information integration model (SIIM; Chung & Fink, 

2016; Chung, Fink, Waks, Meffert, & Xie, 2012), this 2 (statement type: justification vs. 

vote recall) x 2 (evaluation order: evaluation/affect vs. affect/evaluation) within- and 

between-subjects online experiment tested the effect of sequential induction of 

dissonance, via repeated exposure to incongruent information, on evaluations of 

candidates in a hypothetical congressional election. This study, which included 227 

participants based in the U.S., replicated key findings from previous studies on belief 

trajectories, lending further support to the SIIM and illustrating the strength of decision 

justification as a mechanism for resisting belief change over time. It also found that 

people respond to negatively valenced messages, compared to positively valenced 

messages, with greater psychological discomfort and less positive affect even when both 
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types of messages are counterattitudinal. Finally, this research found that people may 

continue to experience psychological discomfort until finding an effective way to reduce 

their dissonance. This dissertation replicates, in part, previous SIIM studies and offers 

insight into the question of how beliefs and affect change in response to sequentially 

induced cognitive dissonance. 

Keywords: information integration, cognitive dissonance, belief trajectories, SIIM 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the current media environment, people are exposed to so much news that two-

thirds of Americans report feeling worn out by the amount of news there is (Jeffrey, 

2020). Although much of the information people experience is personalized by various 

algorithms (Diakopoulos & Koliska, 2017; Dörr, 2016), there are still plenty of 

opportunities for people to be exposed to information that conflicts with their beliefs and 

behaviors. Politically liberal memes make their way into conservatives’ social media 

feeds. An advertising algorithm may show the shopper one brand of running shoes, 

calculating that she might be interested because of her browsing history, even though she 

had purchased a different brand of shoes a day earlier. Although it is possible to disregard 

discrepant information, sometimes people encounter information that conflicts with an 

important belief or behavior. Moreover, because algorithms individually tailor much of 

the information people encounter to the individuals using the media, people sometimes 

find themselves viewing discrepant information repeatedly for a period of time, at least 

until the algorithm identifies a new behavior or interest (Diakopoulos & Koliska, 2017; 

Dörr, 2016). 

Some information, discrepant or not, cannot be avoided without taking 

extraordinary measures. The political media environment includes content producers who 

span the ideological spectrum. For every position on the political spectrum, there are 

publications, podcasts, radio shows, YouTube channels, and more. In a 2020 Pew 

Research Center report, one-fifth of people identifying as Republicans or Democrat 

reported getting their news only from sources that aligned with their political ideology, 
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and partisans were more likely to trust news outlets that aligned with their political views 

(Jurkowitz et al., 2020). However, people are often exposed to information that does not 

align with their political preferences. Because of the wide range and availability of news 

sources—online and in print—it seems that people are likely to be exposed to 

counterattitudinal information, even repeatedly. Additionally, this repeated information 

exposure can cause cognitive dissonance that influences beliefs in interesting ways. This 

dissertation addresses the question of how beliefs and affect change in response to 

sequentially induced cognitive dissonance. 

New information influences people’s beliefs in several ways; the next chapter 

discusses these ways in more detail. When people learn information that conflicts with a 

belief that is very important to them, or with a behavior that cannot easily be changed, 

this experience can cause psychological discomfort (Stone & Fernandez, 2008). This 

state wherein discrepant cognitions cause psychological discomfort is referred to as 

cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957). Research conducted over the past several decades 

has shown that people can reduce dissonance in a variety of ways, including changing or 

rationalizing their attitudes or behaviors; distracting from, forgetting, or trivializing the 

dissonance experience; denying responsibility; affirming the self; or adding consonant 

cognitions (McGrath, 2017). Many of these studies focused on belief change as a 

dissonance reduction technique, yet when a belief is highly important, people may be 

motivated to resist belief change (Vaidis & Bran, 2018). 

Repeatedly resisting belief change can result in beliefs that are not very different 

from their original positions; however, beliefs may be reinforced by new information, 

making them even more resistant to change. Research on cognitive dynamics, for 
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instance, has shown that exposure to discrepant information causes belief change, but the 

rate of change declines as more information is integrated (Anderson, 1971; Chung et al., 

2012; Chung & Fink, 2016). The result of repeated exposure to new information is that it 

becomes harder to persuade people to change a belief when the target belief is strong, 

such as when it has been formed using many pieces of information. Thus, people can 

come to support a politician who seems to repeatedly violate their beliefs and values. For 

example, people learn information about a politician (“He supports a policy that I don’t”) 

that conflicts with a behavior that cannot easily be changed (“I expressed public support 

for this candidate”). If dissonant feelings are aroused, people may be motivated to reduce 

the dissonance, for example, by downplaying the importance of, or changing their own 

positions on, the issue or belief producing dissonance. Once this new information is 

integrated, support for the politician is likely to be strengthened. This is one of the 

primary questions addressed in this dissertation: Under what circumstances do people 

come to have stronger beliefs—that is, beliefs that are more resistant to change (Maio & 

Haddock, 2010)—as a result of repeatedly reducing dissonance about the same focal 

belief or behavior? It may not be apparent that encountering a steady stream of discrepant 

information can lead to stronger beliefs, but this dissertation tests whether discrepant 

information exposure strengthens beliefs under certain circumstances. It further tests 

what happens to affect when people are repeatedly exposed to discrepant information. 

This dissertation addresses the question of how beliefs and affect change in 

response to sequentially induced cognitive dissonance in the following ways. First, a 

replication of the sequential information integration model (SIIM; Chung et al., 2012; 

Chung & Fink, 2016) will test to confirm whether repeated exposure to counterattitudinal 
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information results in negative belief change over time and whether the rate of negative 

belief change decreases as more information is integrated. Second, the level of 

dissonance will be experimentally manipulated to test whether, under certain 

circumstances, increased dissonance can lead to lower levels of belief change over time 

as compared to a state of lower dissonance. Third, affect due to dissonance will be 

measured before and after people are given the opportunity to change their beliefs to 

explore the relationship between affect and belief change resistance. Finally, this study 

will examine the question of how affect, and not just beliefs, change over the course of 

repeated information exposure. 

The following chapters describe the rationale, the method, results, and 

implications of this dissertation. Chapter 2 will define key terms, such as beliefs, 

attitudes, and counterattitudinal information; review the relevant literature on belief 

trajectories and cognitive dissonance; and present the study’s hypotheses. Chapter 3 will 

describe the method and results of Pilot Studies 1 and 2, as well as the method of the 

main study. Chapter 4 will describe the analyses and results of the main study, including 

information about data preparation and transformation. Finally, Chapter 5 will provide 

the theoretical and practical implications of the research along with limitations and 

directions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL RATIONALE AND HYPOTHESES 

Beliefs, Attitudes, and Counterattitudinal Information 

The topic of opinion change involves the discussion of beliefs, attitudes, and 

counterattitudinal information. Although beliefs and attitudes are often discussed 

interchangeably, their operationalizations, as well as those of counterattitudinal 

information and cognitive dissonance, in this study are discussed below. 

Beliefs 

The term belief refers to a person’s judgment of a “relation between the object of 

the belief and some other object, value, concept, or attribute” (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975, p. 

131). In other words, beliefs broadly describe the various judgments people make about 

the world around them. Beliefs can be separated into two types. This first type, an 

evaluative belief, describes the judgment that an object is good or bad, whereas the 

second type, a nonevaluative belief, describes the judgment that an object has a certain 

characteristic that is purely descriptive and does not indicate approval or disapproval of 

the object (Fink & Cai, 2012). A person may hold the nonevaluative belief that a 

politician told a lie on one occasion, as well as an evaluative belief that this politician 

behaved improperly. 

Attitudes 

Attitudes differ from beliefs in that they describe an affective response to the 

object. Eagly and Chaiken (1993) defined an attitude as “a psychological tendency that is 

expressed by evaluating a particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor” (p. 1). 

Thus, an attitude is typically measured on a bipolar scale ranging from favor to disfavor 
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or like to dislike. Attitudes are related to beliefs in that they are influenced by the beliefs 

that a person forms about a particular object (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Not only do 

attitudes differ according to their valence (positive vs. negative), they also differ 

according to their strength. Two people can favor the same politician, exhibiting a similar 

attitudinal valence, but one person may favor this politician much more than the other 

person does. Thus, the strength of the attitudes toward the candidates can differ. 

Although people may strive to maintain consistency among their attitudes, beliefs, 

and behaviors, this isn’t always possible. Cognitive dissonance is a consequence of 

cognitive inconsistency, one that will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter. 

Dissonance researchers frequently refer to attitude change (e.g., Fazio et al., 1977; 

Lieberman et al., 2001; Stone & Cooper, 2003) or opinion change (e.g., Aronson et al., 

1963; Bochner & Insko, 1966; Festinger & Carlsmith, 1959), whereas the sequential 

information integration model (SIIM) discussed later in this chapter refers to belief 

change. Despite differing terminology, their operationalizations have largely been the 

same throughout research on cognitive dissonance and cognitive dynamics. Thus, these 

terms will be used interchangeably. 

Counterattitudinal Information 

When encountering new information, people may form new beliefs or modify 

existing beliefs. Information that supports an existing belief typically leads to the 

reinforcement of that belief. When people encounter information that is inconsistent with 

an existing belief, then there is a discrepancy between the existing belief and the new 

information. Discrepancy “refers to the difference between a position advocated in a 

message and the immediately prior premessage position of an individual” (Fink & Cai, 
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2012, p. 84). A discrepant message may be more positive than a person’s premessage 

position, such as when a person learns the politician they support performed a previously 

unknown heroic act. It may also be more negative than a person’s premessage position, 

such as when a person learns this politician lied about performing an act of heroism. 

Discrepant information with the same valence as the existing attitude (e.g., 

positively valenced information influencing a positive attitude) would likely lead to a 

change in the strength, but not the valence, of that attitude. Discrepant information with 

the opposite valence as the existing attitude (e.g., negatively valenced information 

influencing a positive attitude) is defined in this dissertation as counterattitudinal 

information. Counterattitudinal information is positive information about a negatively 

evaluated object or negative information about a positively evaluated object. Thus, 

counterattitudinal information could include negative information about a politician that 

people supported or positive information about a politician that people did not support. 

Counterattitudinal information can change both the strength and the valence of an 

existing attitude. 

Cognitive Dissonance 

Festinger (1957) defined cognitive dissonance as a drive-like state that is aroused 

when two or more cognitions are inconsistent with each other. This drive-like state 

motivates people to reduce dissonance when it is aroused. The term cognition describes 

the knowledge of feelings, beliefs, attitudes, or behaviors (Cooper & Goren, 2007). 

Dissonance can be aroused, for example, when people are made aware of inconsistencies 

in the values they espouse (Rokeach, 1973), when people behave in a manner 

inconsistent with their reported attitudes (Stone et al., 1997; Stone & Fernandez, 2008), 
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or when people are exposed to messages that conflict with their own beliefs or attitudes 

(Burris et al., 1997). The emotional component of dissonance is described as an 

undifferentiated physiological arousal that is then labelled and experienced as an 

unpleasant affective state (Elkin & Leippe, 1986; Fazio et al., 1978). The affective 

component of dissonance describes feelings of discomfort that are distinct from other 

negative emotions, such as guilt or anger (Elliot & Devine, 1994; Harmon-Jones, 2000). 

McGrath (2017) reviewed several dissonance reduction strategies discovered over 

decades of research. The list includes changing or rationalizing one’s attitudes or 

behaviors; distracting, forgetting, or trivializing the dissonance experience; denying 

responsibility; affirming the self; and adding consonant cognitions. Although several 

strategies for reducing dissonance have been identified, what has not been studied is how 

people respond to multiple messages that induce dissonance. This study focuses on how 

dissonance affects beliefs over repeated instances of exposure to counterattitudinal 

information. 

The Sequential Information Integration Model 

Cognitive dissonance can occur through repeated exposure to counterattitudinal 

information. Repeated instances of belief change resulting from exposure to 

counterattitudinal messages do not occur independently. Anderson (1971) wrote that 

“social judgments are typically based on a cumulation of various pieces of information, 

sometimes of the most diverse nature” (p. 171). Information integration theory proposes 

that belief change is a function of the scale value (valence) and weight of each piece of 

information (Anderson, 1971; Anderson & Farkas, 1973). An averaging model of 

information integration theory predicts that belief change in response to several pieces of 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?m3CCy0
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information is a weighted sum of the valence of the pieces of information. In contrast, an 

additive model predicts that belief change is a simple sum of the valence of pieces of 

information. As an example, suppose a voter considered a politician’s honesty as highly 

desirable and cooperation with others as moderately desirable. The additive model 

predicts the voter would rate a candidate having both these traits higher than if the 

candidate had only honesty, whereas the averaging model predicts the voter would rate 

the candidate somewhat lower, because honesty plus cooperation would be averaged 

rather than added. Anderson (1965) tested both models by showing people sets of 

personality traits about a hypothetical person and asking them to rate how much they 

would like the person. The traits had been rated in a previous study as highly favorable 

(H), moderately favorable (M+), moderately unfavorable (M-), or highly unfavorable (L). 

Traits were shown in sets containing trait groupings that were entirely H, L, M+, or M-; a 

combination of H and M+; or a combination of L and M-. The additive model predicts 

that liking should be higher when a person has the trait combination of HHM+M+ 

compared to the person with HH, because the sum of information would be higher. 

However, liking was slightly lower for the HHM+M+ combination. Liking was also not 

significantly lower for the LLM-M- combination compared to the LL combination. These 

results are inconsistent with the additive model, but are consistent with the averaging 

model. This finding suggested belief change was, in part, a function of the averaged 

rather than simple sum of pieces of information. 

Beliefs tend to move in the direction of the valence of the information being 

processed. As more information is processed, the weight of the belief increases, thus 

becoming harder to change. As belief weight increases, change in belief position 
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decreases despite the integration of additional pieces of information. In an early 

experiment testing information integration theory, Anderson and Farkas (1973) asked 

participants to rate past presidents based on positive or negative historical information 

about them. Messages were shown in sequences of highly and moderately favorable 

articles (H) or highly and moderately unfavorable articles (L). Each participant viewed 

four sequences of articles, with each sequence containing four articles (4 sequences x 4 

articles per sequence = 16 articles total). The sequences contained every possible 

combination of positive and negative articles. After each sequence, participants rated the 

president’s statesmanship and job performance. Response curves were plotted for each 

sequence. People who were shown only positive (HHHH) or negative (LLLL) 

information about the presidents provided ratings in the direction of the valence of the 

messages. Additionally, when the valence of the article sequence changed (e.g., HL or 

LH), the direction of the rating also changed: For example, the rating at position i was in 

the negative direction, but the rating at position i + 1 was in the positive direction. 

However, the magnitude of the change decreased as more articles were shown. These 

findings provided further support for the averaging model of information integration 

theory. 

Since the development of information integration theory, many researchers have 

explored the nonlinearity of belief change. These studies showed how the importance of 

initial beliefs, as well as the amount of time given to process information, affected belief 

change over time. In their first study looking into the oscillatory pattern of beliefs, 

Kaplowitz et al. (1983) randomly assigned college students to one of three message 

discrepancy conditions. Additionally, students were randomly assigned to a period of 
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time in which they could consider the message, ranging from 10 to 815 seconds. They 

tested several models varying two dynamic components: translation—how much an 

initial force would have caused an object to move—and oscillation, how much movement 

around a (possibly moving) equilibrium is created by a restoring force. The model with 

translation and undamped oscillation, or oscillation without a force to decrease the rate of 

oscillation over time, significantly but modestly fit the data. Importantly, it took 

participants an average of 135 seconds to complete 90% of belief change toward 

equilibrium but 271 seconds to complete 95% of belief change toward equilibrium. In 

other words, it took as long to complete 90% of change to equilibrium as it did to 

complete the next 5% of change. This was a significant methodological contribution, 

because it showed that the amount of belief change people experience after a discrepant 

message varies with the amount of time given to consider the message. Several other 

studies have found that belief change varies during (Chung & Fink, 2008) and after 

(Brehm & Wicklund, 1970; Chung et al., 2008; Kaplowitz et al., 1986; Miller, 1977) 

message processing before arriving at a new equilibrium. These studies suggest that 

people should be given adequate time to integrate new information, allowing beliefs to 

reach their new equilibrium, before determining final belief change. 

Building on research into cognitive dynamics, Chung and Fink (2008) proposed a 

mathematical model called the sequential information integration model (SIIM) to predict 

the final position of a belief as a function of the amount, valence, and weight of 

information processed. The SIIM is represented mathematically as follows: 

 
𝑃𝜏 =  

𝑤0𝑠0 + ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑖
𝜏
𝑖=1

𝑤0 + ∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝜏
𝑖=1

  , (1) 
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where Pτ is the final belief position after processing τ pieces of information, w0 and s0 are 

the weight and scale value (i.e., valence) of the message recipient’s initial belief, and wi 

and si are the weight and scale value of the ith piece of new information. Information 

processing can occur simultaneously or possibly, as tested in this dissertation, 

sequentially (Fink & Cai, 2012). 

The numerator in the equation above describes the undamped effect that new 

information has on the final belief position. The initial belief position is the product of the 

initial belief weight, w0, and the initial scale value, s0. The effect of new information on 

the final belief position is a sum of the product of the scale value, si, and the weight, wi, 

of each piece of new information. The SIIM posits a damping effect of additional 

information on belief change, meaning that the magnitude of belief change decreases as 

belief weight increases. The denominator describes the damping effect belief and 

information weight has on the final belief position. The denominator includes the sum of 

the initial belief weight, w0, and the weights of each new piece of information, wi. 

Increase in the denominator results in the damping of Pτ. One important outcome of the 

model is that, when holding the weights and scale values of new pieces of information 

constant, the rate of belief change will decrease as initial belief weight increases. 

Therefore, the weight of the initial belief can serve as a mechanism that reduces overall 

belief change. 

Chung and Fink (2016) noted that predicting belief trajectories is difficult unless 

the weights and scale values of each piece of information are known. When they are 

about equal, however, Equation 1 can be modified to predict belief position as a function 

of the number of messages processed, a single value for information weight, and a single 
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value for scale value. Chung and Fink derived the following equation to test the SIIM 

using estimates from regression analysis: 

 ∆𝑃𝜏(0) =  
𝜏

𝛽1 +  𝛽0𝜏
;  𝜏 = 1, 2, 3,   .  .  .  . (2) 

where ΔPτ(0) represents the total change in belief from the initial position at time zero, β0 

represents initial belief position, β1 represents the slope of belief change, and τ represents 

the number of messages processed. Because the number of messages processed is 

multiplied by the regression intercept, β0, in the denominator, the magnitude of the 

denominator increases more quickly than the magnitude of the numerator. A β1 (slope) of 

0 indicates a constant belief position. When β1 is positive, final belief position increases 

relative to the initial position, but the rate of increase decreases (i.e., it is a positive 

decelerating relationship). When β1 is negative, final belief position decreases relative to 

the initial position, but the rate of decrease decreases (i.e., it is a negative decelerating 

relationship). In their study employing the SIIM, Chung et al. (2012) found that when 

participants were presented with alternating proattitudinal and counterattitudinal 

information, the amplitude of an oscillatory pattern of belief change decreased over time. 

In another SIIM study using only counterattitudinal information, Chung and Fink (2016) 

found that the rate of decrease in belief change declined as each new piece of information 

was processed. Additionally, the rate of decrease was higher when initial belief weight 

was lower. These studies provide support for the SIIM. 

Belief weight can be conceptualized as the effectiveness (e.g., credibility) of, 

number of, or involvement with the messages used to form the belief (Fink & Cai, 2012). 

In their 2016 study, Chung and Fink operationalized initial belief weight as the strength 
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of one’s party identification or, alternatively, as the amount of issue-position information 

shown to the participant. They predicted that having a greater initial belief weight would 

result in less overall belief change, and overall, their predictions were supported. The 

SIIM predicts that as people process more counterattitudinal information regarding the 

same belief, their belief changes in a negative direction (i.e., it decreases relative to the 

initial belief position), but the rate of change declines over time. The first hypothesis is a 

replication of Chung and Fink (2016): 

H1: As more pieces of incongruent information are processed, (a) negative belief 

change decreases, and (b) the rate of negative belief change declines. 

Studies of Sequential Cognitive Dissonance 

Chung and Fink (2016) speculated that participants in the high-belief-weight 

condition of their experiments may have experienced cognitive dissonance resulting from 

exposure to counterattitudinal (Aronson et al., 1963; Bochner & Insko, 1966). They 

argued that people with higher initial belief weights were more committed to their beliefs 

and more likely to counterargue counterattitudinal messages or disparage the source in 

order to resist belief change, thereby reducing any dissonance they experience. However, 

not all exposure to counterattitudinal information produces dissonance. When people are 

confronted with information that conflicts with an unimportant belief or behavior, 

dissonance arousal may be minimal or nonexistent (Festinger, 1957). However, when a 

belief or behavior is important, exposure to counterattitudinal information can lead to 

higher levels of dissonance. Therefore, it is possible that participants in high belief 

weight conditions may experience cognitive dissonance because they were more 
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committed to their initial positions, whereas those in low belief weight conditions do not 

experience dissonance, or at least they do not experience as much. 

Single instances of attitude change have been the most frequently studied mode of 

dissonance reduction (Devine et al., 2019; E. Harmon-Jones & Harmon-Jones, 2007). 

Although people frequently encounter situations in which they may need to repeatedly 

reduce dissonance about the same focal object, there is very little research into how 

people resolve recurring dissonance (McGrath, 2017). In one experiment using a sample 

of 28 male college students from the University of South Dakota, Mittelstaedt (1969) 

tested how choosing between two products influenced a later product choice under low- 

versus high-dissonance conditions. Participants, all of whom were male, were asked to 

rank nine swimsuits. Those in the high-dissonance condition were then asked to choose 

between their third- and fourth-ranked swimsuits, whereas those in the low-dissonance 

condition were asked to choose between their third- and fifth-ranked swimsuits. All but 

one participant chose the third-ranked swimsuit. Later, all participants were asked to 

choose between their third- and second-ranked swimsuits. Nine of the 14 (64%) 

participants in the high-dissonance condition stayed with their initially-chosen swimsuit, 

compared to two out of 14 (14%) in the low-dissonance condition. Mittelstaedt proposed 

that choosing between two alternatives that were ranked closer together induced 

cognitive dissonance, which then motivated participants to increase their preference for 

the chosen swimsuit. For most participants in the high-dissonance group, this increase 

was enough to make the initially chosen swimsuit preferable to the second-ranked 

swimsuit. Although not tested in this study, Mittelstaedt predicted that this preference 

would increase if participants were to continue choosing between swimsuits, but only if 
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the alternatives were rated close enough to induce dissonance. Although Mittelstaedt 

noted that ranking procedures are flawed because they obscure important differences in 

evaluation, this study provided initial evidence for how cognitive dissonance may 

influence repeated evaluations. 

The evidence most relevant to research on sequential reduction of dissonance 

comes from a series of experiments conducted by Jonas et al. (2001). Thirty-six students 

from the University of Munich, ages ranging from 19 to 45, were asked to provide a 

tentative decision about an important national health policy based on a small amount of 

information. Participants were then shown 16 articles about the policy: eight in favor of 

the policy and eight against the policy. They were asked to select the articles that they 

were interested in reading. Participants were randomly assigned to either a simultaneous 

processing condition, in which all articles were shown at once, or a sequential processing 

condition, in which articles were shown in eight pairs for and against the policy. Each 

pair contained one article in favor of the policy and one article against the policy. All 

participants selected more articles that supported their initial policy preference than 

articles that were against their initial policy preference (i.e., consistent with confirmation 

bias). The authors suggested that participants felt committed to their initial policy 

preference, which resulted in dissonance when presented with counterattitudinal 

information. The key question was whether presenting the articles simultaneously or 

sequentially differentially affected article selection rates and, if so, why. Participants in 

the sequential processing condition selected articles that supported their initial policy 

preference at a higher rate than those in the simultaneous processing condition. The 

authors argued that sequentially processing the articles resulted in greater commitment 
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over time as participants repeatedly confirmed their initial preference with their article 

selections than when participants were presented with all the articles at the same time. In 

other words, choosing an article in favor of one’s initial policy position caused them to 

become more committed to that position. 

To confirm this proposition, the presentation of the articles was further varied by 

having articles in the sequential processing condition—the condition in which articles 

were shown in pairs and in which participants exhibited higher confirmation bias—

presented one at a time, alternating the articles with for and against arguments (called the 

sequential presentation condition). Articles in the simultaneous processing-sequential 

presentation condition were presented all at once, but participants indicated whether they 

would read the first article, then the second, and so on. Participants were more likely to 

select articles that supported their initial policy preference when articles were 

sequentially presented compared to the simultaneous presentation condition. In the 

sequential presentation condition, confirmation bias was highest for articles that were 

sequentially (versus simultaneously) processed. Jonas et al. concluded that “being 

sequentially confronted with new pieces of information makes one’s prior decision 

salient because each new information title is compared with this decision. . . . This 

focusing on the decision increases commitment to one’s own standpoint” (2001, p. 568). 

This outcome is similar to Mittelstaedt’s prediction about purchasing behavior: As people 

repeatedly confront dissonant information, they become more committed to their initial 

decision. The rationales for the two studies, however, are different. Whereas Mittelstaedt 

(1969) argued that dissonance strengthens favorability of the initially chosen alternative, 
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Jonas and colleagues argued that each dissonance experience made the initial decision 

more salient, thereby increasing commitment.  

However, both studies were limited in their ability to observe the effects of 

repeated dissonance. The sample in Mittelstaedt’s study was very small, with only 14 

participants in each of the two groups. The measurement of product preference was only 

repeated once. Because of the ranking procedure, the discrepancy between alternatives at 

both decision points was unknown and could not be assumed to be equal across 

participants or groups. In the study by Jonas and colleagues, although dissonance was 

considered to be the force motivating biased information searching, neither message 

discrepancy nor commitment to the initial policy preference were manipulated, because 

the main focus of the study was the difference in type of information searching. 

Therefore, it is difficult to discern whether and to what degree dissonance was motivating 

biased information searching.  

The current study uses the sequential information integration model (SIIM) to test 

how repeated dissonance affects attitude change during repeated exposure to 

counterattitudinal information. Belief weight in this dissertation is operationalized as the 

level of commitment a person has to a belief. Indicating commitment to an action or 

belief increases the level of personal involvement, which leads to an increase in 

dissonance when presented with counterattitudinal information (Aronson, 2019; Cohen et 

al., 1963; Dickerson et al., 1992). The SIIM predicts that when belief weight is high, the 

belief will be more resistant to change when a person is exposed to counterattitudinal 

information. When people are exposed to counterattitudinal information, beliefs may be 

more resistant to change if people are more committed to them or if changing them may 
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produce dissonance among other cognitions (McGrath, 2017). Yet the relationship 

between commitment and resistance to belief change is seldom studied in dissonance 

research (Vaidis & Bran, 2018). The current study explores the role of dissonance, via 

personal commitment, in producing resistance to belief change across multiple 

information exposures.  

H2: Repeated exposure to negative counterattitudinal information causes less 

negative belief change over time for participants experiencing high, rather than 

low, dissonance. 

Dissonance Arousal and Affect 

The sequential information integration model predicts that (a) beliefs change as a 

function of the weight and valence of new information, and (b) as belief weight increases, 

belief change is reduced and the belief reaches a new equilibrium. Chung and Fink 

(2016) speculated that dissonance may motivate resistance to belief change through 

counterarguing the message or disparaging the source (Aronson et al., 1963; Bochner & 

Insko, 1966; Festinger, 1957). There are, of course, many possible explanations for why 

and how people resist belief change when exposed to counterattitudinal information, 

depending in part on how belief weight is operationalized. Here, belief weight is 

operationalized as the level of personal commitment a person has to one’s initial decision. 

Dissonance theory predicts that higher commitment will lead to a state of psychological 

discomfort when people are exposed to counterattitudinal information. This discomfort 

will motivate people to engage in some cognitive or behavioral action to bring their 

dissonant cognitions into consonance, which will then reduce their discomfort. 

Importantly, because belief weight is higher for a high-dissonance group (i.e., people are 
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more committed to their initial decisions), SIIM predicts that beliefs in this group will 

change less than those of people in a low-dissonance group. Whereas much of the 

previous dissonance research has focused on the circumstances in which dissonance 

motivates belief change, in the present study, dissonance will manifest itself as resistance 

to belief change. This dissertation will test whether cognitive dissonance motivates 

resistance to belief change: I will directly measure the affective component of the 

dissonance process, both before and after people are given the opportunity to change their 

evaluations. 

Misattribution of Arousal 

Dissonance has been described as an unpleasant, drive-like state that people are 

motivated to reduce (Cooper, 2019). One fundamental proposition of the theory was that 

the degree of dissonance experienced is a function of the discrepancy between, and the 

importance of, the two (or more) dissonant cognitions. Many early dissonance studies 

focused on attitudinal outcomes as evidence of this proposition (e.g., Aronson et al., 

1963; Bochner & Insko, 1966; Festinger & Carlsmith, 1959; Gerard, 1964, 1967). The 

greater the dissonance, the logic went, the more attitude change would be necessary to 

bring cognitions into consonance.  

As dissonance theory fielded challenges about the supposed unpleasant state 

driving attitude change (e.g., Bem, 1972; Chapanis & Chapanis, 1964), researchers began 

developing novel ways to test the arousal component of dissonance. Studies on the 

misattribution of arousal provided the first convincing evidence that dissonance involves 

an unpleasant state that motivates dissonance reduction. This experimental paradigm 

originated from an experiment by Schachter and Singer (1962) in which 185 students 
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from the University of Minnesota were injected with either epinephrine (adrenaline) or a 

placebo. Participants who received the epinephrine injection were randomly assigned to 

receive different explanations for how the injection would affect them: Some were 

accurately informed about the stimulating side effects of the injection, some were 

misinformed about the side effects, and others were not given any information about side 

effects. Finally, all participants were randomly assigned to a condition in which they 

would be given cues to label their arousal as either euphoria or anger. Emotion was 

measured using both standardized observation through one-way mirror and self-report. 

Schachter and Singer predicted that participants would label their physiological arousal 

as an emotional state (euphoria or anger) only to the extent that it could not be explained 

by the injection and only as the emotional state for which cues were given within the 

experiment. Most relevant to dissonance researchers, participants who were accurately 

informed about the side effects of the injection exhibited less observed emotion than 

those who were misinformed or not informed about side effects. Accurately informed 

participants in the euphoria condition, but not the anger condition, also reported less 

emotion on the self-report questionnaire than those who were misinformed or not 

informed about side effects. Schachter (1964) explained that participants may have 

interpreted the anger self-report items to mean they were angry with the experimenter. If 

so, they would likely be more hesitant to report strong anger, but this would not have 

been an issue with the euphoria items. Overall, Schachter and Singer’s (1962) findings 

seem to provide the first methodological steps for indirectly testing the state of arousal 

that is theorized in dissonance. 
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Building on the work of Schachter and Singer, Storms and Nisbett (1970) 

designed an experiment to test whether an intervention with no physiological effects 

could be used as a source for the misattribution of arousal. Self-reported insomniacs from 

Yale University (N = 42) were given placebos to take before bed for two nights. 

Participants were randomly assigned to an arousal condition, in which they were told the 

pill would increase their bodily activity, or a relaxation condition, in which they were told 

the pill would lower their bodily activity. Participants in the relaxation condition reported 

taking longer to fall asleep than participants in the arousal condition. Storms and Nisbett 

labelled this finding the reverse placebo effect. They argued that participants in the 

arousal condition were able to attribute their arousal to the pills rather than their own 

emotions, and therefore fell asleep sooner than usual, whereas those in the relaxation 

condition believed that if the pill actually reduced their arousal, then their emotions, 

which were actually not affected by the placebo, must be more intense than usual. These 

findings suggested that people may attribute their physiological reactions to an external 

cause when one is available. 

Several studies failed to fully replicate the findings from Storm and Nisbett’s 

experiment (Bootzin et al., 1976; Kellogg & Baron, 1975; Lowery et al., 1979; 

Singerman et al., 1976). Brockner and Swap (1983) suggested that people with higher 

private body consciousness—a propensity to focus on internal bodily cues—would be 

more likely to exhibit the reverse placebo effect. That is, upon perceiving a discrepancy 

between how the pill was supposed to make them feel and how they actually felt, they 

would be more likely to focus their attention inward rather than on an external source. 

Using a similar procedure to Storms and Nisbett (1970) with a sample of 30 
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undergraduate students from Tufts University, Brockner and Swap found that people 

higher in private body consciousness exhibited a stronger reverse placebo effect than 

those with lower private body consciousness. This finding shed light on possible reasons 

for past replication failures: Individual differences may have moderated the reverse 

placebo effect in previous studies. 

Although results were mixed, the reverse placebo effect provided the foundation 

for studying the effect of arousal on dissonance reduction processes. If people are able to 

attribute their dissonance-produced arousal to an external source, then they would not 

need to engage in dissonance reduction. However, if there was no external source to 

which people could attribute their arousal, then they would be forced to resolve the 

dissonance internally, for example, by changing their attitudes. Zanna and Cooper (1974) 

tested this proposition by asking 77 freshman males at Princeton University to write a 

counterattitudinal essay under either low- or high-choice conditions. In the high-choice 

condition, participants were asked to write the counterattitudinal essay, but they were 

reminded many times that they were under no obligation to do so. In the low-choice 

condition, participants were not told that writing the essay was optional. Writing the 

essay in the high-choice condition was expected to produce more dissonance. Under the 

pretense of a seemingly unrelated study that took place before essay writing, participants 

were given a placebo. Some were told the pill would make them feel tense, some were 

told it would make them feel relaxed, and some were told the pill would have no side 

effects. Participants were told that a memory task would take place 30 minutes after 

taking the pill. While they waited (the memory task did not exist), participants were 

asked to participate in a study of opinions.  
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Participants were asked to write counterattitudinal essays on the topic of allowing 

inflammatory speakers on campus. Afterward, they responded to opinion measures on the 

same topic. Those who expected no side effects from the pill reported higher attitude 

change in the high-dissonance condition than in the low-dissonance condition. This effect 

was enhanced for participants who expected to feel relaxed and diminished for those who 

expected to feel tense. When participants in the high-dissonance condition could attribute 

their arousal to the pill, they exhibited less attitude change. However, when they expected 

the pill to make them feel more relaxed, they exhibited increased attitude change. These 

findings provided support for the prediction that arousal that is internally, rather than 

externally, attributed motivates attitude change. Other variations of the misattribution 

paradigm provided further support for the role of arousal in motivating dissonance 

reduction, using stimuli such as humorous cartoons (Fazio et al., 1978), testing 

environments (Fried & Aronson, 1995), and prism goggles (Losch & Cacioppo, 1990). 

Direct Evidence for Dissonance Arousal 

Studies have also found direct physiological evidence for the arousal component 

of dissonance. Croyle and Cooper (1983) measured the nonspecific skin conductance 

responses (SCRs) of 30 male undergraduate students from Princeton University writing 

counterattitudinal essays under low- and high-choice conditions. SCRs are measures of 

electrodermal activity associated with the experience of physiological arousal. 

Participants were given two filler tasks prior to the study to help them acclimate to the 

measurement device. Participants in the high-choice condition had significantly more 

SCRs than those in the low-choice condition, yet there was no significant difference in 

attitude change. The authors suggested that writing the counterattitudinal essays under the 
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high-choice condition caused dissonance arousal, but participants attributed their arousal 

to the measurement instrument rather than internal inconsistency. 

Extending the work of Croyle and Cooper, Elkin and Leippe (1986) measured the 

galvanic skin responses (GSRs) of 40 college students writing counterattitudinal essays 

under low- and high-choice conditions. In order to reduce the potential for attributing 

arousal to the measurement device, participants began the study by completing four filler 

tasks, and no statements were made implying the device may cause tension or arousal. 

Elkin and Leippe suspected that, in addition to arousal caused by dissonance, participants 

may experience arousal due to the effort of the writing task. To distinguish arousal from 

the effort of essay writing rather than dissonance, some participants were given a list of 

arguments to help write their essays (low effort) and others were not (high effort). GSR 

was measured before essay writing to establish a baseline. GSR was also measured 

immediately after writing the essay and a third time after participants were given the 

opportunity to report attitude change. GSR was higher in the high-choice condition, and 

within the high-choice condition, GSR was higher for participants who were not provided 

the list of arguments with which to write their essay (high-effort condition). Attitude 

change was also greater in the high-choice group, but there was no significant difference 

in GSR between participants who were provided a list of arguments with which to write 

their essays and those who were not. These findings suggest that task effort resulted in 

increased arousal, but only the arousal associated with dissonance motivated attitude 

change. 

In a follow-up experiment by Elkin and Leippe (1986) with 40 college students, 

similar procedures were used. However, GSR was measured for a longer period of time 
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following essay writing, an effort condition was not used, and, in order to discern the 

effect of explicit attitude reporting on arousal reduction, some participants were not given 

the opportunity to report attitude change. Participants who did not report attitude change 

were given a magazine to read for 60 seconds. The authors expected post-attitude-change 

arousal to be lower for participants who were given the opportunity to report attitude 

change, compared to those who were given a magazine. In the high-choice condition, 

arousal increased following essay writing. Additionally, attitude change was significantly 

higher in the high-choice condition. However, post-attitude-change arousal was not 

significantly lower for participants who were given the attitude change opportunity 

compared to those who were given a magazine. The authors suggested that arousal was a 

driver of dissonance-related attitude change, but it was not resolved by attitude change 

nor did it take longer to dissipate following the attitude change opportunity. In the present 

research, because arousal does not immediately dissipate following attitude change, it 

does not seem ideal for examining differences in dissonance reduction. This research 

instead looks to the emotional, rather than arousal, component of dissonance. 

Psychological Discomfort 

There are two issues with arousal as the motivator of dissonance reduction. First, 

there is some evidence that any form of arousal, positive or negative, may lead to attitude 

change (Fazio et al., 1978), which conflicts with the idea that cognitive inconsistency 

produces negative arousal. Second, if arousal does motivate dissonance reduction, then 

we should find that arousal is reduced following dissonance reduction; however, arousal 

does not always dissipate following dissonance reduction (Elkin & Leippe, 1986). 

Cooper and Fazio (1984) attempted to reconcile conflicting evidence about dissonance 
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arousal by suggesting that dissonance is first characterized as a state of undifferentiated 

arousal, which is then labelled positively or negatively. Arousal that is labelled negatively 

and attributed internally could be described as the psychological discomfort that 

motivates dissonance reduction. According to Cooper and Fazio’s proposition, it is 

discomfort and not arousal that should be reduced following dissonance reduction. 

Elliot and Devine (1994) tested this proposition in a series of experiments in 

which 112 college students from the University of Wisconsin-Madison were, as in past 

studies, asked to write counterattitudinal essays under low- and high-choice conditions. 

Rather than measuring arousal, this study used a scale measuring psychological 

discomfort (uncomfortable, uneasy, bothered) and other types of affect unrelated to 

dissonance (e.g., guilty and happy). After finishing the essay, one group was asked about 

their affect followed by the measurement of their attitudes; the other group was asked 

about their attitudes followed by the measurement of their affect. Participants in the high-

choice condition experienced significantly more attitude change than participants in the 

low-choice condition. These results suggest that participants who were given more 

latitude to choose whether or not to write the counterattitudinal essay (versus a 

proattitudinal essay) experienced more dissonance and, therefore, more attitude change. 

Furthermore, psychological discomfort before reporting attitude change was higher in the 

high-choice condition, suggesting that participants were more uncomfortable writing the 

counterattitudinal essay when they had more choice. 

The primary question of Elliot and Devine’s study was how psychological 

discomfort changed after participants had the opportunity to change their attitudes. In the 

low-choice condition, psychological discomfort did not significantly differ depending on 
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whether participants indicated their affect before or after the attitude change opportunity. 

In the high-choice condition, psychological discomfort before being given an attitude 

change opportunity was significantly higher than the psychological discomfort after being 

given an attitude change opportunity. That is, psychological discomfort appeared to 

decrease after participants were able to report their attitude change. Similar patterns were 

not observed for the affect items unrelated to dissonance. Overall, these experiments 

showed that engaging in a counterattitudinal behavior caused increased psychological 

discomfort, which was then reduced by changing one’s attitude to be more consistent 

with behavior. 

Other studies using psychological discomfort or similar negative affect measures 

supported the proposition that, although arousal follows the experience of cognitive 

inconsistency, psychological discomfort is the primary motivator of dissonance 

reduction. Burris et al. (1997) presented 38 undergraduate psychology students with a 

predominantly Christian background with belief-disconfirming information. The 

researchers observed reduced psychological discomfort among participants who were 

given the opportunity to reconcile dissonant cognitions under a superordinate principle 

(i.e., one that could explain inconsistencies between lower-order principles), as well as 

among those who were given the opportunity to respond to measures meant to reaffirm 

their beliefs, compared to those who were not given a dissonance reduction opportunity 

or who were given a distraction task. The pattern of reduced discomfort following 

dissonance reduction has been found in studies of dissonance stemming from group 

disagreement (Matz & Wood, 2005) and post-decision information searching (Liang, 

2016), as well as dissonance where no aversive consequences were implied (Harmon-
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Jones, 2000). These studies show that (a) psychological discomfort increases when 

people experience dissonance, and (b) psychological discomfort decreases after people 

are given an opportunity to reduce their dissonance. 

To claim that dissonance is the process underlying differences in belief 

trajectories, this dissertation research tests (a) whether psychological discomfort increases 

when exposed to information that is incongruent with existing beliefs, and (b) whether 

psychological discomfort decreases after being given the opportunity to change one’s 

beliefs. In other words, when dissonance is aroused, discomfort before a belief change 

opportunity is expected to be higher than discomfort after a belief change opportunity. 

According to SIIM, discomfort resulting from exposure to counterattitudinal information 

should be higher when initial belief weight is high, because the information presents 

conflicts with an important belief, thus causing more dissonance. There should be no 

significant difference in psychological discomfort before and after a belief change 

opportunity for participants with low initial belief weight, because exposure to 

information that conflicts with a less-important belief causes less dissonance.  

H3: Psychological discomfort before a belief change opportunity is significantly 

higher than psychological discomfort after a belief change opportunity for 

participants experiencing high, rather than low, dissonance. 

Affective responses from exposure to counterattitudinal information may change 

over time, and, in particular, in response to repeated experiences of cognitive dissonance. 

Higher dissonance is expected to cause more initial discomfort than lower dissonance. 

What is not clear, however, is how psychological discomfort should change in response 

to repeated inductions of dissonance. Three alternatives are proposed. First, 
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psychological discomfort may remain constant, so each exposure to counterattitudinal 

information elicits the same affective response each time (constant discomfort). Second, 

psychological discomfort in the high-dissonance condition may decrease at a steady rate 

to the point that it does not differ from the low-dissonance condition, indicating affective 

desensitization. Third, psychological discomfort may remain constant or build until, at a 

certain point, discomfort drops sharply, indicating that participants found a way to deal 

with their dissonance (build and release). This third outcome would be the equivalent of 

smokers who finally quit cold turkey or voters who (a) switch parties after no longer 

being able to support the initially preferred politician, or (b) quit trusting any information 

sources that do not support their preferred candidate. Therefore, the following research 

question is proposed: 

RQ: How does the experience of psychological discomfort change as people are 

exposed to repeated counterattitudinal information? 

Conclusion 

As described in this chapter, this dissertation offers the following contributions. 

First, it provides a replication of the sequential information integration model. Second, it 

tests dissonance as a possible mechanism of resistance to belief change that is observed in 

the SIIM when initial belief weight is high. Finally, it advances cognitive dissonance 

theory by observing how psychological discomfort changes in response to repeated 

induction of cognitive dissonance. The next chapter describes the method used to test the 

hypotheses and research question outlined above. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

This dissertation comprises three studies: two pilot studies testing materials and 

procedures, followed by a main study. This chapter begins by broadly outlining the 

research design of the main study. Next, both pilot studies will be described and their 

results discussed. Finally, this chapter will end by describing changes made to the main 

study based on the results of the pilot studies. 

Research Design 

This online experiment employed a 2 (statement: justification statement vs. vote 

recall statement) x 2 (evaluation order: evaluation/affect vs. affect/evaluation) within- 

and between-subjects design.1  Similar to the experimental procedure used in Chung and 

Fink (2016) and Chung et al. (2012), participants played the role of a voter during a 

hypothetical U.S. House of Representatives election taking place in Maryland. (See 

Appendix A for the main study flowchart, which provides a diagram of the experimental 

procedure outlined below.) Participants began by reading and signing a consent form 

approved by the Temple University Institutional Review Board and completing a short 

training session on how to use the scales employed in the study. They then responded to a 

series of items measuring covariates for the main analyses, such as need for cognition, 

self-esteem, and indecisiveness. 

 

 

1 This dissertation research was supported by funds from Carnell Professor research funds 

awarded to Edward L. Fink and from a Doctoral Dissertation Completion Grant provided by the Temple 

University Graduate School. 
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Next, participants were told that they would take the role of a voter in an election 

simulation. They were given biographical and issue-position information of two 

hypothetical candidates. All participants were asked to select the candidate that they 

preferred and rate how much they preferred one candidate over the other. By random 

assignment, half the participants were asked to write a justification for their candidate 

preference in order to increase their commitment to their choice; the other half were 

asked to describe a past voting experience, which was not expected to influence their 

commitment level. 

Next, participants read a series of counterattitudinal articles that conflicted with 

their initial candidate preferences. It was expected that reading counterattitudinal articles 

would elicit greater dissonance for participants who justified their candidate preference 

compared to those who recalled a past voting experience. 

Each counterattitudinal article was followed by an opportunity for participants to 

change their candidate evaluations and report their levels of psychological discomfort and 

positive affect. By random assignment, half the participants received the affect measures 

before each opportunity to change their evaluations and half received the affect measures 

after each opportunity to change their evaluations. It was expected that psychological 

discomfort would be greater for participants rating their affect before reevaluating, but 

only for those who were asked to justify their candidate preference.  

Finally, participants were asked questions about their perceptions of the articles 

that they read and their demographic characteristics. The key question for analysis was 

how candidate evaluation and psychological discomfort changed as cognitive dissonance 
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was repeatedly induced. See Appendix B for a copy of the questionnaire, which includes 

the above manipulation. 

Initial Candidate Information and Evaluation 

As in Chung et al. (2012) and Chung and Fink (2016), brief biographies and 

personal statements were provided for both hypothetical candidates to form the basis of 

their initial candidate evaluations. Participants were shown information about both 

candidates. The two candidate biographies used in the previous studies by Chung et al. 

(2012) and Chung and Fink (2016) were used in this study. Both candidates were 

identified as male. Biographies included each candidate’s name, party affiliation, current 

occupation, previous work experience, education, age, hometown, marital status, number 

of children, and military experience (see Appendix C). 

Issue-position information was presented in the form of an alleged quoted 

statement from each candidate. Because the issue-position statements used in previous 

studies of the sequential information integration model (SIIM) were created nearly 20 

years before the present research, they were updated using issues that were rated as 

highly important by both Republicans and Democrats in Pilot Study 1. Candidates’ 

names and biographical information were also examined in Pilot Study 1 to ensure that 

the candidates’ qualifications were perceived to be similar. 

After viewing candidate information, participants were asked to indicate the 

candidate that they preferred. They were then asked to provide an initial evaluation of 

each candidate. The evaluation scale is described later in this chapter. 

Pilot Study 1: Candidate Information and Issue Importance 
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The goals of Pilot Study 1 were (a) to ensure that neither candidate was perceived 

to be more qualified or likable based on the biographical information that was provided 

or the participants’ party identification, and (b) to identify political issues that were 

similar and were highly important for both Republican- and Democratic-leaning 

participants. Data were collected in an online survey using a national sample of 18- to 26-

year-olds located in the United States. Participants were recruited via MTurk, and the 

study was conducted on August 7, 2020. The survey contained a quota for participant 

sex, resulting in half the respondents being male and the other half being female. 

Participants were paid $2.00 for completing the survey. 

Research Design 

After signing the consent form, participants were trained to use magnitude scales 

in the survey.2 Next, participants were told the following: 

Multiple biographies of candidates for a House of Representatives election are 

provided below. These biographies are not based on real people. You will be 

shown a selection of randomly generated candidate biographies and asked to rate 

 

 

2 Magnitude scales have a minimum value of zero and no maximum value. They have a value that 

represents a moderate level of the attribute being measured, which is usually set at 100. Any response from 

zero to 99 represents less than a moderate amount of an attribute, and any response above 100 represents 

more than a moderate amount of that attribute. Lodge (1981) described several advantages magnitude 

scales have over Likert-type scales commonly used in communication research. First, Likert-type scales 

lead to information loss, because they impose a fixed range of responses that can never fully capture the 

true range of the attribute being measured. Second, Likert-type scales are at the ordinal level of 

measurement, despite often being treated as interval level scales. Therefore, they don’t meet the interval-

level assumption required for more powerful statistical methods. Finally, offering a fixed range of 

categories influences the response. “Whereas the true change of social stimuli varies over time from 

domain to domain and individual to individual, the range of categorical options remains set, sometimes 

artifactually constraining judgments, at other times providing a too expansive range, and only on occasion . 

. . matching fixed to true range” (Lodge, 1981, p. 6). Magnitude scales do not impose categories on the 

stimulus and are flexible enough to capture the range of responses across individuals and domains. 
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the candidates’ suitability for office. No party identification or information about 

political beliefs will be shown, only biographical information.  

Participants were shown two biographies. The two biographies were the same for all 

participants, but the order in which the biographies were presented was randomized in 

Qualtrics, the survey application used in this study. Under each biography were items 

assessing candidate qualification and likability. 

 Participants were then shown three names of hypothetical candidates. The names 

were Robert Wilson, Daniel Johnson, and James Davis. The order of the names was 

randomized. Under each name were items to assess likability, trustworthiness, and 

competence. 

Next, participants were given a list of 18 policy issues (e.g., health care, terrorism, 

social security) and were asked to rate the importance of the issues using magnitude 

scales. Issues were presented in random order. The survey ended with questions about 

party identification, political ideology, and demographics. 

Thirty-nine people completed the survey. Nineteen people (49%) indicated they 

were male. Mean age was 23.9 years (SD = 1.92, Mdn = 24, Min = 19, Max = 29). 

Twenty-one percent of respondents had completed high school, 24% had attended some 

college with no degree, and 56% had a four-year bachelor’s degree or higher. Forty-six 

percent identified as non-Hispanic whites, 23% as Hispanic, 16% as non-Hispanic blacks, 

and 15% as American Indian or Alaskan native, Asian, or native Hawaiian or Pacific 

Islander. 

Party identification was measured with the categories used in the annual surveys 

of the American National Election Studies: strong Republican, Republican, Independent 
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leaning Republican, Independent, Independent leaning Democrat, Democrat, and strong 

Democrat (American National Election Studies, 2019). Those indicating strong 

Republican, Republican, or Independent leaning Republican were categorized as 

“Republican.” Those indicating strong Democrat, Democrat, or Independent leaning 

Democrat were categorized as “Democrat.” Those indicating Independent remained 

categorized as “Independent.” Political ideology was measured in a similar manner. 

Participants were asked the following: “We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and 

conservatives. When it comes to politics, do you usually think of yourself as extremely 

liberal, liberal, slightly liberal, moderate or middle of the road, slightly conservative, or 

extremely conservative?” 

Pilot Study 1 Results 

In the analyses described below, the alpha level was set at .05, and significance 

tests were two-tailed. 

Data Transformation. Except for demographic information, participants 

reported their responses on all the scales using magnitude scales. All magnitude scales 

were winsorized (i.e., transformed to limit extreme values to either the 95th or 90th 

percentile) and transformed to reduce the magnitude of skewness and kurtosis (see 

Appendix F). All items measured using magnitude scales were positively skewed, and 

most had skewness and kurtosis coefficients greater than +1.00, which is typical when 

using magnitude scales. Some magnitude scale ratings were extremely large, ranging 

from 400,000 on up. Log, square root, cube root, and inverse square root transformations 

were examined on all items using magnitude scales. The square root transformation 

resulted in the most items with skewness and kurtosis coefficients between positive and 
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negative one, thus performing better than the other transformations. Items that were 

outside of this range with the square root transformation were then winsorized to the 95th 

percentile, and then log, square root, cube root, and inverse square root transformations 

were tested again on all items. The square root transformation again performed better 

than the others. Some items still did not have skewness and kurtosis between positive and 

negative one. These raw items were subsequently winsorized to the 90th percentile and 

square root transformed. Following winsorization and transformation, two items had 

skewness coefficients greater than one, and seven items had kurtosis outside of positive 

or negative one. All items were retained. 

Perception of Candidate Biographies. The first research question asked if 

perceptions of candidate biographies differed significantly on measures of qualification 

and likability. Two-way ANOVAs were conducted with party identification and 

candidate biography as the independent variables. Levene’s test was not significant, 

supporting the homoscedasticity assumption. The Shapiro-Wilk test was nonsignificant, 

supporting the normality assumption. Table 1 indicates that, with qualification as the 

dependent variable, there were no significant effects for either independent variable or 

their interaction. 

ANOVA was conducted with likability as the dependent variable. Levene’s test 

was nonsignificant, but the Shapiro-Wilk test was significant at the p < .05 level. 

However, ANOVA is considered robust to the normality assumption except in cases 

where the kurtosis coefficient is below negative three and the sample size is small or 

moderate, and no variables used in the analysis were platykurtic (Ramsey & Schafer, 

2013). Table 2 shows that there was no significant effect for candidate, but there was a  
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Table 1 

One-Way ANOVA Using Qualification of Hypothetical Candidate as the Dependent 

Variable for Pilot Study 1 (N = 39) 

Measure Sum of Squares dfNum dfDen F ratio p 

Intercept 1,191.62 1 72 60.34 < .001 

Candidate biography 29.96 1 72 1.52 .22 

Party identification 95.99 2 72 2.43 .10 

Candidate biography 

X party identification 

20.13 2 72 0.51 .60 

Note. Bold values denote statistical significance at the p < .05 level. 

 

Table 2 

One-Way ANOVA Using Likability of Hypothetical Candidate as the Dependent Variable 

for Pilot Study 1 (N = 39) 

Measure Sum of Squares dfNum dfDen F ratio p 

Intercept 813.04 1 72 52.42 < .001 

Candidate biography 23.22 1 72 1.50 .23 

Party identification 150.88 2 72 4.86 .01 

Candidate biography 

X party identification 

9.68 2 72 0.31 .73 

Note. Bold values denote statistical significance at the p < .05 level. 

 

significant effect for party identification, F(2, 72) = 4.86, p = .01. Tukey-adjusted 

pairwise comparisons indicated that likability was significantly higher for Republicans 

(M = 10.63, SD = 3.80) than for Independents (M = 6.31, SD = 4.89, p < .01) and 

Democrats (M = 7.52, SD = 3.47, p < .01). Party identification did not significantly 

interact with candidate biography. These results suggest that Republicans were more 
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likely to view all biographies as slightly more likable, but partisans did not significantly 

favor one candidate biography more than the other. 

Perception of Candidate Names. The second research question asked if 

perceptions of candidate names differed significantly on measures of likability, 

trustworthiness, and competence. Three separate one-way ANOVAs were conducted with 

candidate name as the independent variable and likability, trustworthiness, and 

competence as the dependent variables (see Table 3). Levene’s test was not significant 

for each model. The Shapiro-Wilk test was significant at the p < .001 level for each 

model, seemingly violating the normality assumption; however, no variables used in the 

analyses were platykurtic. There were no significant differences between the three names 

on any of the three dependent variables, suggesting that participants did not perceive the 

candidate names differently based on the dependent measures. Thus, participants 

perceived the names to be similar in terms of their likability, trustworthiness, and 

competence.  

Issue Importance. The third research question asked which policy issues were 

similarly important to both Republicans and Democrats. This question was addressed to 

ensure candidate biographies were as similar as possible and to reduce the likelihood that 

candidate biographies included issue-position statements that were more important for 

one political party than the other. One-way ANOVAs were conducted for 18 policy 

issues with the full sample, which included Democrats, Republicans, and Independents 

(see Table 4), and then with a sample that included only Democrats and Republicans. 

Removing Independents reduced the sample size from 39 to 31 (see Table 5). The 

primary differences in issue importance when comparing only Democrats and 
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Table 3 

One-Way ANOVA Using Likability, Trustworthiness, and Competence of Hypothetical 

Candidate Name as the Dependent Variables for Pilot Study 1 (N = 39) 

Measure Sum of Squares dfNum dfDen F ratio p 

Likability      

Intercept 3,766.50 1 114 386.59 < .001 

Candidate name .20 2 114 0.01 .99 

Trustworthiness      

Intercept 3,782.70 1 114 524.10 < .001 

Candidate name 13.30 2 114 0.92 .40 

Competence      

Intercept 3,749.70 1 114 384.20 < .001 

Candidate name 5.70 2 114 0.29 .75 

Note. Bold values denote statistical significance at the p < .05 level. 

 

Republicans, versus using the whole sample, were that (a) importance of terrorism and 

military policy issues increased for both groups, and (b) the slight difference in Medicare 

policy importance completely disappeared. Mean issue importance for all issues was 

12.56 (SD = 7.05). The issues rated most important by both Republicans and Democrats 

were education (M = 17.34, SD = 8.17), health care (M = 15.92, SD = 7.29), and jobs (M 

= 14.90, SD = 6.81). Because these issues did not differ significantly in their importance 

to members of both parties, they were selected to be in the candidates’ issue-position 

statements in subsequent experiments. 

Pilot Study 1 indicated neither candidate was perceived as more competent, 

likable, or trustworthy based on their names or their biographies. No differences in  
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Table 4 

Summary of One-Way ANOVAs with Party Identification (Republicans, Independents, 

and Democrats) as the Independent Variable and Issue Importance for 18 Policy Issues 

as the Dependent Variables for Pilot Study 1 (N = 39) 

Policy Issue Sum of Squares F(2, 36) p 

The economy 51.70 0.51 .60 

Education 44.20 0.30 .75 

Health care 327.80 2.72 .08 

Terrorism 409.91 3.22 .051 

Social security 28.18 0.27 .77 

Medicare 456.44 4.89 .013 

Poverty 33.90 0.23 .79 

The environment 151.90 1.12 .34 

Immigration 26.63 0.36 .70 

Jobs 7.10 0.06 .74 

Reducing crime 131.71 1.04 .36 

Drug addiction 9.95 0.12 .88 

The budget deficit 145.26 1.52 .23 

Race relations 62.8 0.42 .66 

The military 350.33 4.74 .014 

Transportation 14.52 0.22 .81 

Climate change 253.90 2.08 .14 

Global trade 121.20 1.77 .18 

Note. Estimates are for party identification as the independent variable. Party identification 

included Republicans, Moderates, and Democrats. Bold values denote statistical significance at 

the p < .05 level. 
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Table 5 

Summary of One-Way ANOVAs with Party Identification (Republicans and Democrats) 

as the Independent Variable and Issue Importance for 18 Policy Issues as the Dependent 

Variables for Pilot Study 1 (N = 39) 

Policy Issue Sum of Squares F(1, 29) p 

The economy 37.60 0.96 .34 

Education 5.10 0.07 .79 

Health care 83.20 1.60 .22 

Terrorism 387.82 6.11 .02 

Social security 0.00 0.00 .995 

Medicare 6.41 0.15 .70 

Poverty 19.40 0.35 .56 

The environment 85.3 1.72 .20 

Immigration 21.48 0.79 .38 

Jobs 0.00 0.00 .98 

Reducing crime 77.46 1.77 .19 

Drug addiction 0.36 0.01 .92 

The budget deficit 23.30 0.47 .50 

Race relations 57.70 1.01 .32 

The military 349.52 12.15 .002 

Transportation 3.97 0.16 .70 

Climate change 130.70 2.36 .14 

Global trade 84.59 3.32 .08 

Note. Estimates are for party identification as the independent variable. Party identification 

included Republicans and Democrats; Independents were removed from the sample. Bold values 

denote statistical significance at the p < .05 level. 
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perception of the candidates’ biographies or names were found for Republican and 

Democratic participants. Additionally, this study identified education, healthcare, and 

jobs as policy issues that could be used for candidates’ issue-position statements in later 

studies. 

Pilot Study 2: Measurement Testing and Sample Size Estimation 

The goals of Pilot Study 2 were to test the effectiveness of the dissonance 

manipulation and to obtain data needed to calculate the sample size for the main study. 

The hypotheses outlined in the previous chapter were tested in Pilot Study 2 to ensure 

that the measures were valid and that the commitment manipulation was effective. The 

hypotheses are tested in this section separately from the main study, in which hypotheses 

were tested with a larger sample size and over a longer period of time. Pilot study 

hypotheses are denoted by the subscript p.  

Two groups of responses were collected. The first was an online survey of 120 

people based in the U.S. over the age of 18 recruited via MTurk and conducted on 

December 14, 2020. This sample skewed heavily Democratic and liberal and was too 

small to detect significant differences between experimental groups. A separate batch of 

69 responses was collected via MTurk from December 23 to January 3, 2020. For both 

groups, only participants meeting MTurk’s Master’s qualification were recruited. This 

qualification requires workers to consistently complete tasks with a high level of 

accuracy, although MTurk does not disclose the statistical models it uses to identify 

Masters. The survey was expected to take approximately 15 minutes to complete. At a 

wage of $8.00 per hour, which is higher than the federal minimum wage, participants 

were paid $2.00 for completing the survey. 
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Research Design 

This online experiment employed a 3 (statement type: justification statement, vote 

recall statement, no statement) x 2 (evaluation order: evaluation/affect, affect/evaluation) 

within- and between-subjects design, with statement type and evaluation order as 

between-subjects factors and article number, an ordinal time variable representing the 

articles shown to participants, as the within-subjects factor. Participants were asked to 

play the role of a voter during a hypothetical U.S. House of Representatives election 

taking place in Maryland. 

Covariates. The following covariates were included in this study based on their 

relationships with belief change processes in past research. See Appendix E for scales. 

Need for cognition. Need for cognition refers to the “tendency for an individual 

to engage in and enjoy thinking” (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982, p. 119). People high in need 

for cognition are more resistant to belief change once an initial belief has been formed 

(Haugtvedt & Petty, 1992). It is possible that the rate of decrease in candidate evaluation 

is greater for participants with low rather than high need for cognition. 

Need for cognition will be measured using a six-item scale (NCS-6) developed by 

Coelho et al. (2018), which is a shortened version of the 18-item scale (NCS-18) 

developed by Cacioppo et al. (1984). The NCS-6 was tested on a U.S. sample (N = 821) 

with 451 men (55%) and a mean age of 32.12 years (SD = 11.68), as well as a U.K. 

sample (N = 476) with 255 men (54%) and a mean age of 38.91 years (SD = 12.37). Both 

samples were taken from the general population; the U.S. sample was recruited online 

through Amazon’s MTurk, and the U.K. sample was recruited online through Prolific 

academic. The NCS-6 had a Cronbach’s alpha of .90 in the U.S. sample and .86 in the 
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U.K. sample, which is comparable to the NCS-18, which had a Cronbach’s alpha of .94 

in the U.S. sample and .91 in the U.K. sample. The NCS-6 includes statements such as “I 

would prefer complex to simple problems,” and “I really enjoy a task that involves 

coming up with new solutions to problems.” 

Indecisiveness. Kruglanski and Webster (1996) suggested the need for cognitive 

closure, a desire for definite—even if not fully accurate—knowledge about an issue, 

"should enhance the bothersomeness of cognitive inconsistency (that undermines 

cognitive closure) and hence elevate the magnitude of cognitive dissonance" (p. 281). In 

other words, people with a high need for closure may be more uncomfortable with the 

cognitive inconsistency that arouses dissonance, leading to stronger feelings of 

psychological discomfort. Experimental testing has not supported the proposed 

relationship between Webster and Kruglanski’s (1994) unidimensional need for closure 

scale (NFCS; Stalder & Baron, 1998), but one of the five subscales of the NFCS—

decisiveness, that is, individual differences in the fear of making judgmental errors 

(Webster & Kruglanski, 1994)—may exhibit a unique effect on dissonance-produced 

belief change.  

There is evidence that when need for closure is measured as a five-factor model—

which includes preference for order, preference for predictability, decisiveness, 

discomfort with ambiguity, and closed-mindedness—decisiveness attenuates the effect of 

dissonance on attitude change (Stalder, 2010). In Stalder’s (2010) study, only indecisive 

participants experienced significantly more attitude change in the high-dissonance 

condition, compared to indecisive participants in the low-dissonance condition; decisive 
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participants in the high-dissonance condition did not experience significantly more 

attitude change than decisive participants in the low-dissonance condition.  

This finding is consistent with research suggesting that the five subfactors of the 

NFCS are independent. Neuberg et al. (1997) tested the proposed unidimensionality of 

the NFCS using student samples from universities in Arizona, Montana, and British 

Columbia, as well as shoppers in clothing stores in the Memphis, Tennessee area (in 

order to have a nonacademic sample). They found that despite arguments for the 

unidimensionality of the NFCS (Kruglanski & Webster, 1996; Webster & Kruglanski, 

1994), five subfactors consistently emerged across samples. Neuberg et al. (1997) found 

that the Cronbach’s alpha for the decisiveness subfactor was .82 in the student sample 

and .71 in the shopper sample. Using confirmatory factor analysis, they found that the 

CFI for the single-factor structure of decisiveness was .97 in the student sample and .86 

in the shopper sample. Therefore, the decisiveness subfactor will be slightly modified to 

measure indecisiveness (for ease of use with magnitude scales) and used as a covariate in 

this dissertation. 

Self-esteem. Self-esteem refers to “feelings of satisfaction a person has about 

himself which reflect the relationship between the self-image and the ideal self-image” 

(Silber & Tippett, 1965, p. 1017). It has been argued that low self-esteem individuals are 

less affected by dissonance that high self-esteem individuals because they are more 

accustomed to, and less disturbed by, internal inconsistences (Gibbons et al., 1997; Steele 

et al., 1993; Stone, 2003). In experiments where dissonance is expected to result in 

greater rationalization and less attitude or behavior change, low self-esteem individuals 

more readily change their attitudes or behavior when confronted with disconfirming 
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information, whereas high self-esteem individuals are more likely to respond in a 

defensive manner and resist attitude or behavior change (Gibbons et al., 1997). 

Self-esteem will be measured using the 10-item scale developed by Rosenberg 

(1965), which assesses global self-worth via both positive and negative feelings about the 

self. Example items include “I feel I have a number of good qualities,” and “I certainly 

feel useless at times.” Using a random sample of ten public high schools in New York 

State stratified by community size, Rosenberg’s self-esteem scale had a Guttman scale 

coefficient of reproducibility of .92, indicating high internal consistency. A two-factor 

structure for this scale has been suggested (e.g., Owens, 1993, 1994), but Supple et al. 

(2013) showed that when method effects of positively and negatively worded items were 

taken into account, a single factor emerged. Using item response theory with a sample of 

1,234 undergraduate students in an introductory psychology course (age and sex were not 

reported), Gray-Little et al. (1997) also found that the scale was unidimensional, with a 

Cronbach’s alpha of .88. Therefore, a single-factor self-esteem scale will be measured 

and included in models as a covariate. 

Dissonance Manipulation. It was hypothesized that participants who felt more 

committed to their initial candidate preference would experience more dissonance when 

exposed to negative counterattitudinal information, resulting in less overall belief change. 

One method for inducing dissonance relies on the desire to preserve a positive and 

consistent self-concept. Aronson (2019) argued that most people strive to maintain a view 

of themselves as competent, moral, and able to predict their own behavior: “The greater 

the personal commitment or self-involvement implied by the action and the smaller the 

external justification for that action, the greater the dissonance and, therefore, the more 
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powerful the need for self-justification” (p. 147). Thus, dissonance is aroused most 

strongly when competency, morality, or predictability are threatened. 

Because the experiment was an online simulation, any dissonance manipulation 

related to the electoral consequences of selecting one candidate over the other seemed 

likely to be ineffective. Instead, a manipulation was created to increase people’s 

commitment to their candidate preferences by invoking their self-concepts as competent 

voters. Participants assigned to the justification statement condition were asked to write a 

statement explaining why their candidate preference was the right one. The prompt read 

as follows: 

Past research has shown that some people are better at identifying competent, 

qualified candidates for office than others. In the space below, please explain why 

your decision to support [the selected candidate] is the right one. Our research 

team will be reading your statement. 

The name of the candidate the participant selected was inserted into the prompt. The goal 

of the prompt was to encourage participants to elaborate on their reasons for selecting a 

candidate with the expectation that their reasoning would be read and evaluated by the 

research team. Doing so was expected to increase commitment to the initial candidate 

preference by invoking the self-concept of competence. Changing one’s candidate 

preference in this condition would imply the person was wrong about his or her initial 

choice and that he or she may not be a competent voter. Consequently, participants 

should be more motivated to preserve their self-concept by resisting belief change when 

presented with counterattitudinal information. 

In the vote recall condition, participants were given the following prompt: 

In the space below, please describe a past voting experience. We're going to 

create voting situations based on people’s actual experiences, which will be 
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shown to participants in a later study. Your voting experience can be political or 

not at all political. 

As in the justification statement condition, participants were asked to perform a writing 

task. However, the task did not require elaborating on one’s reasoning, therefore not 

invoking the self-concept of competence and increasing commitment to the initial 

preference. 

To test the effect of writing on commitment level, a third condition was included 

in Pilot Study 2 in which participants were not asked to write a statement and were 

immediately taken to the next part of the experiment. This was labelled the no statement 

condition. 

Commitment Level. A manipulation check was used to test whether writing a 

justification statement resulted in higher reported commitment to the initial candidate 

preference than recalling a past voting experience or writing no statement. The 

manipulation check consisted of items with statements about how the participant felt 

about the initial candidate preference. The statements began with “I feel . . .” and 

included the items committed, confident, and sure. Responses were measured using 

magnitude scales. 

Campaign Information. Twelve short, newspaper-style articles about both 

candidates, which were used in previous studies of the sequential information integration 

model, were prepared for the main study. In Chung and Fink (2016), the twelve articles 

were arranged and presented to participants so they read 10 counterattitudinal articles and 

two neutral articles. Of the 10 counterattitudinal articles, five contained positive 

information about the unchosen candidate and five contained negative information about 

the chosen candidate. There was one neutral article for each candidate. For example, 
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participants preferring the Democratic candidate were shown five positive articles about 

the Republican candidate and five negative articles about the Democratic candidate. 

Regardless of candidate choice, all participants were shown two neutral articles—one for 

each candidate. Positive articles focused on the initially disapproved candidate’s 

competence or morality, and negative articles focused on the initially preferred 

candidate’s incompetence or dishonesty.  

The articles used in the previous studies by Chung et al. (2012) and Chung and 

Fink (2016) were used in the main study of this dissertation. Articles were slightly 

modified from the previous studies to have similar Flesch Reading Ease scores and 

Flesch-Kincaid grade levels (see Appendix D for articles and metrics). To minimize 

suspicion of the experiment’s purpose, participants were told the following: 

You will read a series of shortened news articles about the candidates. These 

articles were randomly selected from a large pool of articles that were published 

during the 2018 congressional election cycle. Because of random selection, most 

people in this study will receive a mix of articles that include various issues and 

perspectives, but some people may receive information that is more limited.  

As in previous studies using the sequential integration information model (SIIM), each 

article included a headline and an article that was three to five sentences in length. 

Although all 12 articles were shown in the main study, only two of those articles were 

shown in Pilot Study 2. 

Article Processing. Past research on cognitive dynamics has shown that people 

need time to process new information before a belief reaches a new equilibrium (Chung 

& Fink, 2008; Kaplowitz et al., 1983, 1986; Miller, 1977). As mentioned in the previous 

chapter, for example, Kaplowitz et al. (1983) found that it took participants 135 seconds 

to complete 90 percent of their belief change. However, in addition to the other 
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information and measures presented in the main study, participants would be asked to 

read 12 news articles and respond to evaluation and affect measures ten times. Therefore, 

fatigue was consistently a concern when designing the main study. 

The following effort was made to balance the need for article processing with the 

cognitive demands of the study. After being shown each article, participants were taken 

to a page that said, “Take the time you need to think about the article. When you're done, 

go to the next page.” Participants could then click a button to continue with the study 

once they had taken time to think about the article. There was no minimum amount of 

time that participants were required to stay on this page. This was done in the 

experiments for both Pilot Study 2 and the main study. 

Dependent Variables 

Candidate Evaluation. Participants were asked, “To what degree do you prefer 

one candidate over the other as the right person for the position?” The item contained two 

slide bars, one for each candidate, and participants were able to move the slider to 

indicate their preference. The scale went from a zero to 100 percent preference for each 

candidate. Participants were told that 50 percent on both sliders indicates no preference 

for either of the candidates or equal preference for both candidates, and 100 percent 

indicates complete preference for one candidate over the other. 

The ratings for both candidates had to sum to 100 percent. Moving the slider for 

one candidate automatically moved the slider for the other candidate in the opposite 

direction. For example, preferring Daniel Johnson 80 percent resulted in 20 percent 

preference for Robert Wilson. In total, there were 101 points on the slide bar, because the 

percent scores ranged from 0 to 100, inclusive. Finally, a score for each candidate 
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appeared to the right of each slider and was updated as participants moved the sliders. 

From the example above, the participant would be shown 80% next to the name Daniel 

Johnson and 20% next to the name Robert Wilson. 

In addition to the initial candidate evaluation, two more candidate evaluations 

(described to participants as opinion polls) were administered during the study for a total 

of three evaluations reported by participants. At the beginning of the study, participants 

were told they may be asked to complete an opinion poll once or several times 

throughout the study. The study was designed so that both articles shown to participants 

contained counterattitudinal information, so participants were actually given an opinion 

poll after each counterattitudinal article. 

Psychological Discomfort. In a pair of experiments, Elliot and Devine (1994) 

developed a measure of psychological discomfort, which they later labelled the 

dissonance thermometer. In the first experiment, they provided participants a 24-item 

affect index measuring a range of positive and negative feelings (e.g., uncomfortable, 

guilty, happy). The dissonance thermometer was created by averaging responses to the 

items uncomfortable, uneasy, and bothered, which as a scale had a Cronbach’s alpha of 

.81. Participants in the dissonance condition of their experiment experienced significantly 

higher discomfort, which was then significantly reduced following a change in attitude. 

No significant effects were observed for the negative, self-focused (disappointed, 

annoyed, guilty, self-critical) or positive (good, happy, optimistic, friendly) indices. In a 

second experiment by Elliot and Devine, discomfort was derived from the same 24-item 

affect index using principal-axis analysis with varimax rotation. Their study yielded a 

five-factor solution representing 66.3% of the total variance. The first factor, discomfort, 
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accounted for 41% of the total variance and comprised three items: uncomfortable, 

uneasy, and bothered (α = .80). The measure of psychological dissonance as a single 

factor independent of other affect measures has been confirmed in subsequent dissonance 

studies with varied accompanying affect measures (e.g., positive- and discomfort-only 

items; Burris et al., 1997; E. Harmon-Jones, 2000; Matz & Wood, 2005; Metzger et al., 

2020; Rydell et al., 2008). 

In the present research, similar to the procedure used by Elliot and Devine (1994), 

half the participants were randomly assigned to respond to the psychological discomfort 

items before each opinion poll (affect/evaluation condition), and half were randomly 

assigned to respond to the psychological discomfort items after each opinion poll 

(evaluation/affect condition). Participants were asked to respond to the statement, “Now, 

I feel . . .” followed by the three discomfort items using magnitude scales. To reduce 

experimental demand characteristics, three items from the positive affect scale were also 

included (good, happy, optimistic). This procedure resulted in a total of six items 

measuring affect. Scale items were presented in random order each time participants were 

asked to respond to them. 

Procedure. Participants began the study by agreeing online to a consent form and 

completing a short training session on how to use the magnitude scales in the study. They 

then responded to a series of items measuring covariates such as need for cognition, self-

esteem, and indecisiveness (see Appendix E for items). 

Next, participants were given the biographical and issue-position information of 

the two hypothetical candidates. All participants were asked to select which candidate 

they preferred and rate how much they preferred one candidate over the other. By random 
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assignment, a third of the participants were asked to write a justification for their 

candidate preference, a third were asked to describe a past voting experience, and a third 

were not asked to write a statement and were immediately taken to the next part of the 

experiment. 

Next, participants read two counterattitudinal articles that conflicted with their 

initial candidate preferences: one positive about the unchosen candidate and one negative 

about the chosen candidate. It was expected that reading counterattitudinal articles would 

elicit greater dissonance for participants who justified their candidate preference 

compared to those who recalled a past voting experience or did not write a statement. No 

significant differences in candidate evaluation or psychological discomfort were expected 

for participants in the vote recall and no statement conditions. 

Each counterattitudinal article was followed by an opportunity for participants to 

change their candidate evaluations and report their levels of psychological discomfort and 

positive affect. By random assignment, half the participants received the affect measures 

before each opportunity to change their evaluations; half received the affect measures 

after each opportunity to change their evaluations. It was expected that psychological 

discomfort would be greater for participants rating their affect before reevaluating the 

candidates, but only for those who were asked to justify their candidate preference. 

Justifying one’s candidate preference, versus recalling a past voting experience, was 

expected to increase commitment to the initial candidate preference, resulting in greater 

discomfort when exposed to counterattitudinal information. Once participants who had 

justified their preference were able to report their candidate evaluation, their discomfort 

levels were expected to decrease. 
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Finally, participants were asked questions about their perceptions of the articles 

and their demographic characteristics. The key question for analysis was how candidate 

evaluation and psychological discomfort changed as participants were repeatedly exposed 

to counterattitudinal information. 

First Batch 

One hundred and twenty people were recruited for Pilot Study 2; however, 18 

(15%) did not appear to use the magnitude scales properly. Although a response of 100 

on the scale indicated moderate agreement, these respondents used it as the maximum 

value, even on questions where most others reported a higher value (e.g., “I paid attention 

to the content of each article.”). These respondents were removed from the sample. This 

action resulted in a sample for the first batch that included 102 respondents. The survey 

contained a quota for participant sex, resulting in half the respondents being male and the 

other half being female. The sample remained 50% male even after removing the 18 

responses in which magnitude scales were used incorrectly. Participant age ranged from 

26 to 69, and mean age was 42.70 (SD = 10.91, Mdn = 39). Mean years of education was 

15.19 (SD = 1.96), or just below a bachelor’s degree. Eighty percent of participants were 

non-Hispanic whites. 

All items measured using magnitude scales were transformed to reduce their 

skewness and kurtosis. Log, square root, cube root, and inverse square root 

transformations were tested on all items. The square root transformation resulted in the 

greatest number of items with skewness and kurtosis coefficients between positive and 

negative one. Items that were outside of this range were winsorized to the 95th percentile 

and then square root transformed. Following winsorization and transformation, no items 
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had a skewness coefficient absolutely greater than one, and only six items had their 

kurtosis coefficient absolutely greater than one. All items had kurtosis coefficients 

between positive and negative two. 

As mentioned earlier, most people reported Democratic party identification and a 

liberal political ideology. Pilot Study 2 used the same classification schemes for party 

identification and political ideology as in Pilot Study 1. Seventy percent identified as 

Democrat, 17% identified as Independent, and 12% identified as Republican. Sixty-four 

percent identified as Liberal, 22% identified as Moderate, and 15% identified as 

Conservative. This distribution was unexpected: In Pilot Study 1, which had a younger 

sample, roughly 46% identified as Democrat, 21% as Independent, and 33% as 

Republican. It is possible that the population of MTurk workers skews politically 

leftward. Additionally, the Master’s qualification was not used in Pilot Study 1, so it may 

be that workers with the Master’s qualification are more politically left-leaning than the 

general MTurk population. 

Results. Statistical analyses were performed in R (R Core Team, 2014). The 

lavaan package was used to test structural equation models (Rosseel, 2012). 

Confirmatory factor analysis3 was performed for the scales on commitment. Commitment 

comprised three items. Principal components4 analysis of the items using 

eigendecomposition resulted in a single component with an eigenvalue greater than one. 

 

 

3 All confirmatory factor analyses used the first item as a reference indicator. Reference 

items are indicated in tables of factor loadings. 
4 All principal components analyses were run using correlation matrices and did not use a 

rotation. 
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This component accounted for 94% of the total variance. Results of the confirmatory 

factor analysis indicated that all items loaded significantly on one factor with 

standardized factor loadings of .89 or higher. Fit statistics could not be computed because 

the model was just identified. Factor scores for commitment level were estimated using 

least squares regression. 

The first analysis concerned the effect of statement writing on commitment level. 

Commitment level was highest in the justification statement condition (M = 1.09, SD = 

4.90), followed by the no-statement condition (M = -0.19, SD = 4.11) and the vote recall 

condition (M = -0.82, SD = 4.78). One-way analysis of variance was conducted with 

statement condition as the independent variable and commitment level as the dependent 

variable. Interaction effects were tested separately for indecisiveness, need for cognition, 

self-esteem, and demographic variables. Table 6 shows that there was no main effect of 

the statement condition on commitment level (F[2, 96] = 2.26, p = .11). There was a 

significant main effect of self-esteem (F[1, 96] = 15.14, p < .001) and a significant 

interaction between statement type and self-esteem (F[2, 96] = 3.01, p = .05). Figure 1  

 

Table 6 

One-Way ANOVA Using Commitment Level as the Dependent Variable for Pilot Study 2 

(First Batch) 

Measure Sum of Squares dfNum dfDen F ratio p 

Statement type 80.68 2 96 2.26 .11 

Self-esteem 269.87 1 96 15.14 < .001 

Statement type X 

self-esteem 

107.40 2 96 3.01 .05 

Note. This analysis only includes the first batch of respondents (N = 102). Bold values denote 

statistical significance at the p < .05 level. 
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Figure 1. Commitment Level by Statement Type and Self-Esteem for Pilot Study 2 (First 

Batch; N = 109).  

 

shows the mean commitment level for the interaction between statement type and self-

esteem. Importantly, commitment level, which was a manipulation check, was similar for 

participants in the vote recall and no-statement conditions. Recalling a past voting 

experience did not generate more or less commitment to the initial candidate preference 

than writing no statement at all. This result indicates that a third, no-statement condition 

was not required. Therefore, the no-statement condition was removed in further analyses, 

as well as the main experiment. 

Second Batch 

Based on the results obtained in the first batch, G*Power (Faul et al., 2007), a 

sample size estimation application, was used to estimate the sample size needed to detect 
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significant effects for all of the hypothesized relationships.5 It was estimated that a 

sample size of 140 would be large enough to conduct within- and between-factors 

ANOVAs with repeated measures. Sixty-nine additional responses were gathered for 

Pilot Study 2 from December 23 to January 3. To balance the political distribution, the 

second batch of data contained a quota for respondents identifying as Democrat, 

Independent, and Republican. It took longer to collect the second batch, because many 

respondents did not meet the party identification quota. Six respondents (8.70%) 

appeared to use the magnitude scales incorrectly, resulting in these cases being removed 

from the sample. The combined sample, minus participants in the no-statement condition, 

had 129 respondents. Participant age ranged from 22 to 73, and mean age was 41.37 (SD 

= 11.49, Mdn = 39). Mean years of education was 15.19 (SD = 2.09), or just below a 

bachelor’s degree. Nearly 73% were non-Hispanic whites, 17% were Asian-American, 

and the remaining 10% identified as American Indian, Alaskan Native, or Black or 

African-American. About 31% identified as Democrats, 28% as Republicans, and 41% as 

Independents. About 37% identified as liberal, 23% as conservative, and 40% as 

moderate. 

Data Transformation and Preparation. All items using magnitude scales were 

winsorized and transformed to reduce the magnitude of skewness and kurtosis (see 

Appendix F). Log, square root, cube root, and inverse square root transformations were 

 

 

5 Power analysis was conducted for within- and between-subjects ANOVAs with (a) statement 

type and article number predicting candidate evaluation, and (b) statement type, article number, and 

evaluation order predicting psychological discomfort. 
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tested on all items. The square root transformation resulted in the greatest number of 

items with skewness and kurtosis between positive and negative one. Items that were 

outside of this range were winsorized to the 95th percentile and square root transformed. 

Following winsorization and transformation, only one item had a skewness coefficient 

beyond positive or negative one, and only six items had kurtosis coefficients beyond 

positive or negative one. All transformed items had kurtosis coefficients between positive 

and negative two.  

Principal components analysis and confirmatory factor analysis were conducted 

separately for commitment, need for cognition, indecisiveness, and self-esteem. 

Commitment comprised three items. Principal components analysis of the items using 

eigendecomposition resulted in a single component with an eigenvalue greater than one. 

This component accounted for 92% of the total variance. Results of the confirmatory 

factor analysis indicated that all items loaded significantly on one commitment factor 

with standardized factor loadings of .86 or higher (see Table 7). Fit statistics could not be 

computed because the model was just identified. Cronbach’s alpha was .96. 

 

Table 7 

Unstandardized Loadings (Standard Errors, SE) and Standardized Loadings for Single-

Factor Confirmatory Model of Commitment Level for Pilot Study 2 (N = 129) 

Item Unstandardized (SE) Standardized 

Committed 1.00 (—) .86 

Confident 1.22 (.07) .99 

Sure 1.24 (.07) .98 

Note. A dash (—) indicates that the standard error was not estimated because it had a fixed 

(reference) indicator. All factor loadings were significant at the p < .001 level. 
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Need for cognition comprised six items. Principal components analysis of the 

items using eigendecomposition resulted in a single component with an eigenvalue 

greater than one. This component accounted for 80% of the total variance. Results of the 

confirmatory factor analysis indicated that all items loaded significantly on the need for 

cognition factor with standardized factor loadings of .83 or higher. Fit indices for need 

for cognition indicated a good fit, 𝜒2(9, N = 129) = 6.86 (p = .65),  

CFI = 1.00, TLI = 1.01, RMSEA = .00 (p = .83), SRMR = .01 (see Table 8). Cronbach’s 

alpha for need for cognition was .95. 

Indecisiveness comprised seven items. Principal components analysis of the items 

using eigendecomposition resulted in a single component with an eigenvalue greater than 

one. This component accounted for 62% of the total variance. Results of the confirmatory 

factor analysis indicated that all items loaded significantly on the indecisiveness factor. 

However, the standardized estimate for the seventh item (“When trying to solve a 

problem I often see so many possible options that it's confusing.”) was only .55, whereas 

the other loadings were .70 or higher, so the seventh item was removed. Fit indices for 

indecisiveness indicated a good fit, 𝜒2(9, N = 129) = 18.09 (p = .03), CFI = .98, TLI = 

0.97, RMSEA = .09 (p = .13), SRMR = .03 (see Table 9). Cronbach’s alpha for 

indecisiveness based on the six items was .90. 

Self-esteem comprised ten items. Principal components analysis of the items 

using eigendecomposition resulted in a single component with an eigenvalue greater than 

one. This component accounted for 76% of the total variance. Results of the confirmatory 

factor analysis indicated that all items loaded significantly on the self-esteem factor with 

standardized factor loadings of .70 or higher. However, fit indices for self-esteem   
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Table 8 

Unstandardized Loadings (Standard Errors, SE) and Standardized Loadings for Single-

Factor Confirmatory Model of Need for Cognition for Pilot Study 2 (N = 129) 

Item Number Unstandardized (SE) Standardized 

1 1.00 (—) .88 

2 0.88 (.06) .91 

3 0.90 (.07) .83 

4 0.93 (.07) .88 

5 0.89 (.07) .84 

6 0.97 (.07) .88 

Note. A dash (—) indicates that the standard error was not estimated because it had a fixed 

(reference) indicator. All factor loadings were significant at the p < .001 level. 

 

Table 9 

Unstandardized Loadings (Standard Errors, SE) and Standardized Loadings for Single-

Factor Confirmatory Model of Indecisiveness for Pilot Study 2 (N = 129) 

Item Number Unstandardized (SE) Standardized 

1 1.00 (—) .74 

2 0.93 (.12) .69 

3 1.16 (.13) .77 

4 1.11 (.13) .74 

5 1.19 (.12) .85 

6 1.17 (.12) .88 

Note. A dash (—) indicates that the standard error was not estimated because it had a fixed 

(reference) indicator. All factor loadings were significant at the p < .001 level. 
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Table 10 

Unstandardized Loadings (Standard Errors, SE) and Standardized Loadings for Single-

Factor Confirmatory Model of Self-Esteem for Pilot Study 2 (N = 129) 

Item Number Unstandardized (SE) Standardized 

1 1.00 (—) .91 

2 0.99 (.05) .94 

3 0.91 (.06) .89 

4 1.02 (.06) .90 

5 1.07 (.06) .91 

6 1.04 (.06) .91 

7 1.00 (.06) .91 

Note. A dash (—) indicates that the standard error was not estimated because it had a fixed 

(reference) indicator. All factor loadings were significant at the p < .001 level. 

 

indicated marginal fit, 𝜒2(35, N = 129) = 136.20 (p < .001), CFI = .93, TLI = 0.91, 

RMSEA = .15 (p < .001), SRMR = .03. Most items had standardized factor loadings of .89 

or higher, but three items (“I generally think of myself as a good person,” “I never feel 

useless,” and “All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a success.”) had loadings ranging 

from .70 to .77. Removing these items improved fit indices, 𝜒2(14, N = 129) = 65.20 (p < 

.001), CFI = .96, TLI = 0.94, RMSEA = .17 (p < .001), SRMR = .02 (see Table 10). 

Cronbach’s alpha for self-esteem based on the seven items was .96. 

Confirmatory factor analysis was also conducted for positive affect and 

discomfort measures, with separate models for each measurement occasion (see Table 

11). In the model for affect measured after the first article, discomfort and positive affect 

comprised three items each. Principal components analysis of the items using 
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eigendecomposition resulted in two components with eigenvalues greater than one. The 

first component accounted for 70% of the total variance, and the second component 

accounted for 22% of the total variance. Results of the confirmatory factor analysis 

indicated that all items for psychological discomfort and positive affect loaded 

significantly on their respective factors with standardized factor loadings of .85 or higher. 

Fit indices indicated good fit, 𝜒2(8, N = 129) = 9.80 (p = .28), CFI = .10, TLI = 1.00, 

RMSEA = .04 (p = .50), SRMR = .03. 

In the model for affect taken after the second article, the principal components 

analysis of the items using eigendecomposition resulted in two components with 

eigenvalues greater than one. The first component accounted for 66% of the total 

variance, and the second component accounted for 29% of the total variance. Results of 

the confirmatory factor analysis indicated that all items for discomfort and positive affect 

loaded significantly on their respective factors with standardized factor loadings of .92 or 

higher. Fit indices indicated good fit, 𝜒2(8, N = 129) = 15.26 (p = .05), CFI = .99, TLI = 

0.99, RMSEA = .08 (p = .17), SRMR = .02. Cronbach’s alpha for psychological 

discomfort was .97 at both time points. Cronbach’s alpha for positive affect was .95 after 

article one and .97 after article two. Factor scores for covariates and affect measures were 

estimated using least squares regression.  

Finally, a four-level variable called ideological strength was created by recoding 

political ideology from the center toward either pole. This resulted in moderates being 

coded as “1” and the strongest liberals and conservatives being coded as “4.” 
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Table 11 

Unstandardized Loadings (Standard Errors, SE) and Standardized Loadings for Two-

Factor Confirmatory Model of Affect for Pilot Study 2 (N = 129) 

Item Psychological Discomfort Positive Affect 

 Unstandardized 

(SE) 

Standardized Unstandardized 

(SE) 

Standardized 

Article 1     

Uncomfortable 1.00 (—) .96   

Uneasy 0.92 (.03) .97   

Bothered 1.01 (.04) .94   

Good   1.00 (—) .97 

Happy   1.00 (.04) .96 

Optimistic   0.78 (.05) .85 

Article 2     

Uncomfortable 1.00 (—) .93   

Uneasy 1.02 (.04) .98   

Bothered 0.97 (.05) .95   

Good   1.00 (—) .98 

Happy   1.04 (.03) .97 

Optimistic   0.99 (.04) .92 

Note. Dashes (—) indicate that the standard error was not estimated because it had a fixed 

(reference) indicator. All factor loadings were significant at the p < .001 level.  

 

Pilot Study 2 Results 

Repeated measures ANOVAs with between- and within-group factors—also 

called mixed ANOVAs—were conducted to test the effects of statement type and 

evaluation order on candidate evaluation and psychological discomfort. The alpha level 
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(p level) was set at .05. One-tailed significance tests were used when testing directional 

hypotheses; otherwise, two-tailed significance tests were used. For all models predicting 

serial candidate evaluation and psychological discomfort, base models were tested with 

statement type and evaluation order as between-groups factors and article number as the 

within-groups factor. Main and interaction effects were then tested for ideological 

strength, need for cognition, self-esteem, and demographic variables. All two-variable 

interactions treated independent variables as linear. Residual plots were examined for 

heteroscedasticity and nonlinearity. Finally, Levene’s test for equality of variance was 

conducted at each time point. Estimated marginal means were calculated to examine the 

direction of significant main effects, and plots were created to examine significant 

interaction effects. 

Commitment Level. The first analysis examined whether writing a justification 

statement significantly increased commitment to the selected candidate. Results of a one-

tailed Welch t test indicated commitment to the candidate was not significantly higher 

(t[126] = -0.92, p = .18) in the justification condition (M = 0.32, SD = 3.68) than in the 

vote recall condition (M = -0.31, SD = 4.08). Indecisiveness, need for cognition, self-

esteem, and ideological strength were tested as interactions with statement type using 

OLS regression. Standardized regression coefficients (𝛽) are reported. Although the 

effect of statement type on commitment level was again nonsignificant, the main effects 

of ideological strength (𝛽 = .40, p < .001) and self-esteem (𝛽 = .44, p < .001) were 

strongly associated with increased commitment to the candidate. Additionally, there was 

a significant interaction between statement type and self-esteem (𝛽 = -.04, p = .02). 

Figure 2 showed that commitment level was lower in the justification condition for 
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participants with high self-esteem, but it was high in the justification condition for 

participants with moderate and low self-esteem. Thus, the effect of the dissonance 

manipulation on commitment level was conditional on participants’ reported levels of 

self-esteem. 

 

 

Figure 2. Commitment Level by Statement Type and Self-Esteem for Pilot Study 2 (N = 

129). 

 

Candidate Evaluation. The next question is how the dissonance manipulation 

affected candidate evaluation. H2p predicted that exposure to counterattitudinal 

information would lead to less negative belief change over time for participants 

experiencing high, rather than low, dissonance. Results of a one-tailed Welch t test 

indicated total change in candidate evaluation was significantly lower (t[110] = -1.63, p = 
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.05) in the justification group (M = -8.36, SD = 16.83) than in the vote recall group (M = -

14.66, SD = 25.58). Thus, H2p was supported. 

The effect of evaluation order (evaluation/affect vs. affect/evaluation) on 

candidate evaluation was also tested. A mixed ANOVA was conducted with statement 

type, evaluation order, and sex as between-groups factors; article number as a within-

groups factor; ideological strength as a covariate; and candidate evaluation (after each 

article) as the dependent variable. A plot of residuals versus fitted values indicated the 

residual scores were randomly dispersed around the horizontal axis. The Levene’s test 

was not significant at either time point, supporting the homoscedasticity assumption. 

Thus, whether participants evaluated the candidate before or after reporting affect did not 

significantly affect candidate evaluation ratings. 

The main effects for statement type and evaluation order were not significant. 

There was a significant main effect for article number (F[1, 113] = 15.55, p < .001) and 

ideological strength (F[3, 113] = 8.27, p < .001). Tukey-adjusted pairwise comparisons 

showed evaluation was significantly lower (t[113] = -4.82, p < .001) after article two (M 

= 68.69, SD = 25.81) compared to article one (M = 73.05, SD = 22.14). Additionally, 

Tukey-adjusted pairwise comparisons of ideological strength showed that candidate 

evaluation significantly increased as ideological strength increased: The difference in 

means between the moderate and extremely liberal/conservative conditions (i.e., the 

lowest to the highest levels) was 30.89 (SE = 6.45, t[113] = 4.79, p < .001). 

The interaction between statement type and evaluation order was significant (F[1, 

113] = 4.69, p = .03). However, there were no significant Tukey-adjusted pairwise 

comparisons. Figure 3 showed that participants reported slightly higher evaluation in the 
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justification condition. Candidate evaluation increased after reporting affect, and this 

increase was slightly higher for participants in the justification condition. The Tukey-

adjusted pairwise comparisons indicated that none of these differences were significant. 

 

 

Figure 3. Candidate Evaluation by Evaluation Order and Statement Type for Pilot Study 

2 (N = 129). 

 

Finally, there was a significant two-way interaction between evaluation order and 

sex (F[1, 113] = 5.55, p = .02), as well as a significant three-way interaction between 

statement type, evaluation order, and sex (F[1, 113] = 5.52, p = .02). There were no 

significant Tukey-adjusted pairwise comparisons for the three-way interaction. For the 

interaction between evaluation order and sex, a Tukey-adjusted pairwise comparison 

indicated that candidate evaluation was significantly higher after reporting affect (M = 
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80.7, SE = 4.67) compared to evaluation before reporting affect (M = 63.2, SE = 5.21) for 

males only (t[113] = 3.32, p < .01). These results indicate that (a) negative change in 

candidate evaluation was lower for participants who justified their candidate preference, 

and (b) candidate evaluation increased after reporting affect for males, but not for 

females. These findings support the use of statement writing as the dissonance 

manipulation in the main study and indicate that males and females may respond 

differently to the manipulation used in the study. 

Psychological Discomfort. The next analysis examined the affective responses of 

participants. The state of dissonance is expected to be accompanied by feelings of 

discomfort that can be reduced by taking certain actions, such as rationalizing or 

changing one’s opinion about the topic producing the dissonance. H3p predicted that 

psychological discomfort before a belief change opportunity would be significantly 

higher than psychological discomfort after a belief change opportunity for participants 

experiencing high, rather than low, dissonance. Justifying one’s candidate preference, 

versus recalling a past voting experience, should increase commitment to the initial 

candidate preference, resulting in greater discomfort when exposed to counterattitudinal 

information. Once participants who had justified their preference were able to report their 

candidate evaluation, their discomfort levels should decrease. 

A mixed ANOVA was conducted. Statement type, evaluation order, and self-

esteem were the between-groups factors; article number was the within-groups factor; 

and psychological discomfort was the dependent variable. Because discomfort was 

measured at two time points, only the linear model with regard to psychological 

discomfort could be tested. A plot of residuals versus fitted values indicated the residual 
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scores were randomly dispersed around the horizontal axis. The Levene’s test was not 

significant at either time point, supporting the homoscedasticity assumption. 

There was a significant main effect for statement type (F[1, 121] = 4.87, p < .05) 

but not for evaluation order. A Tukey-adjusted pairwise comparison indicated discomfort 

was lower in the justification condition (p < .04), which was not in the predicted 

direction. There was also a significant main effect for self-esteem (F[1, 121] = 11.12, p < 

.001). Estimated marginal means indicated that discomfort was higher when self-esteem 

was lower. There was no main effect for article number, suggesting overall discomfort 

did not change during the article processing phase. 

 

 

Figure 4. Psychological Discomfort by Statement Type, Evaluation Order, and Self-

Esteem for Pilot Study 2 (N = 129). 
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There was a significant three-way interaction between statement type, evaluation 

order, and self-esteem (F[1, 121] = 7.86, p < .01). Figure 4 showed that in the vote recall 

condition, participants with low self-esteem reported increased discomfort after 

evaluating the candidates. However, participants with moderate and high self-esteem 

reported somewhat decreased discomfort after evaluating the candidates. The opposite 

pattern was found in the justification condition: Participants with low and moderate self-

esteem reported slightly decreased discomfort after evaluating the candidates. However, 

participants with high self-esteem reported increased discomfort after evaluating the 

candidates. In the justification condition, self-esteem increased as overall discomfort 

decreased, especially for participants who reported their affect before evaluating the 

candidates. Thus, H3p was partially supported, because, in the justification condition, 

only participants with moderate and high self-esteem reported less psychological 

discomfort after a belief change opportunity as compared to psychological discomfort 

before a belief change opportunity. This finding is discussed in more detail below. 

Final Vote Choice. One other question about the efficacy of the dissonance 

manipulation remains to be examined: Were participants in the justification condition 

more likely to stick with their initial candidate preferences when it came time to cast their 

votes? Binomial logistic regression was conducted with statement type (justification vs. 

vote recall) and ideological strength as the independent variables, and vote switch as the 

dependent variable. Indecisiveness, need for cognition, and self-esteem were also 

included separately as interaction terms; none were significant. For the vote choice 

variable, voting for the initially preferred candidate was coded as 0 and voting for the 

candidate who was not initially preferred was coded as 1. 
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The negative effect of statement type on the likelihood that people would switch 

their vote was marginal (unstandardized B = -1.78, p = .07). Ideological strength 

predicted a significant decrease in vote switching (unstandardized B = -3.21, p = .001). 

The probability of switching one’s vote in the justification condition was 14% compared 

to 32% in the vote recall condition. Therefore, writing a justification statement appeared 

to decrease the probability that participants would vote for the candidate they did not 

initially prefer. 

Sample Size Estimation 

One of the goals of Pilot Study 2 was to determine the sample size for the main 

study. G*Power (Faul et al., 2007) was used to estimate the sample size needed to detect 

significant effects for candidate evaluation and psychological discomfort with an alpha 

level of .05 and power of .95. For overall candidate evaluation, a sample size of 80 was 

estimated for statement type, 28 for evaluation order, and 220 for the interaction between 

the two. Estimates were also calculated for the relationship between article viewing and 

the between-subjects factors. A sample size of 44 was estimated for statement type, 104 

for evaluation order, and 56 for the interaction between the two. 

For psychological discomfort, a sample size of 56 was estimated for statement 

type, 4,904 for evaluation order, and 3,676 for the interaction between the two. (The 

latter variables had very small effect sizes.) Estimates were also calculated for the 

relationship between article viewing and the between-subjects factors. A sample size of 

372 was estimated for statement type and 212 for the interaction between statement type 

and evaluation order. Final sample size considerations are discussed below. 
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Discussion of Pilot Study 2 

The goals of Pilot Study 2 were to test the effectiveness of the dissonance 

manipulation and to obtain data needed to calculate the sample size for the main study. 

Pilot Study 2 focused primarily on the effect of statement type and evaluation order on 

commitment level, candidate evaluation, psychological discomfort, and the likelihood of 

voting for the candidate who was not initially preferred. The primary finding of this study 

is the important roles ideological strength, sex, and self-esteem played in influencing key 

study variables. 

There was a small, positive correlation between dissonance condition and 

ideological strength. When ideological strength was added to the models for 

commitment, evaluation, affect, and vote switching, the effect of the dissonance 

manipulation diminished. Ideological strength behaved as the sequential information 

integration model (2012) predicted: It was associated with significantly higher 

commitment to the initial candidate preference, lower decline in belief change, and 

reduced likelihood of switching one’s vote. This result is similar to Chung and Fink’s 

(2016) finding that stronger party identification resulted in less overall belief change as 

more counterattitudinal information was processed. This finding highlights the challenges 

of creating an effective dissonance manipulation in an electoral context, but it also offers 

support for the SIIM, which is one of the major goals of this dissertation. 

When controlling for ideological strength, the dissonance manipulation did not 

significantly reduce the levels of candidate evaluation, but it had a marginally significant, 

negative effect on the probability that people would switch their vote after reading 

counterattitudinal articles. It is worth noting that differences in belief change rates for the 
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first few articles in previous SIIM studies were also very small. A small difference in 

belief trajectories can lead to a significant discrepancy as more information is processed, 

because a belief with lower initial weight is more strongly influenced by discrepant 

information. It is possible that as more articles are viewed in the main study, differences 

in candidate evaluation will be more pronounced, because candidate evaluation in the 

vote recall and justification conditions will decrease at different rates over time.  

Self-esteem played a key role in Pilot Study 2. The dissonance manipulation alone 

did not significantly influence commitment level, and it led to a decrease, rather than an 

increase, in psychological discomfort. However, there were interactions between 

statement type and self-esteem. Commitment level was lower in the justification 

condition for participants with high self-esteem and higher for participants with low and 

moderate self-esteem. Overall, psychological discomfort increased as self-esteem 

decreased. Additionally, low self-esteem participants who justified their candidate choice 

reported higher overall discomfort than those reporting higher self-esteem. Patterns of 

discomfort before and after candidate evaluation were different between the vote recall 

and justification conditions, which suggests the dissonance manipulation was effective in 

producing an effect on participants’ reported discomfort. These findings offer little 

insight into how discomfort changes over time, but they do suggest that dissonance 

reduction was more likely to occur as self-esteem decreased.  

Some research has shown that dissonance is stronger for people with high self-

esteem (Gibbons et al., 1997; Steele et al., 1993). However, to the extent that a dissonant 

act is relevant to or threatens a person’s self-concept, high self-esteem can serve as a 

buffer to the experience of discomfort, thereby avoiding dissonance (Holland et al., 
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2002). Holland and colleagues argued that when a dissonant act is self-relevant, “it 

automatically triggers positive aspects about the self, mobilizing a sort of shield for high-

self-esteem people” (p. 1720). People with low self-esteem have fewer positive, self-

relevant cognitions from which to draw and defend themselves from discomfort. 

Therefore, they may be more susceptible to dissonance. Holland and colleagues 

suggested self-esteem may have an important relationship with persuasion: “Feeling less 

threatened, high-self-esteem respondents may judge the message more on its actual 

content and arguments and they are therefore more likely to be persuaded” (p. 1720). 

There were no main or interaction effects of self-esteem on candidate evaluation in the 

present Pilot Study 2, although this result may have more to do with only having two 

counterattitudinal articles to process rather than the ten that will be presented to 

participants in the main study. However, it does appear that when accounting for self-

esteem, the dissonance manipulation was successful in producing the intended effects on 

commitment and affect, which is consistent with dissonance theory. 

Finally, there were key findings related to changes in candidate evaluation. 

Remember that evaluation in the justification condition increased from pre- to post-affect 

evaluation. One explanation is that participants who rated evaluation after rating affect 

had more time to think about the information and rationalize their initial choice, which 

may have led to reduced change in evaluation. However, all participants were given as 

much time as they wanted to think about the information before proceeding to rate their 

evaluation and affect. An alternative explanation (though the two are not mutually 

exclusive) is that participants in the affect/evaluation condition were asked to focus on 

their discomfort and positive affect before providing their evaluation. It is possible that 
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doing so made them more aware of their dissonant state, leading to the predicted increase 

in resistance to belief change.  

In planning for the main study, it was clear the manipulation needed to be 

stronger if it were to generate commitment beyond that of partisanship. Still, when 

accounting for sex and self-esteem, the dissonance manipulation had significant effects 

on commitment and discomfort. Dissonance significantly predicted resistance to negative 

evaluation change when accounting for the effect of evaluation order. Power analysis 

showed that a sample size of, at most, 372 would be adequate to detect significant effects 

for the hypothesized relationships. However, this estimate is probably high. When Chung 

and Fink (2016) ran a similar SIIM experiment, mean evaluation diverged slowly for 

each group at first, with the gap widening as more articles were shown. Pilot Study 2 only 

included two articles about the candidates, whereas the main study will use ten valenced 

articles (plus two neutral ones). It seemed likely that with a combination of increased 

sample size, more articles, and adjusting the manipulation (described below), dissonance 

should significantly predict psychological discomfort. 

Pilot Study 2 only included articles about budget issues, whereas the main study 

will have more topic diversity. The budget topic may not have been as concerning to 

participants as articles about jobs, education, and other topics. Given that budget issues 

were not among the most important topics listed by participants in Pilot Study 1, this 

topic may not have been the one to use for Pilot Study 2. It was expected that viewing a 

diverse selection of articles, including ones with topics that are more important to voters, 

would result in more pronounced effects on evaluation and discomfort. It was also 
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expected that, with the modifications outlined below and a sample size of 250, the 

experiment would have adequate power to detect significant effects. 

Main Study 

Modifications 

Several changes were made for the main study based on Pilot Study 2. Because 24 

people did not appear to use the magnitude scales correctly, the training section was 

modified to give people more practice using the scales. The training in Pilot Study 2 

asked people to practice rating their liking for ice cream, potato chips, dogs, and cats. 

Some people used 100 as the maximum value, even though 100 only represents a 

moderate level of agreement. There was no way to verify in the practice section that 

participants understood that the scale had no maximum value. This section was removed 

in the main study. Instead, participants were asked to select one of three categories that 

included something they liked at least a moderate amount. The categories were ice cream 

flavors, house pets, and clothing brands. They were then asked to name something in 

their selected category they liked less than a moderate amount, something they liked a 

moderate amount, and something they liked more than a moderate amount. Next, they 

were taken to a page asking them to rate their liking for the items they provided on the 

preceding screen. Qualtrics, the survey software, validated their responses. For the item 

people liked less than a moderate amount, the response had to be from 0 to 99; for the 

item people liked more than a moderate amount, the response had to be 101 or higher. 

The response for the moderately liked item was not examined, because it could be 

greater, less than, or equal to 100. When a participant input a number that was not in the 
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correct range, text appeared explaining the error and asking the participant to use a 

number that was in the correct range. 

Although candidate evaluation was significantly higher in the justification 

condition than in the vote recall condition, an effort was made to further differentiate the 

statement writing conditions. The wording of the vote recall condition for the dissonance 

manipulation was changed in order to reduce any effect it may have had on commitment 

level. In Pilot Study 2 participants in the vote recall condition were told their statements 

would be shown to participants in a later study. It is possible this created a feeling that 

participants’ responses would be read and evaluated by others. Even though their 

statements had nothing to do with their candidate preference, the prompt was changed to 

remove the implication that the response would be evaluated by others. In the main study, 

the vote recall prompt read, “In order to prepare for the simulation, we’d like you to 

describe a past voting experience. Your response will NOT be evaluated by the 

researchers and will NOT be shown to anyone.” No change was made to the vote 

justification prompt. 

In the open-ended question asking for participants’ feedback about the study, 

three participants mentioned that when they were taken to the screen to rate the 

candidates, they could not remember whether Robert Wilson or Daniel Johnson was their 

preferred candidate. This is because the candidates’ biographical information was on a 

screen that preceded the candidate evaluation, and there was no button to take 

participants back to the biographical information once they progressed to the evaluation 

screen. (The omission of a “Back” button was done to keep participants from changing 

information they had already entered into the survey after seeing later parts of the 
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survey.) As a result, for the main study, the candidate preference and evaluation items 

were moved to the same page as the candidate biographies, so participants would not 

forget which candidate they preferred. Additionally, an initial indicating party 

identification (R for Republicans and D for Democrats) was placed next to candidates’ 

names on the opinion polls to help participants remember their selections. 

Pilot Study 2 showed participants two articles. The main study showed 12 articles 

and asked participants to rate their candidate evaluation and affect after ten of those. To 

reduce fatigue from repeatedly providing these ratings, the psychological discomfort and 

positive affect measures were trimmed from three items each down to two. For the 

psychological discomfort factor, results of confirmatory factor analysis showed that 

bothered loaded lowest after article one (.94), whereas uncomfortable loaded lowest after 

article two (.93). The bothered item was removed from the main study questionnaire, 

because it was less similar in meaning to the factor being measured. For the positive 

affect factor, optimistic loaded lowest after article one (.85) and article two (.92). 

Therefore, it was removed from the main study questionnaire. 

Some other minor changes were made. Indecisiveness did not significantly predict 

any of the variables of interest in Pilot Study 2, and it was removed from the main study. 

Two attention items (“I read each article in its entirety,” and “I paid attention to the 

content of each article.”) were removed for the same reason. Finally, there were no 

significant differences in candidate evaluation and psychological discomfort between the 

vote recall and no-statement conditions, so the no-statement condition was removed from 

the main study. 
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Participants 

Participants were recruited using MTurk from January 28 to February 2, 2021. 

Quotas were created for sex (50% male, 50% female) and, to ensure the sample did not 

skew too politically leftward or rightward, political ideology. The maximum number of 

liberal and conservative participants was 100 for each group; the maximum number of 

moderate participants was 125. The initial sample required MTurk workers to have the 

Master’s qualification. However, this requirement was too restrictive given the quotas for 

sex and political ideology. The Master’s qualification was removed after 97 responses 

had been gathered. The new filter required participants to have completed at least 50 

tasks on MTurk and to have at least a 95% task approval rating. Of the 248 participants 

who completed the survey, 21 (8%) appeared to use the scales incorrectly, which is less 

than the percentage of participants removed from Pilot Study 2 (13%). These responses 

were removed. The final sample size was 227.  

Participant age ranged from 23 to 77, and mean age was 41.20 (SD = 11.57, Mdn 

= 38). Mean years of education was 15.63 (SD = 2.75), or just below a bachelor degree. 

Just over 81% were non-Hispanic whites, 8% were Black or African-American, 5% were 

Asian-American, and the remaining 6% were American Indian, Alaskan Native, or 

multiple races. Nearly 45% identified as Democrat, 26% as Republican, and 30% as 

Independent. About 36% identified as liberal, 22% as conservative, and 42% as 

moderate. For the dissonance manipulation, participants were randomly assigned to the 

justification condition (n = 105; 54%) or the vote recall condition (n = 122; 46%). 

Additionally, participants were randomly assigned to different orders: the 

affect/evaluation condition (n = 113; 50%) or the evaluation/affect condition (n = 114; 
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50%). No demographic variables correlated significantly with statement type or 

evaluation order, which indicates that the randomization was successful. 

Data Transformation and Analysis 

All items using magnitude scales were winsorized and transformed to reduce the 

magnitude of skewness and kurtosis (see Appendix F). Log, square root, cube root, and 

inverse square root transformations were tested on all items using magnitude scales. The 

square root transformation resulted in the greatest number of items with skewness and 

kurtosis coefficients between positive and negative one. Scale items that were outside of 

this range were winsorized to the 95th percentile and square root transformed. Following 

winsorization and transformation, no items had skewness coefficients beyond positive or 

negative one, and 19 items had kurtosis coefficients beyond positive or negative one. 

As in Pilot Study 2, the alpha level (p value) for hypothesis tests was set at .05. In 

all analyses, using one-tailed significance tests would not have changed the significance 

level of any of the hypothesized relationships. Therefore, all significance tests were two-

tailed even though the hypotheses were directional.  

Candidate Preference and Evaluation 

Participants were asked to provide an initial evaluation of the candidates. They 

were also asked to re-evaluate the candidates in ten opinion polls, which followed ten 

counterattitudinal articles. As in Pilot Study 2, the evaluation ratings of the candidate 

who was initially preferred are reported. Mean evaluation of the initially preferred 

candidate was 78.84 (SD = 19.26). A one-way ANOVA was conducted to test the effect 

of political ideology on initial candidate evaluation. The effect of political ideology was 

significant (F[2, 224] = 30.49, p < .001). Results of a Tukey HSD test indicated that 
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mean evaluation among liberals (M = 88.11, SD = 13.16) did not significantly differ from 

mean evaluation among conservatives (M = 82.98, SD = 20.37). However, mean 

evaluation among moderates (M = 68.6, SD = 18.38) was significantly lower than those 

of both liberals and conservatives at the p < .001 level. Ninety-nine percent of liberals 

preferred the Democrat over the Republican. Sixty percent of moderates preferred the 

Democrat over the Republican. Finally, 88% of conservatives preferred the Republican 

over the Democrat. 

No experimental manipulation occurred before measuring the initial candidate 

preference. Additionally, recall that Pilot Study 1 showed that when candidates’ party 

identification and issue-position information were removed, people across the political 

spectrum rated the candidates similarly. Thus, it is likely that differences in candidate 

preference and evaluation are based on the political leanings and issues-position 

statements of the two candidates. It is important to remember that all participants were 

shown counterattitudinal information about the candidate they selected, regardless of 

which candidate they preferred. 

Psychological Discomfort and Positive Affect 

Psychological discomfort and positive affect were measured using two items for 

each scale. Each scale was administered ten times, once following each counterattitudinal 

article. Scale reliability at each time point was measured using Cronbach’s alpha, which 

is equivalent to the Spearman-Brown coefficient for two-item measures (Lord & Novick, 

1968). Alphas range from .96 to .99 for psychological discomfort and from .92 to .99 for 

positive affect (see Table 12). These alphas indicate that the affect scales had high 
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internal consistency. Mean psychological discomfort and positive affect were computed 

for each time point.  

Commitment, Need for Cognition, and Self-Esteem 

Confirmatory factor analysis was conducted separately for commitment, need for 

cognition, and self-esteem. Commitment comprised three items. Principal components 

analysis of the items using eigendecomposition resulted in a single component with an 

eigenvalue greater than one. This component accounted for 95% of the total variance. 

Results of the confirmatory factor analysis indicated that all items loaded significantly on  

 

Table 12 

Cronbach’s Alphas and Correlations for Psychological Discomfort and Positive Affect 

for the Main Study (N = 227) 

Measurement 

Number 

Psychological Discomfort Positive Affect 

 Cronbach’s α Correlation Cronbach’s α Correlation 

1 .96 .92 .92 .96 

2 .98 .96 .98 .96 

3 .96 .93 .97 .95 

4 .97 .94 .97 .94 

5 .98 .96 .97 .95 

6 .97 .95 .96 .92 

7 .97 .94 .96 .92 

8 .99 .98 .99 .98 

9 .99 .99 .98 .97 

10 .99 .98 .99 .98 
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Table 13 

Unstandardized Loadings (Standard Errors, SE) and Standardized Loadings for Single-

Factor Confirmatory Model of Commitment Level for the Main Study (N = 227) 

Item Unstandardized (SE) Standardized 

Committed 1.00 (—) .93 

Confident 1.05 (.03) .99 

Sure 1.00 (.03) .96 

Note. A dash (—) indicates that the standard error was not estimated because it had a fixed 

(reference) indicator. All factor loadings were significant at the p < .001 level. 

 

the commitment factor with standardized factor loadings .93 or higher (see Table 13). Fit 

statistics could not be computed because the model was just identified. 

Need for cognition comprised six items. Principal components analysis of the 

items using eigendecomposition resulted in a single component with an eigenvalue 

greater than one. This component accounted for 80% of the total variance. Results of the 

confirmatory factor analysis indicated that all items loaded significantly on the need for 

cognition factor with standardized factor loadings of .78 or higher. Removing the third 

item (“Thinking is my idea of fun”) significantly improved model fit, 𝛥𝜒2(4, N = 227) = 

36.63 (p < .001). Fit indices for need for cognition indicated good fit, 𝜒2(5, N = 227) = 

3.85 (p = .57), CFI = 1.00, TLI = 1.00, RMSEA = .00 (p = .80), SRMR = .01 (see Table 

14). 

Self-esteem comprised ten items. Principal components analysis of the items 

using eigendecomposition resulted in a single component with an eigenvalue greater than 

one. This component accounted for 75% of the total variance. Results of the confirmatory 
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Table 14 

Unstandardized Loadings (Standard Errors, SE) and Standardized Loadings for Single-

Factor Confirmatory Model of Need for Cognition for the Main Study (N = 227) 

Item Number Unstandardized (SE) Standardized 

1 1.00 (—) .88 

2 1.10 (.06) .89 

3 0.95 (.04) .93 

4 0.93 (.05) .83 

5 0.95 (.05) .89 

Note. A dash (—) indicates that the standard error was not estimated because it had a fixed 

(reference) indicator. All factor loadings were significant at the p < .001 level. 

 

Table 15 

Unstandardized Loadings (Standard Errors, SE) and Standardized Loadings for Single-

Factor Confirmatory Model of Self-Esteem for the Main Study (N = 227) 

Item Number Unstandardized (SE) Standardized 

1 1.00 (—) .93 

2 0.82 (.04) .88 

3 1.00 (.05) .86 

4 0.89 (.04) .86 

5 1.04 (.04) .94 

6 1.02 (.05) .87 

7 0.99 (.04) .92 

Note. A dash (—) indicates that the standard error was not estimated because it had a fixed 

(reference) indicator. All factor loadings were significant at the p < .001 level. 

 

factor analysis indicated that all items loaded significantly on the self-esteem factor with 

standardized factor loadings of .66 or higher. Most items had standardized factor loadings 
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of .89 or higher, but three items (“I generally think of myself as a good person,” “I am 

able to do things as well as most other people,” and “I never feel useless”) had loadings 

ranging from .66 to .81. Removing these items significantly improved model fit, 𝛥𝜒2(21) 

= 79.55 (p < .001). Fit indices for self-esteem indicated good fit, 𝜒2(14, N = 227) = 79.22 

(p < .001), CFI = .97, TLI = 0.95, RMSEA = .14 (p < .001), SRMR = .02 (see Table 15). 

Factor scores were predicted using least squares regression. 

Strength of Party Ideology 

As was done in Pilot Study 2, a four-level variable called ideological strength was 

created by recoding political ideology from the center toward either pole. This resulted in 

moderates being coded as 1, slight liberals and conservatives being coded as 2, liberals 

and conservatives being coded as 3, and the strongest liberals and conservatives being 

coded as 4. 

Conclusion 

This chapter described two pilot studies that were conducted to prepare for the 

main study described at the end of this chapter and in the next chapter. Results from Pilot 

Study 1 showed that neither candidate to be included in Pilot Study 2 and the main study 

was perceived to be more qualified or likable based on the biographical information that 

was provided or by the participants’ party identification. Pilot Study 1 also identified 

education, healthcare, and jobs as political issues that were similar and were highly 

important for both Republican- and Democratic-leaning participants. Thus, these policy 

issues could be in candidates’ issue-position statements in Pilot Study 2 and the main 

study. 
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The goals of Pilot Study 2 were to test the effectiveness of the dissonance 

manipulation and to obtain data needed to calculate the sample size for the main study. 

Overall, Pilot Study 2 confirmed that the dissonance manipulation resulted in the 

hypothesized differences in candidate evaluation. Additionally, based on power analysis 

and modifications to the experimental materials, a sample size of 250 was estimated as 

necessary for the main study. Modifications to the main study included making 

magnitude scale training more thorough, revising the vote recall statement prompt to be 

less evaluative, placing candidate information on the same screen as candidate preference 

and evaluation, shortening the affect measures, removing the indecisiveness items, and 

removing the no-statement condition. The results of the main study are described in the 

next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

The previous chapter described the methods and results of two pilot studies, 

several modifications that were made to the main study based on the results of the pilot 

studies, and the method of, and data preparation for, the main study. Below are the results 

of the main study. 

Repeated measures ANOVAs with between- and within-group factors were 

conducted to test the effects of statement type (justification vs. vote recall) and evaluation 

order (affect/evaluation vs. evaluation/affect) on candidate evaluation and psychological 

discomfort. Recall that participants reported candidate evaluation using a sliding scale 

from zero to 100. As the favorability of one candidate increased, the favorability of the 

other candidate decreased by the same amount. Candidate evaluation is reported as the 

favorability of the initially preferred candidate. Thus, a decrease in candidate evaluation 

over time indicates that participants rated the initially preferred candidate less favorably 

than they did in the preceding measurement occasion. For all models predicting serial 

candidate evaluation and psychological discomfort, base models were tested with 

statement type and evaluation order as between-groups factors and article number as the 

within-groups factor. Main and interaction effects were then tested for need for cognition, 

self-esteem, ideological strength (a four-point measure of political ideological strength), 

and demographic variables. All independent variables included in the interactions were 

linear. Mauchly’s test of sphericity was also used for models with repeated measures, and 

Greenhouse-Geisser-corrected estimates are reported. Residual plots were examined for 

heteroscedasticity and nonlinearity. Finally, Levene’s test for equality of variance was 
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conducted at each time point. Estimated marginal means were calculated to examine the 

direction of significant main effects, and plots were created to examine significant 

interaction effects.  

Commitment Level 

The first test concerned the manipulation check of statement type: Was 

commitment to the initial candidate preference higher for participants who justified their 

choice than for those who recalled a past voting experience? Results of a one-tailed 

Welch t test indicated commitment to the candidate was significantly higher (t[196.64] = 

-1.75, p < .05, η2 = .02) in the justification condition (M = 0.45, SD = 3.95) than in the 

vote recall condition (M = -0.39, SD = 3.11). An ANOVA was conducted to test for the 

main and interaction effects of ideological strength, self-esteem, and sex (see Table 16). 

A plot of residuals versus fitted values indicated the residual scores were randomly 

dispersed around the horizontal axis. The Levene’s test was not significant, supporting 

the homoscedasticity assumption. There were significant main effects for statement type 

(F[1, 222] = 3.90, p < .05), ideological strength (F[1, 222] = 19.13, p < .001), and self-

esteem (F[1, 222] = 29.21, p < .001). There was also a significant interaction between 

statement type and ideological strength (F[1, 222] = 5.50, p < .05). Figure 5 shows the 

positive relationship between self-esteem and commitment level, and Figure 6 shows that 

commitment level increased the most in the justification condition for the highest level of 

ideological strength. The results shown in Figure 6 indicate that the dissonance 

manipulation successfully increased people’s commitment to their initially preferred 

candidate. 
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Table 16 

One-Way ANOVA Using Commitment Level as the Dependent Variable for the Main 

Study (N = 227) 

Measure Sum of Squares F(1, 222) p η2 

Statement type 39.50 3.90 .050 .01 

Ideological strength 193.87 19.13 < .001 .07 

Self-esteem 296.07 29.21 < .001 .10 

Statement type X ideological 

strength 

55.77 5.50 .020 .02 

Note. Bold values denote statistical significance at the p < .05 level. 

 

 

Figure 5. Conditional Smoothed Means of Commitment Level by Self-Esteem for the 

Main Study (N = 227). Shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval around the 

mean. 
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Figure 6. Mean Commitment Level by Statement Type and Ideological Strength for the 

Main Study (N = 227). 

 

Replicating the Sequential Information Integration Model 

The first two hypotheses involve replications of the sequential information 

integration model (SIIM; Chung et al., 2012; Chung & Fink, 2016). H1 predicted that, as 

more pieces of counterattitudinal information were processed, (a) candidate evaluation 

would change in a negative direction, and (b) the rate of negative belief change would 

decline. A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with article number (as an ordinal 

time variable) as the independent variable and candidate evaluation as the dependent 

variable (see Table 17). A plot of residuals versus fitted values indicated the residual 

scores appeared randomly dispersed around the horizontal axis. 
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Table 17 

Repeated Measures ANOVA Using Candidate Evaluation as the Dependent Variable for 

the Main Study (N = 227) 

Measure Sum of 

Squares 

Epsilon dfNum dfDen F ratio p 

Intercept 9,401,889  1 226 1,378.18 < .001 

Article number 54,752 .30 2.71 610.20 60.58 < .001 

Note. Epsilon indicates Greenhouse-Geisser multiplier for degrees of freedom and p values, and 

values in the table incorporate this correction. Bold values denote statistical significance at the p 

< .05 level. 

 

H1a was tested using an F test for the effect of article number on candidate 

evaluation. If significant, the linear contrast was checked to test if belief change was 

negative. H1b was tested by checking for a positive quadratic effect using a polynomial 

contrast. A negative linear slope would indicate decreasing belief change, and a positive 

quadratic slope (i.e., an upward curving slope) would indicate a decline in the rate of 

negative belief change. The effect of article number was significant (F[2.71, 610.20] = 

60.58, p < .001, η2 = .21). Results of the polynomial contrast indicated a negative slope 

(t[2034] = -22.55, p < .001). Therefore, H1a was supported. Results of the quadratic 

contrast were positive and significant, indicating an upward U-shaped slope in negative 

belief change (t[2034] = 4.93, p < .001). Therefore, H1b was supported. As more articles 

were shown, evaluation of the initially preferred candidate significantly decreased, and 

the rate of decrease significantly declined. 

H2 predicted that exposure to counterattitudinal information would lead to less 

negative belief change over time for participants experiencing high, rather than low, 

dissonance. Dissonance was manipulated by asking participants to write a statement 
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justifying their candidate preference (high dissonance) or a statement recalling a past 

voting experience (low dissonance). A within- and between-subjects ANOVA was 

conducted with article number as the within-subjects factor, statement type as the 

between-subjects factor, and candidate evaluation as the dependent variable (see Table 

18). Residual plots for the within- and between-subjects effects appeared to be randomly 

dispersed around the horizontal axis. The Levene’s test was not significant at any levels 

of the within-subjects factor, supporting the homoscedasticity assumption.  

 

Table 18 

Within- and Between-Subjects ANOVA Using Candidate Evaluation as the Dependent 

Variable for the Main Study (N = 227) 

Measure Sum of 

Squares 

Epsilon dfNum dfDen F ratio p 

Intercept 8,488,433  1 219 1,634.01 < .001 

Statement type 39,499  1 219 7.61 .006 

Sex (male) 17,252  1 219 3.32 .069 

Ideological strength 304,615  1 219 19.55 < .001 

Article number 52,857 .30 2.74 599.18 59.37 < .001 

Statement type X 

article number 

579 .30 2.74 599.18 0.65 .755 

Sex (male) X article 

number 

4,373 .30 2.74 599.18 4.91 < .001 

Ideological strength 

X article number 

4,082 .30 2.74 599.18 1.53 .040 

Note. Epsilon indicates Greenhouse-Geisser multiplier for degrees of freedom and p values, and 

values in the table incorporate this correction. Bold values denote statistical significance at the p 

< .05 level. 
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H2 was tested using an F test for the effect of statement type on candidate 

evaluation and, if significant, conducting Tukey-adjusted pairwise comparisons of the 

between-subjects conditions. There was a significant main effect of statement type on 

candidate evaluation (F[1, 225] = 11.15, p < .001, η2 = .05). There was also a main effect 

of article number (F[2.71, 610.58] = 59.41, p < .001, η2 = .21). The interaction between 

statement type and article number was not significant. A Tukey-adjusted pairwise 

comparison indicated candidate evaluation was significantly higher in the justification 

condition (t[225] = -3.34, p = .001), with an estimated marginal mean difference of 11.4 

points. Results of the polynomial contrast indicated a steeper negative slope in the vote 

recall condition (t[2025] = -17.86, p < .001) than in the justification condition (t[2025] 

= -13.90, p < .001). 

During the article processing phase, participants were randomly assigned to 

evaluate the candidates before (eval/affect) or after (affect/eval) indicating their affect. 

Evaluation order was added to the model as a second between-subjects factor. The main 

effect of evaluation order and its interactions with statement type and article number were 

not significant. The main effects of statement type and article order remained significant. 

Thus, evaluation order did not appear to significantly influence candidate ratings and was 

removed from the model. 

Main and interaction effects of need for cognition, self-esteem, ideological 

strength, and demographic variables were also tested. In the final model, there was a 

marginal main effect of sex (F[1, 219] = 3.32, p = .07, η2 = .01) and a significant main 

effect of ideological strength (F[1, 219] = 19.55, p < .001, η2 = .20). A Tukey-adjusted 

pairwise comparison of males and females indicated candidate evaluation was somewhat 
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higher for males (t[219] = 1.82, p = .07), with an estimated marginal mean difference of 

5.56 points (SE = 3.05). Tukey-adjusted pairwise comparisons of ideological strength 

showed that candidate evaluation significantly increased for each unit of increase in 

ideological strength except from moderate (lowest level) to slightly liberal/conservative. 

The difference in means between the moderate and extremely liberal/conservative 

conditions (i.e., the lowest to the highest levels) was 33.40 (SE = 4.76, t[219] = 7.02, p < 

.001). 

The main effects of statement type (F[1, 219] = 7.60, p < .01, η2 = .03) and article 

number (F[2.74, 599.18] = 59.37, p < .001, η2 = .21; see Figure 7) remained significant. 

There was also a significant interaction between sex and article number (F[2.74, 599.18] 

= 4.73, p <  .01, η2 = .02). Comparison of the contrasts of the estimated marginal means 

for males and females showed that decrease in belief change was greater for females 

(t[1971] = -19.16, p < .001) than males (t[1971] = -12.53, p < .001). Finally, there was a 

significant interaction between ideological strength and article number (F[2.74, 599.18] = 

4.73, p < .01, η2 = .02). Figure 8 shows that evaluation trajectories were slightly more 

negative for participants with lower ideological strength. There was not a significant 

difference in change in candidate evaluation based on which candidate was the subject of 

the article. This is in contrast to a study by Meffert et al. (2006), which found that 

participants exhibited a strong bias toward selecting, processing, and recalling 

information about the candidate they initially preferred compared to the candidate they 

did not initially prefer. The model confirms that when controlling for psychological and 

demographic covariates, statement type predicted less decrease in candidate evaluation 
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for people who justified their candidate preference compared to those who recalled a past 

voting experience. Thus, H2 was supported. 

 

 

Figure 7. Trajectories for Candidate Evaluation by Statement Type for the Main Study (N 

= 227). The x-axis represents an approximation of the average amount of time (in 

seconds) it took participants to reach each opinion poll. The amount of time it took 

participants to read each article was measured, but the amount of time it took to respond 

to the opinion polls and affect measures was not. Plotting values in terms of time rather 

than equally spaced, sequential terms provides a more accurate, though underestimated, 

representation of change in the candidate evaluation. Bars represent the standard errors. 
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Figure 8. Trajectories for Candidate Evaluation by Ideological Strength for the Main 

Study (N = 227). The x-axis represents an approximation of the average amount of time 

(in seconds) it took participants to reach each opinion poll. The amount of time it took 

participants to read each article was measured, but the amount of time it took to respond 

to the opinion polls and affect measures was not. Plotting values in terms of time rather 

than equally spaced, sequential terms provides a more accurate, though underestimated, 

representation of change in the candidate evaluation. Bars represent the standard errors. 

 

Discomfort in the Belief Change Process 

H3 predicted that psychological discomfort before reporting candidate evaluation 

would be significantly higher than psychological discomfort after reporting candidate 

evaluation for participants experiencing high, rather than low, dissonance. In this 

experiment, participants who justified their candidate preference were expected to report 
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lower discomfort after evaluating the candidate, compared to participants who reported 

affect before evaluating the candidates. Remember that participants were shown five 

articles containing negative information about the chosen candidate, five articles 

containing positive information about the unchosen candidate, and two articles containing 

neutral information about either candidate. Positive and negative articles were presented 

in alternating order. Participants rated their candidate evaluations after viewing the 

positive and negative articles but not the neutral ones. To test whether the positively and 

negatively valenced articles differentially influenced participants’ affective reactions, 

mean discomfort and positive affect were calculated for each article. Results of a two-

tailed Welch t test indicated that discomfort was significantly higher (t[452] = 3.18, p < 

.01) for negatively valenced articles (M = 6.90, SD = 3.98) than for positively valenced 

articles (M = 5.71, SD = 3.97), even though both were counterattitudinal. Results of a 

second two-tailed Welch t test indicated positive affect was significantly lower (t[447.87] 

= -2.30, p < .05) for negatively valenced articles (M = 8.63, SD = 4.11) than for positively 

valenced articles (M = 9.50, SD = 3.87). These tests indicated that participants reported 

significantly different levels of discomfort and positive affect depending on the article’s 

valence. Therefore, article valence was included as a within-subjects factor, in addition to 

article number, in models predicting discomfort. 

To conduct an ANOVA with two within-subjects factors, there must be no empty 

cells in the matrix produced by crossing the two factors. Because past SIIM experiments 

did not test for differential effects of article valence on evaluation (only article 

discrepancy was tested), this study was not designed with fully crossed within-subjects 

factors. That is, article one was negatively valenced for all participants, article two was 
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positively valenced for all participants, and so on. This resulted in half the cells 

containing the 227 participants (the entire sample) and half the cells containing none. For 

example, for article number one, the cell for negative valence had 227 observations, and 

the cell for positive valence had zero observations. For article number two, the cell for 

negative valence had zero observations, and the cell for positive valence had 227 

observations. In order to test article number and article valence in the same model, article 

number, which initially contained ten levels representing the ten counterattitudinal 

articles, was recoded as having five levels. Each level represented a trial of one negative 

article and one positive article. Thus, for ten counterattitudinal articles—five positive and 

five negative—the variable contained five trials. This new variable was labelled trial 

number. 

A within- and between-subjects ANOVA was conducted with article valence and 

trial number as within-subjects factors, statement type and evaluation order as between-

subjects factors, and reported psychological discomfort as the dependent variable. For the 

plots of residuals versus fitted values for the within- and between-subjects effects, the 

residual scores appeared randomly dispersed around the horizontal axis. The Levene’s 

test was not significant at any level of the within-subjects factors, supporting the 

homoscedasticity assumption. 

Table 19 shows that the main effects of article valence (F[1, 223] = 31.95, p < 

.001) and trial number (F[3.40, 757.28] = 5.81, p < .001, η2 = .13) were significant. A 

Tukey-adjusted pairwise comparison indicated that reported psychological discomfort 

was significantly higher for negatively valenced articles (t[223] = 5.65, p < .001). Results 

of a linear contrast indicated that discomfort significantly decreased as more articles were 
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shown (t[892] = -2.51, p < .01). The main effects of statement type and evaluation order, 

as well as their interaction, were not significant. Additionally, the interaction between 

statement type, evaluation order, and article valence was not significant. Discomfort did 

not significantly decrease for participants in the justification condition after evaluating 

the candidates. Therefore, H3 was not supported. 

 

Table 19 

Within- and Between-Subjects ANOVA Using Psychological Discomfort as the 

Dependent Variable for the Main Study (N = 227) 

Measure Sum of 

Squares 

Epsilon dfNum dfDen F ratio p 

Intercept 89,587  1 223 667.71 < .001 

Statement type 0  1 223 0.00 .953 

Evaluation order 130  1 223 0.97 .327 

Statement type X 

evaluation order 

5  1 223 0.04 .849 

Article valence 807  1 223 31.95 < .001 

Trial number 169 .72 2.86 637.78 5.81 < .001 

Article valence X 

trial number 

74 .88 3.52 784.96 5.16 < .001 

Statement type X 

article valence X 

trial number 

46 .88 3.52 784.96 3.18 .013 

Note. Epsilon indicates Greenhouse-Geisser multiplier for degrees of freedom and p values, and 

values in the table incorporate this correction. Bold values denote statistical significance at the p 

< .05 level. 

 

This dissertation posed the question of how the experience of psychological 

discomfort changes as people are exposed to repeated counterattitudinal information. In 
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the model described above, there was a significant interaction between article valence 

and trial number (F[3.40, 757.28] = 5.16, p < .001, η2 = .02). A polynomial contrast was 

run for the model, and only the linear contrast was significant. There was a significant, 

negative linear effect of trial number for negatively valenced articles (t[1600] = -3.96, p < 

.001), but not positively valenced ones (t[1600] = -0.14, p = .89). 

There was a significant three-way interaction between statement type and the 

within-subjects factors (F[3.52, 785.16] = 3.51, p = .01, 𝜂2 = .01; see Figure 9). 

Polynomial contrasts were conducted for statement type, trial number, and article 

valence. There were no linear or nonlinear significant effects for the positively valenced 

articles, nor were there any significant effects for the vote recall condition when the 

articles were negatively valenced. However, there were significant linear (t[1600] 

= -3.77, p < .001), quadratic (t[1600] = -3.38, p < .001), and quartic effects (t[1600] = 

3.35, p < .001) for the justification condition when the articles were negatively valenced. 

Figure 9 shows that participants who justified their candidate preference reported highly 

varying levels of discomfort after reading the negatively valenced articles. They reported 

much less discomfort at the end of the article processing phase than at the beginning, 

although the trajectory exhibited a peak before a sharp decline. Their discomfort 

trajectories exhibited a greater level of oscillation that those of participants in the vote 

recall condition. Participants experienced a peak in discomfort after viewing five 

counterattitudinal articles, three of which were negatively valenced. After this point, 

discomfort decreased at a higher rate than before. This finding may suggest that 

participants initially wrestled with their discomfort after viewing the first few  
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Figure 9. Trajectories for Psychological Discomfort by Article Valence and Statement 

Type for the Main Study (N = 227). 

 

articles but, after experiencing a peak level of discomfort, they either became somewhat 

desensitized to the counterattitudinal information or developed a strategy for reducing 

their discomfort.  

Overall, these results suggest that psychological discomfort was influenced not 

just by the counterattitudinal information within the articles but also by whether the 

counterattitudinal information was positive about the candidate who was not preferred or 

negative about the candidate who was preferred. Additionally, it appears that people who 

justified their candidate preference struggled to resolve their discomfort when they first 

encountered counterattitudinal information about the same focal object, but after multiple 

exposures, their reported discomfort decreased rapidly.  
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Post Hoc Analyses 

Several post hoc analyses were conducted to provide more details regarding the 

relationship between counterattitudinal information, affect, and evaluation. 

Positive Affect 

Positive affect was measured after each counterattitudinal article. The same model 

used to test discomfort was conducted for positive affect. The model included article 

valence and trial number as within-subjects factors, and statement type and evaluation 

order as between-subjects 

 

Table 20 

Within- and Between-Subjects ANOVA Using Positive Affect as the Dependent Variable 

for the Main Study (N = 227) 

Measure Sum of 

Squares 

Epsilon dfNum dfDen F ratio p 

Intercept 183910  1 221 1355.15 < .001 

Statement type 58  1 221 0.43 .514 

Evaluation order 32  1 221 0.24 .626 

Statement type X 

evaluation order 

188  1 221 1.39 .240 

Article valence 411  1 221 16.46 < .001 

Trial number 64 .56 2.23 492.29 3.32 .010 

Article valence X 

trial number 

31 .85 3.40 751.24 2.98 .018 

Evaluation order 

X article valence 

X trial number 

25 .85 3.40 751.24 2.44 .045 

Note. Epsilon indicates Greenhouse-Geisser multiplier for degrees of freedom and p values, and 

values in the table incorporate this correction. Bold values denote statistical significance at the p 

< .05 level. 
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factors (see Table 20). Plots of the residuals versus fitted values for the within- and 

between-subjects factors indicated the residual scores appeared randomly dispersed 

around the horizontal axis. The Levene’s test was not significant at any level of the 

within-subjects factors, supporting the homoscedasticity assumption. 

 

 

Figure 10. Trajectories for Positive Affect by Article Valence for the Main Study (N = 

227). 

 

The main effects for statement type and evaluation order were not significant, nor 

was their interaction. There were significant main effects for article valence (F[1, 221] = 

16.46, p < .001, η2 = .07) and trial number (F[3.14, 693.00] = 3.32, p = .01, η2 = .02). A 

Tukey-adjusted pairwise comparison indicated that positive affect was significantly 

higher for positively valenced articles (M = 9.50, SE = 0.27) than for negatively valenced 
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articles (M = 8.64, SE = 0.27, t[221] = 4.06, p < .001). Additionally, results of linear and 

nonlinear polynomial contrasts indicated a nonsignificant linear slope for the effect of 

trial number on positive affect, but a significant, upward U-shaped quadratic slope (t[884] 

= 2.46, p = .01). Figure 10 shows that positive affect decreased from article two to three 

and increased from article three to article four, and again to article five. This pattern 

corresponds with the peak in discomfort. Positive affect tended to decrease as 

psychological discomfort increased. Correlations between psychological discomfort and 

positive affect after each article ranged from -.21 to -.44, and all correlations were 

significant. These results indicate that the positive and negative affective responses are 

interrelated. 

Effect of Discomfort on Evaluation 

Up to this point, psychological discomfort and candidate evaluation have been 

examined separately. Results have shown that in the justification condition, discomfort 

before candidate evaluation was not significantly higher or lower than discomfort after 

candidate evaluation. One question that has not been addressed yet is whether and to 

what extent discomfort directly affects candidate evaluation. If psychological discomfort 

leads to increased dissonance reduction, then there should be a negative relationship 

between discomfort and change in candidate evaluation. That is, participants reporting 

higher levels of discomfort should exhibit the lowest amount of change in candidate 

evaluation. Additionally, the relationship between discomfort and candidate evaluation 

should be strongest for participants who justified their initial preference. 

Because ANOVA cannot handle time-varying predictors—discomfort was 

measured at each time point—a linear mixed model (LMM) was conducted instead. 
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LMMs are an extension of simple linear regression that account for random effects and 

intra-subject correlation (Walker et al., 2019). A fixed effect is one where all levels of the 

factor are included in the experiment. These effects, which are assumed to be constant 

across individuals, are commonly measured using linear regression or ANOVA. A 

random factor is one whose levels can be considered a sample of a larger population 

(e.g., participants in a study). A random effect arises when there is uncontrollable 

variability within the sample, such as when there are repeated measurements for the same 

participants (Magezi, 2015). By way of comparison, linear regression treats parameters as 

fixed effects and the data as random variables. In LMM, random effects are treated as 

random variables with their own intercepts and slopes. This approach allows fixed effects 

to be modeled at all levels of a random effect. 

Linear mixed models are typically used when experimental structures are 

complex. Therefore, model optimization is a key concern and must be evaluated before 

results can be interpreted. Barr et al. (2013) recommended beginning with the maximal 

random effects structure that can be allowed in the model, that is, treating all variables 

within the model as random factors. However, this approach can lead to optimization 

issues as sample size decreases such that models are unable to converge (Singmann & 

Kellen, 2019). In these cases, the dimensionality of the random effects structure needs to 

be reduced. The process of reducing random effects assumes the researcher hypothesized 

about the fixed effects but not the random effects structure. Thus, random effects may be 

removed in order to allow the model to converge. Bates et al. (2018) recommended 

removing the random effect with the lowest variance in the random effects structure and 

then retesting the model. This is repeated until the model converges. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?rXwshr
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Only participants who reported their affect before evaluation were included in this 

analysis, because in this model, affect predicted candidate evaluation. In the test of H2, 

no significant differences in evaluation were found for evaluation order (whether affect 

was reported before or after candidate evaluation) or its interactions. The relationship 

between candidate evaluation, psychological discomfort, and statement type was tested 

using a linear mixed model with article number, article valence, statement type, 

psychological discomfort, ideological strength, and age as the independent variables and 

candidate evaluation as the dependent variable (see Table 21). Three-way interactions 

between article number, statement type, and psychological discomfort, as well as article 

number, article valence, and psychological discomfort, were also tested. Participant ID 

was used as the random factor, and article number, article valence, and psychological 

discomfort were included as random effects. The initial model did not converge. Article 

valence had the lowest explained variance and was dropped from the random effects 

structure. The resulting model was able to converge. A plot of residuals versus fitted 

values indicated the residual scores appeared randomly dispersed around the horizontal 

axis. The marginal R2 (the proportion of variance explained by the fixed factors alone) for 

the model was 29.9%, and the condition R2 (the proportion of variance explained by both 

the fixed and random factors) was 91.6% (see Table 21). 

The main effects for article valence and psychological discomfort were not 

significant. Article number negatively predicted psychological discomfort (𝛽 = -1.57, 

t[112.08] = -3.53, p < .001), meaning that candidate evaluation decreased as more articles 

were shown. Writing a justification statement versus recalling a past voting experience 

positively predicted candidate evaluation (𝛽 = 10.26, t[175.03] = 2.27, p < .05). This is 
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consistent with previous results indicating that overall candidate evaluation was higher in 

the justification condition as compared to the vote recall condition. Ideological strength 

(𝛽 = 9.55, t[111.46] = 4.86, p < .001) and age (𝛽 = 0.50, t[109.31] = 3.00, p < .01) 

positively predicted candidate evaluation. 

There were significant two-way interactions between statement type and 

psychological discomfort (𝛽 = -0.89, t[231.36] = -2.27, p < .01), as well as psychological 

discomfort and article valence (𝛽 = 0.56, t[890.36] = 2.42, p < .01). There also were 

significant three-way interactions between article number, article valence, and 

psychological discomfort (𝛽 = -0.09, t[890.12] =  -2.27, p < .05), as well as article 

number, psychological discomfort, and statement type (𝛽 = 0.13, t[1,085.47] = 2.37, p < 

.05). Figure 11 shows that for positively valenced articles, evaluation trajectories did not 

differ by discomfort level. However, for negatively valenced articles, candidate 

evaluation greatly decreased as discomfort increased. 

Figure 12 addresses the question of how participants’ beliefs changed when they 

were uncomfortable about the counterattitudinal information to which they were 

repeatedly exposed, in particular, when their commitment levels were experimentally 

manipulated. First, overall candidate evaluation was slightly higher in the justification 

condition, confirming that participants who were more committed to their initial 

preference were more resistant to negative belief change. Next, consider the trajectories 

for the positively valenced articles. They were somewhat decreasing over time, but there 

was little difference in overall evaluation based on psychological discomfort level. 

Now, consider the trajectories for the articles that were negatively valenced. 

There were much larger differences in overall evaluation based on discomfort level, and 
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Table 21 

Linear Mixed Model with Candidate Evaluation as the Dependent Variable (N = 227) 

Measure Estimate SE df t p 

Fixed effects      

Intercept 47.76 7.46 125.59 6.40 < .001 

Statement type 10.26 4.51 175.04 2.27 .02 

Psychological discomfort 0.18 0.28 385.85 0.63 .53 

Ideological strength 9.55 1.96 111.47 4.86 < .001 

Age 0.50 0.17 109.31 3.00 .003 

Article number -1.57 0.44 276.91 -3.53 < .001 

Article valence -1.81 1.69 879.38 -1.07 .29 

Psychological discomfort 

X statement type 

-0.89 0.39 231.36 -2.27 .02 

Psychological discomfort 

X article valence 

0.56 0.23 890.36 2.42 .02 

Psychological discomfort 

X article number X article 

valence 

-0.09 0.04 890.12 -2.27 .02 

Psychological discomfort 

X statement type X article 

number 

0.13 0.06 1085.47 2.37 .02 

Random effects      

σ2 51.39     

𝜏id 375.13     

𝜏id:article number 6.35     

𝜏id:psychological discomfort 0.47     

Observations 1,130     

Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 .299 / .916     

Note. σ2 represents the residual variance, which is conceptually similar to the within-groups 

variance in ANOVA. 𝜏 represents the variance of random effects, which are conceptually similar 
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to the between-groups variance in ANOVA. Bold values denote statistical significance at the p < 

.05 level. 

 

 

Figure 11. Trajectories for Candidate Evaluation by Article Valence and Psychological 

Discomfort Level for Participants Reporting Affect Before Candidate Evaluation (N = 

227). The x-axis represents an approximation of the average amount of time (in seconds) 

it took participants to reach each opinion poll. Discomfort levels were created using mean 

and standard deviation of psychological discomfort. High discomfort represented values 

greater than or equal to one standard deviation above the mean; low discomfort 

represented values less than or equal to one standard deviation below the mean. Moderate 

discomfort represented values within one standard deviation from the mean. Only results 

for participants in the affect/evaluation condition are shown above. 
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Figure 12. Trajectories for Candidate Evaluation by Article Valence, Discomfort Level, 

and Statement Type for Participants Reporting Affect Before Candidate Evaluation (N = 

227). The x-axis represents an approximation of the average amount of time (in seconds) 

it took participants to reach each opinion poll. Only results for participants in the 

affect/evaluation condition are shown above. 

 

this difference was most pronounced in the justification condition. The more discomfort 

participants reported, the more negative their overall candidate evaluation. Thus, only 

when articles were negative did discomfort negatively predict overall candidate 

evaluation. In other words, there was a significant, negative relationship between 

psychological discomfort and overall candidate evaluation, but only in response to 

negatively valenced articles. There was not a significant relationship between discomfort 

and candidate evaluation in response to positively valenced articles. Earlier analyses 
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showed that psychological discomfort was significantly higher for negatively valenced 

articles than for positively valenced articles. This suggests that when the articles were 

negatively valenced, discomfort was high, moderating the effect of statement type on 

overall candidate evaluation. However, when articles were positively valenced, 

discomfort was significantly low and did not significantly moderate the effect of 

statement type on overall candidate evaluation. 

Furthermore, when people who justified their candidate preference were exposed 

to negatively valenced, counterattitudinal information, the most uncomfortable 

participants consistently rated the initially unpreferred candidate more highly than their 

own. However, when a positive article was provided, evaluation did not significantly 

differ from that of participants who reported low and moderate discomfort. Thus, it 

appeared that simply showing participants a positively valenced article was enough to 

erase the effect of discomfort on evaluation, even if that article was counterattitudinal. 

Perception of Source Political Ideology 

How did participants perceive the political ideology of the article sources after the 

article processing phase? Participants were asked, “Overall, how would you rate the 

political leaning of the news sources the articles came from?” They were given seven 

options ranging from Extremely liberal on the low end to Extremely conservative on the 

high end, the same as the political ideology scale. They were also given an eighth option: 

Can’t say/too hard to tell. Of the 227 participants, eight chose the latter option. An 

ANOVA was conducted with initial candidate preference predicting perceived source 

ideology.  Statement type, political ideology, and psychological and demographic 

variables were also tested as covariates in this model. Candidate preference was the only 
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significant predictor of perceived source ideology (F[1, 217] = 251.20, p < .001), 

accounting for 53.44% of the variance in perceived source ideology. Results of a Tukey-

adjusted pairwise comparison indicated that participants who preferred the Democratic 

candidate rated the source as significantly more conservative, whereas participants who 

preferred the Republican candidate rated the sources as significantly more liberal (t[217] 

= 15.85, p < .001). It appears that reading counterattitudinal information related to their 

candidate preference was strongly associated with the perception that the sources were 

politically biased.  

Final Vote Choice 

 Reading a lot of counterattitudinal information about a preferred candidate might 

lead people to reconsider their preference when they enter the voting booth. However, if 

that preference was important, people should experience greater dissonance regarding 

their preference, and dissonance would result in less, not more, belief change over time. 

Thus, greater dissonance should result in a lower rate of voting for the candidate who was 

not initially preferred. In other words, people who experience more dissonance about 

their preferred candidate should be more likely to stick with that candidate when it comes 

time to vote. To test this proposition, as in Pilot Study 2, a variable called vote switch was 

created. Participants who voted for the candidate they did not initially prefer were coded 

high, and those who voted for the candidate they initially preferred were coded low. 

Binomial logistic regression was conducted with statement type and ideological strength 

predicting vote switch. Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported below. As 

expected, statement type (justification coded as “1” and vote recall coded as “0”) 

negatively predicted vote switching (B = -0.65, p < .05). Ideological strength was also 
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included in the model and negatively predicted vote switching (B = -0.61, p < .001). 

Statement type and ideological strength explained 15.2% of the variance (Nagelkerke R2 

= 15.20). The predicted probability that participants who justified their candidate 

preference would switch their vote was 26%, compared to 43% for those who recalled a 

past voting experience. Thus, justifying one’s candidate preference led to significantly 

lower levels of vote switching. This is an important finding: Not only did dissonance 

result in less overall belief change, it also had a significant effect on people’s final voting 

decisions. This could have important implications for actual elections, which are 

discussed in the next chapter. 

Conclusion 

The analyses described in this chapter provided support for the sequential 

information integration model (SIIM): As participants were shown more 

counterattitudinal information about the initial candidate preference, evaluation of the 

initially preferred candidate changed in the negative direction, and the rate of negative 

change decreased over time. Results also indicated that justifying the candidate 

preference was associated with significantly less negative change in candidate evaluation 

compared to recalling a past voting experience. The prediction that in the justification 

condition, psychological discomfort would be lower for participants reporting affect after, 

rather than before, candidate evaluation was not supported. Finally, these results suggest 

that participants who justified their candidate preference experienced an increase in 

psychological discomfort as more negatively valenced articles were shown, followed by a 

sharp decrease halfway through the experiment. This finding is consistent with the build 

and release model proposed earlier in this dissertation (see Chapter 2, page 28). The 
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theoretical and practical implications of these results, as well as limitations and directions 

for future research, are discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

This dissertation addresses the question of how beliefs and affect change in 

response to sequentially induced cognitive dissonance. The present research has two 

goals. The first goal was to replicate the findings from Chung and Fink’s (2016) study of 

the sequential information integration model (SIIM). Replication increases confidence 

that results obtained in a study are influenced more by the theoretically-based predictors 

than by “the researcher(s), errors in the laboratory or statistical procedures, or are the 

result of a distribution within the sample that is not representative of the distribution 

within the population” (McEwan et al., 2018, p. 240). Although articles, candidate 

information, and measurement instruments were slightly modified, the experimental 

procedure used in this dissertation closely resembled that used in the 2016 SIIM study. 

The second goal was to observe the effect of repeated dissonance inductions about 

the same focal belief on belief and affect. Most cognitive dissonance research has not 

considered recurring dissonance reduction about the same focal belief or behavior 

(Devine et al., 2019; E. Harmon-Jones & Harmon-Jones, 2007). McGrath (2017) called 

for research into this important but, to date, insufficiently studied question of how people 

deal with recurring instances of dissonance. Chung and Fink (2016) speculated that 

dissonance may have been motivating resistance to belief change through counterarguing 

the message or disparaging the source (Aronson et al., 1963; Bochner & Insko, 1966; 

Festinger 1957). By observing belief change and affect after repeated exposure to 

counterattitudinal articles, this dissertation sheds light on this area of cognitive 

dissonance theory. 
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Theoretical Implications 

Replication of the Sequential Information Integration Model (SIIM) 

The SIIM predicts that, as initial belief weight increases, the rate of belief change 

decreases. Additionally, the rate of belief change decreases as more information is being 

processed. The findings of the present study support this prediction of the SIIM. 

Participants’ evaluations of the initially preferred candidate significantly decreased as 

they were repeatedly exposed to articles that did not support their initial preference. 

Participants’ evaluation trajectories also exhibited a significant, positive quadratic slope, 

which was upward U-shaped (see Figure 7 in Chapter 4). This result indicates that, as 

candidate evaluation decreased over time, the rate of decrease declined until evaluation 

reached a new equilibrium. The more information participants received, the less their 

candidate evaluation changed as a result of exposure to these new pieces of information. 

An important outcome of the SIIM is that, when holding the weights and valences 

of new pieces of information constant, the overall rate of belief change will decrease as 

belief weight increases. Therefore, the greater the weight of the initial belief, the more 

overall belief change is reduced. Previous SIIM studies operationalized initial belief 

weight as the strength of one’s party identification and, alternatively, as the amount of 

issue-position information shown to the participant (see Chung et al., 2012; Chung & 

Fink, 2016). This dissertation operationalized belief weight as the level of commitment 

people had for their initial candidate preference. Commitment level was manipulated by 

asking people to write a statement justifying their candidate preference (high 

commitment) or recalling a past voting experience (low commitment). Commitment level 

was significantly higher for participants who wrote a justification statement, even when 
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controlling for the strength of their political ideologies. Furthermore, overall negative 

belief change was significantly lower for participants who wrote a justification statement, 

supporting the SIIM. One alternative explanation for the reduction in overall belief 

change is that justifying candidate preference gave participants an opportunity to 

elaborate on arguments in support of their decision. Thus, when presented with 

counterattitudinal information, participants were better prepared to counterargue the 

information. 

Another explanation for the reduction in overall belief change concerns 

participants viewing their justification as a public rather than a private commitment. 

Participants in the justification condition were told their responses would be evaluated by 

a research team, whereas those in the vote recall condition were told that their statement 

would not be evaluated. Past research has shown that making a public commitment 

results in greater dissonance reduction as compared to private commitment (Dickerson et 

al., 1992; Kiesler et al., 1968). If writing the justification statement caused participants in 

the main study of this dissertation to feel more publicly committed to their position, this 

behavior would motivate their resistance to belief change. The public commitment 

explanation, which is not independent of the counterarguing explanation, is supported by 

the findings in this study that writing a justification statement was significantly associated 

with a higher commitment level. 

Statement writing represents a novel experimental manipulation for belief weight 

in research using the SIIM. Fink and Cai (2012) defined belief weight as the effectiveness 

(e.g., credibility) of, number of, or involvement with the articles used to form a belief. It 

seems likely that asking participants to write a justification statement that would later be 
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evaluated by others increased participants’ involvement with the information that they 

used to make their initial decision. Writing the justification statement may have led 

participants to spend more time in the postdecision phase thinking about the candidate 

information as well as the participants’ own beliefs and past behaviors. There is no 

reason to think that recalling a past voting experience led participants to significantly 

reflect on their initial preference. If they spent less time reflecting on their decision than 

participants in the justification condition, this lack of reflection may have led to less 

involvement with the candidate information than that of participants in the justification 

condition. This explanation is consistent with findings from the study that participants in 

the justification condition reported significantly higher candidate commitment than those 

in the vote recall condition. Therefore, the present study supports the predictions of the 

SIIM using an operationalization of initial belief weight that is distinct from past studies. 

Overall, this dissertation research has implications regarding the sequential 

information integration model. The present study replicates previous SIIM studies using a 

sample of people living in the U.S., with ages ranging from 23 to 77, and finds strong 

support for the model. When participants were repeatedly exposed to counterattitudinal 

information, they exhibited negative trajectories for candidate evaluation, and the rate of 

change in candidate evaluation declined as more articles were shown (see Figure 7 in 

Chapter 2). Consistent with the SIIM, integrating information appears to increase belief 

weight, resulting in less belief change each time a new piece of information is integrated. 

That is, belief change resulting from exposure to a piece of information is less than belief 

change resulting from exposure to the previous piece of information given the weights of 

both pieces of information are equal. Additionally, overall belief change was lower when 
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initial belief weight was greater. Decision justification was associated with lower belief 

change compared to recalling a past voting experience. This finding suggests that 

justifying a belief increases its weight, making it more resistant to change. Previous SIIM 

studies have found that initial belief weight is higher when people are given more 

information to form the belief and when people strongly identify with a group that is 

relevant to the belief (Chung et al., 2012; Chung & Fink, 2016). The present study adds 

to this body of research by showing that the act of justifying a belief can reduce overall 

belief change.  

Sequential Induction of Cognitive Dissonance 

Cognitive dissonance has been defined as “an aversive state of arousal that occurs 

when a person holds two or more cognitions that are inconsistent with each other” 

(Cooper & Goren, 2007, p. 150). In the main experiment described in this dissertation, 

the cognition that a political candidate was incompetent or dishonest (according to the 

hypothetical news article) was discrepant with the cognition that the participant had 

supported that candidate. Cognitive dissonance theory predicts that when people are 

confronted with information that conflicts with an unimportant cognition, dissonance 

arousal may be minimal or nonexistent (Festinger, 1957). However, when a cognition 

(such as a belief or knowledge of a past behavior) is important, exposure to 

counterattitudinal information can lead to high levels of dissonance. In the present 

experiment, participants who justified their candidate preference reported significantly 

higher commitment to their candidate than those who recalled a past voting experience. 

According to cognitive dissonance theory, participants in the justification condition 

should have experienced greater cognitive dissonance than participants in the vote recall 
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condition when they were exposed to counterattitudinal information, because participants 

in the justification condition were significantly more committed to their decision. As was 

hypothesized (H2), participants in the justification condition were more resistant to belief 

change than participants in the vote recall condition. These results are consistent with 

cognitive dissonance theory, which predicts that, in the face of dissonant and relevant 

cognitions, important cognitions are more resistant to belief change. Participants who 

justified their candidate preference reported significantly higher commitment to their 

decision and reported significantly less overall belief change. 

To provide further evidence of the role of dissonance in belief change, the present 

study measured psychological discomfort and positive affect before and after each 

candidate evaluation. It was hypothesized (H3) that in the justification condition, 

psychological discomfort would be lower after candidate evaluation was reported, 

compared to pre-evaluation discomfort. Support for this hypothesis would suggest that 

participants who justified their candidate preference experienced more dissonance from 

exposure to counterattitudinal information and were able to reduce some or all of their 

dissonance. There were no significant effects of statement type (justification vs. vote 

recall) or evaluation order (affect/evaluation vs. evaluation/affect) on overall 

psychological discomfort or positive affect. Thus, the affective predictions of cognitive 

dissonance theory were not supported. These results were inconsistent with previous 

studies showing that psychological discomfort decreased after participants were given an 

attitude change opportunity (Elliot & Devine, 1994; E. Harmon-Jones, 2000). The results 

may suggest that (a) participants did not experience dissonance at all, (b) participants 

experienced similar levels of dissonance that was not reduced by reporting candidate 
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evaluation, or (c) participants resolved their dissonance before being given the 

opportunity to report their psychological discomfort. Although statement type was 

associated with significantly different belief trajectories, participants in the justification 

condition did not report significantly more psychological discomfort than participants in 

the vote recall condition. Additionally, reporting candidate evaluation did not result in 

significantly lower discomfort for any of the experimental groups. 

The trajectories for psychological discomfort throughout the study complicate 

these explanations. Although overall levels of discomfort did not significantly differ by 

statement type, participants who justified their candidate preference exhibited a 

significant increase in psychological discomfort followed by a sharp decrease. This 

pattern was not observed in the vote recall condition, which suggests that people 

responded to their dissonant state differently based on how committed they were to their 

initial candidate preference. Past research has shown that people tend to choose the mode 

of dissonance reduction that is not challenged by the existing information and not likely 

to be challenged in the future (Walster et al., 1967). If a belief or behavior is unimportant, 

changing it may be the simplest way to reduce dissonance (McGrath, 2017; Vaidis & 

Bran, 2018). If a belief or behavior is highly important, people may resist changing it. In 

this case, they must find another method, other than changing their belief or behavior, for 

reducing their dissonance. However, it may not always be clear which method is most 

effective given perceptions of current and future events and information, such as a 

controlled experimental environment in which articles are (allegedly) randomly selected 

for participants. Thus, even after being given the opportunity to report belief change, an 

effective dissonance reduction method may not have been employed. This result is 
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consistent with findings from the present study that, even when controlling for article 

number and article valence (positive vs. negative), psychological discomfort was not 

significantly lower after reporting candidate evaluation compared to psychological 

discomfort before reporting candidate evaluation. 

This research suggests an important implication for cognitive dissonance theory. 

To reduce dissonance, people must first become aware of an effective mode of 

dissonance reduction. Until people find an effective way to reduce their dissonance, they 

may continue to experience the psychological discomfort related to their dissonance. In 

dissonance experiments, participants are typically given a mode of dissonance reduction 

that is expected by the researchers to be effective in reducing discomfort (e.g., Bochner & 

Insko, 1966; Dickerson et al., 1992; Gerard, 1967; Goethals & Cooper, 1972; Liang, 

2016; Losch & Cacioppo, 1990; Stone, 2003; Stone et al., 1997; Zanna & Cooper, 1974). 

For example, in their research on psychological discomfort, Elliot and Devine (1994) 

expected participants to reduce dissonance by changing their attitudes. They found that 

participants reported lower psychological discomfort after, rather than before, they were 

given the opportunity to change their attitudes. In the present study, however, belief 

change was not expected to be an effective mode of dissonance reduction for participants 

in the justification condition, because they reported higher commitment to the focal belief 

(i.e., commitment of support for one candidate over the other) compared to participants in 

the vote recall condition. Thus, the present study did not explicitly provide an effective 

mode of dissonance reduction. As a result, psychological discomfort did not decrease for 

participants in the justification condition after they were given opportunities to re-

evaluate the candidates. 
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Recall that in the present study, participants were shown counterattitudinal 

articles that were either positively or negatively valenced (positive information about the 

unpreferred candidate or negative information about the preferred candidate). When the 

articles were negatively valenced, a significant, nonlinear trajectory for discomfort 

emerged for participants who justified their candidate preference but not for participants 

who recalled a past voting experience. Figure 9 in Chapter 4 showed that, for participants 

in the justification condition, discomfort peaked halfway through the article processing 

phase and then dropped sharply. For participants in the vote recall condition, discomfort 

did not change significantly during the first half of the article processing phase and then 

significantly decreased, though not as much as in the justification condition. The 

discomfort trajectory in the justification condition is consistent with the build and release 

model of dissonance reduction proposed earlier in this dissertation. This model predicts 

that psychological discomfort remains constant or builds until, at a certain point, it drops 

sharply. This pattern would suggest that after justifying a decision, a person feels 

discomfort after being repeatedly exposed to counterattitudinal information, but the 

person eventually finds a way to reduce or avoid discomfort. 

Although trajectories for psychological discomfort dropped sharply in the 

justification condition halfway through the article processing phase, there was no 

corresponding change in candidate evaluation trajectories. Figure 7 in Chapter 4 showed 

that in the article processing phase, candidate evaluation continued to decrease, and the 

rate of decrease exhibited an upward curving slope. This pattern suggests that participants 

did not significantly change their attitudes toward the preferred candidate. Instead, they 

may have found an effective method for dealing with their dissonance that did not 
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involve changing their attitude toward the candidate, such as by counterarguing the 

information or by disparaging the source. Therefore, in situations where people are 

motivated to resist belief change but cannot avoid counterattitudinal information, 

psychological discomfort may not be reduced immediately following a belief change 

opportunity. The dissonance reduction process may take longer as people search for ways 

to reduce their discomfort while still maintaining beliefs that are important to them. This 

behavior seems especially likely when multiple pieces of counterattitudinal information 

are presented in almost immediate succession. This experiment demonstrated that, over 

time, participants who justified their candidate preference reported fluctuating levels of 

discomfort followed by a sharp decrease in discomfort, whereas participants who recalled 

a past voting experience reported relatively stable levels of discomfort through the entire 

experiment. The implication for dissonance research is that people appear to eventually 

find ways to reduce their dissonance even if an effective reduction method is not 

immediately apparent. McGrath (2017) argued that, as long as researchers provide 

dissonance reduction methods to participants, the field will have limited understanding of 

how people reduce dissonance outside of the laboratory. However, dissonance 

experiments measuring affect and attitude change at a single point in time may not find 

differences in affect when an effective mode of dissonance reduction is not apparent to 

participants. If researchers want to understand the methods of dissonance that people 

prefer outside of the experimental context, and how long it takes for people to employ 

such methods, then dissonance may need to be repeatedly induced. This approach may 

give people time to figure out how to reduce their psychological discomfort given their 

present situation and information available to them. 
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Article Valence and Affect 

As explained earlier, the present study found evidence of an important 

relationship between article valence and affect. As in Chung and Fink (2016), participants 

in the present study were shown counterattitudinal articles that alternated between 

negative information about the preferred candidate (negatively valenced) and positive 

information about the unpreferred candidate (positively valenced). Article valence 

strongly predicted psychological discomfort and positive affect: Participants reported 

significantly higher discomfort and significantly lower positive affect for negatively 

(versus positively) valenced articles. One explanation for the different effects of article 

valence on affect may be that participants perceived the negatively valenced articles to be 

more discrepant with the initial candidate preference than the positively valenced articles. 

Festinger (1957) argued that the amount of dissonance a person experiences is a function 

of the discrepancy and the importance of the dissonant cognitions. However, if this were 

the case, there should have been a significant effect of article valence on candidate 

evaluation. An article that is more discrepant should cause more belief change, yet article 

valence did not significantly predict candidate evaluation. Figure 7 in Chapter 4 showed 

that the belief trajectories exhibited a smooth, negative curve with an upward slope across 

all articles, positively and negatively valenced. These findings do not indicate that the 

negatively valenced articles were more discrepant with the initial candidate preference 

than the positively valenced articles. However, the relationship between valence and 

discrepancy is not directly addressed in this dissertation. Future research may investigate 

whether people perceive negatively valenced information to be more discrepant than 

positively valenced information.  
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There are other plausible explanations for the relationship between article valence 

and affect. First, in prior research, negatively framed messages have been associated with 

higher negative emotion and lower positive emotion, whereas positively framed messages 

have been associated with the opposite pattern of emotion (Bolls et al., 2001). 

Participants may have felt more psychological discomfort after viewing the negatively 

valenced articles compared to the positively valenced articles, because of the negative 

framing of the articles. Second, people may have paid more attention to the negative 

articles. An experiment by Meffert et al. (2006), which shares some materials and 

procedures with the present research, found that people exhibited a strong bias toward 

positive information over negative information. Focusing more on negative information 

than on positive information may have caused participants to experience greater 

psychological discomfort. Finally, people may selectively attend to political messages 

based on whether the messages refer to a favored or disfavored politician (Wang et al., 

2014). Meffert et al. (2006) also found that people exhibited a strong bias toward 

information about the preferred candidate over information about the unpreferred 

candidate. In the present study, as in Chung and Fink (2016), article valence is 

confounded with article topic: All positive articles referred to the unpreferred candidate, 

and all negative articles referred to the preferred candidate. Therefore, it is not possible to 

identify the extent to which different affective reactions can be attributed to article 

valence, selective attention, or both factors. 

Future research should address the confound between the valence of the articles 

and which candidate was the subject of each article. There were significant differences in 

psychological discomfort and positive affect based on article valence. However, as noted 
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above, it is not possible in the present study to discern whether the differences in 

discomfort and positive affect are a result of message framing, selective attention, or 

some other process. Addressing this limitation has important implications about how 

people respond to positively and negatively valenced counterattitudinal information. 

Doing so may also offer insight into why affect was significantly associated with article 

valence, but candidate evaluation was not. Future research should address this limitation 

by including positively and negatively valenced information that is proattitudinal in 

addition to positively and negatively valenced counterattitudinal information. A finding 

that levels of psychological discomfort are similar for negatively and positively valenced 

articles would support the selective attention explanation. Otherwise, it appears that the 

framing of the article is the primary influence on affect even when all articles are 

counterattitudinal. 

Practical Implications 

This study has several practical implications for voters and organizations 

conducting polls during election campaigns. The primary implication from this study is 

that asking people to justify their support for a political candidate may cause them to 

resist changing their attitudes toward that candidate as the campaign continues. 

Americans have many online and offline opportunities to explain why they support a 

candidate. In a 2018 Pew Research Center report, 42% of respondents from a 

representative sample of voters in the U.S. said they had publicly expressed support for a 

political campaign on social media in the past five years (Wang et al., 2014). For research 

professionals conducting panel surveys or multiple focus groups with the same group of 

people, questions about why people support particular candidates may represent an 
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intervention—albeit one that is small—in people’s opinion formation and change 

processes. Participants in the present experiment were told their justification statements 

(in the justification condition) would be evaluated by a research team. Researchers may 

reduce participants’ commitment to their positions after justifying them by creating 

research environments that lower participant perceptions of being evaluated. Reducing 

participants’ commitment to their positions may be accomplished by emphasizing the 

exploratory, rather than evaluative, character of the research and telling participants that 

their responses will not be evaluated for correctness. 

Campaigns and political organizations, however, might find justification a useful 

tactic in attempting to solidify support for a candidate, especially in the early stages of a 

campaign when voters may not have had the opportunity to form strong opinions about 

the candidates. During the many months leading up to a national election, voters are 

inundated with political information from news outlets, campaigns, political action 

committees, people in their online and in-person social networks, and more. Identifying 

voters who support a particular politician and asking them to justify their support may 

make them more resistant to counterattitudinal information about that candidate. The 

present research showed that, when controlling for ideological strength, people who 

justified their candidate preference were 17% less likely to vote for the candidate they did 

not initially prefer after being repeatedly exposed to counterattitudinal articles. This result 

suggests that justification is an effective method for solidifying candidate support beyond 

the effect of the strength of people’s ideological identifications. 

It is worth noting that decision justification shares some similarities with 

inoculation. Inoculation theory proposes that people can be inoculated from 
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counterattitudinal messages through exposure to weakened forms of those 

counterarguments (McGuire, 1961). People then create or can be exposed to refutations 

of those weakened arguments, which results in a resistance to future, stronger persuasive 

messages (Banas & Rains, 2010; Pfau et al., 1992). Inoculation can, therefore, produce 

resistance to belief change like what was observed in this dissertation. However, 

participants in the present research were not exposed to weak forms of the 

counterattitudinal messages before being shown stronger messages. Thus, it seems 

unlikely that inoculation theory fully explains findings regarding participants’ resistance 

to belief change. 

This study also addressed the question of how attitudes toward a preferred 

candidate and affect change over time when people are repeatedly exposed to information 

that conflicts with their candidate preference. When participants resisted belief change 

after being exposed to counterattitudinal information, their psychological discomfort did 

not appear to be immediately reduced. However, participants reported significantly lower 

discomfort following exposure to a positively valenced article, even though the article 

was counterattitudinal. Thus, when people experience dissonance related to an important 

belief or attitude, resisting belief change may not lead to the immediate reduction of 

dissonance. However, the effect of negative messaging about one’s own candidate on 

discomfort may be undone by producing a positively valenced article. Figure 11 in 

Chapter 4 showed that, when psychological discomfort was high and articles were 

negatively valenced, participants’ support for their preferred candidate dropped below 

50%, but when articles were positively valenced, support for the preferred candidate 

remained at around 60%. Providing a positively valenced article about the candidate that 
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participants did not support appeared to increase candidate evaluation, even late in the 

experiment after several negatively valenced articles had been presented to the 

participants. This finding has two implications for campaign advertising. First, positive 

articles about a campaign’s own candidate are unlikely to create psychological 

discomfort in voters who support the opposing candidate. This is one reason why many 

campaigns often choose to “go negative” in their advertising efforts at some point during 

an election cycle (Damore, 2002). However, the second point is related to the first: It may 

be prudent for campaigns to use some of their resources to provide positive, proattitudinal 

messages to their own supporters, especially as election day draws near. Doing so may 

reduce the psychological discomfort that some voters may feel—in particular, those who 

do not strongly identify with a political party—about voting for their initially preferred 

candidate. 

The final implication of this study pertains to the trajectory of psychological 

discomfort throughout the experiment for participants who justified their candidate 

support. Psychological discomfort for participants in the justification condition peaked 

halfway through the article processing phase of the experiment and then rapidly declined. 

Participants who justified their candidate support appear to have eventually found a way 

to reduce discomfort after repeatedly receiving counterattitudinal information. People are 

inundated with political information and advertisements during campaigns and may need 

to find ways to adapt to the media environment without constantly feeling negative 

emotions about their voting decisions. It appears that when people are exposed to 

multiple counterattitudinal messages within a short period of time in the same context, 

those who are committed to their positions may experience higher levels of discomfort 
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for a short period of time but then quickly become desensitized to the effects of 

counterattitudinal information. This pattern appears to coincide with their beliefs 

reaching a new equilibrium, indicating that once a belief stabilizes, people no longer 

experience psychological discomfort from exposure to information that is discrepant with 

their belief. 

Overall, this research illustrates the relationship between decision justification, 

opinion change, and affect. First, people can become highly committed to their decisions 

when justifying them in an evaluative setting. This relationship still exists when 

accounting for the effect of partisanship and when people justifying their decision are 

given the same information as people who have not justified their decision. Commitment 

can result in stronger resistance to opinion change over the course of an election. Second, 

after experiencing a peak in psychological discomfort, people who have justified their 

decisions appear to experience a sharp decrease in discomfort. In an election context, 

information that some voters may find controversial and even uncomfortable may not 

arouse much discomfort in voters who have already spent time promoting and defending 

their preferred candidate. It is premature to conclude that once voters have become 

affectively desensitized to counterattitudinal information about their preferred candidate, 

their affect can no longer be aroused. Additionally, it is important that certain pieces of 

controversial information, such as knowledge that a candidate has broken the law, arouse 

discomfort in voters who have already justified support for that candidate. Future 

research should examine how long affective desensitization lasts after exposure to 

counterattitudinal information and the interventions that may be effective in arousing 
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discomfort in voters who have become desensitized to counterattitudinal information 

about their preferred candidate. 

Limitations 

Some of the limitations in this dissertation point to further opportunities for future 

research. One limitation pertains to the articles used in the study, which were adapted 

from previous studies of the sequential information integration model (Chung et al., 

2012; Chung & Fink, 2016). A similar pattern of results was found for belief trajectories 

compared to previous SIIM studies. However, the current research found no main effects 

for statement type and evaluation order on psychological discomfort. Although the 

articles focused on the competence and character of the hypothetical politicians, they may 

not have been controversial enough to generate a high level of dissonance. The main 

experiment was conducted immediately following an actual presidential election and 

during an impeachment trial. An article about a candidate not being forthright about 

budget issues, for example, may seem benign to the average American voter in 

comparison to news stories about violent riots and accusations of widespread voter fraud. 

This study did not test whether the articles resulted in significantly higher discomfort 

compared to neutral articles. Future studies of repeated dissonance manipulations could 

address this limitation by using articles that are known to be more or less discrepant with 

a belief or behavior. This approach may include showing a mix of counterattitudinal and 

neutral pieces of information, or showing counterattitudinal pieces of information that 

have been rated as more or less discrepant with a particular position. 

It was predicted that reading counterattitudinal articles would induce cognitive 

dissonance. Each counterattitudinal article contained either negative information about 
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the initially preferred candidate or positive information about the initially unpreferred 

candidate. However, most participants reduced their evaluation of their initially preferred 

candidate over the course of the experiment, and some participants began to evaluate the 

initially preferred candidate as less favorable than the initially unpreferred candidate. 

When this happened, the articles were no longer counterattitudinal, because the negative 

information referred to the now-unpreferred candidate and the positive information 

referred to the now-preferred candidate. As more counterattitudinal articles were shown, 

the percentage of participants evaluating their initially unpreferred candidate more highly 

than their initially preferred candidate increased from 10% after the first article to 34% by 

the end of the experiment. As described in Chapter Four, an analysis of final vote choice 

showed that participants in the justification condition were more likely to vote for the 

candidate they initially preferred, which was consistent with the prediction that justifying 

one’s decision would result in greater resistance to belief change. Thus, although some 

participants switched their preferred candidates during the experiment, this study’s 

predictions were mostly supported. 

This dissertation predicted that giving participants an opportunity to report 

candidate evaluation would act as a dissonance reduction mechanism. Reporting belief 

change has been effective in reducing dissonance in past studies of dissonance-produced 

belief change (Aronson et al., 1963; Bochner & Insko, 1966; Festinger & Carlsmith, 

1959; Gerard, 1964, 1967). However, because participants in the justification condition 

were presumably motivated to resist belief change, reporting candidate evaluation may 

not have been an effective way to reduce the psychological discomfort associated with 

dissonance. Thus, psychological discomfort was not lower after participants reported 
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candidate evaluation. Generally, dissonance studies have found that people are likely to 

use the mode of dissonance reduction most readily available in a given situation (Walster 

et al., 1967). Future studies may try offering participants a mode of dissonance reduction 

that is not associated with belief change, including changing behavior, distracting, 

forgetting, or denying responsibility (see McGrath, 2017, for a review of dissonance 

reduction methods). 

Experiments have many benefits regarding issues of internal validity (see 

Campbell & Stanley, 1963). However, their external validity may be limited. Participants 

may have behaved differently in the simulated election than they would in an actual 

election. Whereas this study showed 12 articles in immediate succession with participants 

making judgments in isolation, there are many other variables that can affect belief and 

affect as people form and modify their opinions about politicians. Thus, this experiment 

offers insight into the process of dissonance reduction in response to sequential 

integration of counterattitudinal information when information is presented in immediate 

succession, but its findings regarding actual voter behavior should be interpreted with 

caution. Although people often experience multiple pieces of counterattitudinal 

information about the same belief or behavior, they rarely experience them in isolation, 

that is, apart from other sources of information, without the ability to avoid 

counterattitudinal information for a period of time or without the opportunity to discuss 

the information with others. 

Conclusion 

This dissertation addresses an important yet understudied question in cognitive 

dissonance research: How does dissonance reduction change in response to repeated 
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exposure to incongruent information about the same belief or behavior? The present 

study built on previous research on belief trajectories by incorporating the sequential 

information integration model (Chung et al., 2012; Chung & Fink, 2016). Whereas most 

dissonance research has not considered recurring dissonance reduction about the same 

focal belief or behavior (McGrath, 2017), this research builds on SIIM to understand how 

belief and affect change in response to repeated dissonance induction. This study 

replicated key findings from previous studies on belief trajectories, lending further 

support to the SIIM and illustrating the strength of decision justification as a mechanism 

for resisting belief change over time. 

As the first experiment of repeated dissonance in response to the same focal 

belief, it also represents a step in a new direction for dissonance research. This research 

found that people may continue to experience psychological discomfort until finding an 

effective way to reduce their dissonance. Importantly, when dissonance is repeatedly 

induced within a short period of time, people may continue to experience psychological 

discomfort while searching for effective ways to reduce their dissonance. However, 

discomfort eventually declined, suggesting that people discover dissonance reduction 

methods on their own. This research also showed that people respond to negatively 

valenced articles, compared to positively valenced articles, with greater psychological 

discomfort and less positive affect even when both types of articles are counterattitudinal. 

This is important because cognitive dissonance theory predicts that dissonance is a 

function of the discrepancy and importance of cognitions. Yet this study shows that 

article valence also played a key role in the amount of dissonance people experienced. 
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This research points to several important questions for persuasion and cognitive 

dissonance researchers. How long does affective desensitization last after repeated 

exposure to counterattitudinal information? What method or methods of dissonance 

reduction do people employ when dissonance is repeatedly induced? Are the differences 

in psychological discomfort and positive affect based on article valence a result of 

message framing, selective attention, or some other process? And finally, are there 

interventions that can be used to counteract affective desensitization and resistance to 

belief change? This research examined belief change and affect in response to repeated 

exposure to counterattitudinal information. It showed that when people were more 

committed to their initial decisions, they reported less overall belief change over time. It 

also showed that committing oneself to a decision resulted in greater initial psychological 

discomfort followed by affective desensitization. 

This study points to the importance of encouraging people to avoid committing to 

decisions that may need to be altered in the future. Premature decision commitment can 

stymie belief change, and, after a period of psychological discomfort, result in eventual 

affective desensitization. When people do not feel committed to their initial decision, 

they are more likely to change their minds, and in an electoral context, noncommittal 

voters may be least susceptible to the influence of cognitive dissonance in decision 

making.  
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APPENDIX A 

Main Study Flow Chart 

Consent Form 

↓ 

Sex, Party ID, Political Ideology 

↓ 

Need for Cognition, Self-Esteem 

↓ 

Candidate Information 

↓ 

Initial Candidate Preference and Evaluation 

↓ 

Randomization: Statement Condition 

↙   ↘ 

Write Vote Recall Statement Write Justification Statement 

↘   ↙ 

Randomization: Evaluation Order 

↙   ↘ 

Affect/Evaluation Condition Evaluation/Affect Condition 

Article 1: Negative about Chosen Candidate Article 1: Negative about Chosen Candidate 

Affect Rating 1 Candidate Evaluation 1 

Candidate Evaluation 1 Affect Rating 1 

Article 2: Positive about Unchosen Candidate Article 2: Positive about Unchosen Candidate 

Affect Rating 2 Candidate Evaluation 2 

Candidate Evaluation 2 Affect Rating 2 

Article 3: Negative about Chosen Candidate Article 3: Negative about Chosen Candidate 

Affect Rating 3 Candidate Evaluation 3 

Candidate Evaluation 3 Affect Rating 3 

Article 4: Neutral about Unchosen Candidate Article 4: Neutral about Unchosen Candidate 
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Article 5: Positive about Unchosen Candidate Article 5: Positive about Unchosen Candidate 

Affect Rating 4 Candidate Evaluation 4 

Candidate Evaluation 4 Affect Rating 4 

Article 6: Negative about Chosen Candidate Article 6: Negative about Chosen Candidate 

Affect Rating 5 Candidate Evaluation 5 

Candidate Evaluation 5 Affect Rating 5 

Article 7: Positive about Unchosen Candidate Article 7: Positive about Unchosen Candidate 

Affect Rating 6 Candidate Evaluation 6 

Candidate Evaluation 6 Affect Rating 6 

Article 8: Neutral about Chosen Candidate Article 8: Neutral about Chosen Candidate 

Article 9: Negative about Chosen Candidate Article 9: Negative about Chosen Candidate 

Affect Rating 7 Candidate Evaluation 7 

Candidate Evaluation 7 Affect Rating 7 

Article 10: Positive about Unchosen 

Candidate 

Article 10: Positive about Unchosen 

Candidate 

Affect Rating 8 Candidate Evaluation 8 

Candidate Evaluation 8 Affect Rating 8 

Article 11: Negative about Chosen Candidate Article 11: Negative about Chosen Candidate 

Affect Rating 9 Candidate Evaluation 9 

Candidate Evaluation 9 Affect Rating 9 

Article 12: Positive about Unchosen 

Candidate 

Article 12: Positive about Unchosen 

Candidate 

Affect Rating 10 Candidate Evaluation 10 

Candidate Evaluation 10 Affect Rating 10 

↘   ↙ 

Final Vote 

↓ 

Attention, Ideology of Article Sources 
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↓ 

Demographics 

↓ 

Debrief 
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APPENDIX B 

MAIN STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE 

Welcome 

 

Welcome to the study 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. We care about the quality of our data. To get 

the most accurate measures of your opinions, it is important that you thoughtfully provide your 

best answers to each question in this survey. Please answer as best as you can. 

 

Important Reminder 

It is very important that you are not distracted from the tasks in this study. For that reason, please 

turn off or mute your cell phone for the duration of this study. Your cooperation is greatly 
appreciated. 

 

Magnitude Scale Training (cannot pass without all correct answers)  

 

Before you begin, we want to familiarize you with the scales you will be using throughout the 

study. 

 

For each statement provided, zero (0) represents no agreement, and 100 represents a moderate 

amount of agreement. 

 

Your answer can be any number from 0 on up. So imagine the statement was, “I like chocolate.” 

 

If you don’t agree at all, you would answer 0. 

If you moderately agree, you would answer 100. 

If you agree less than moderately, you could answer with a number between 0 and 100, 

like 25 or 80, depending on how much you agree. 

If you agree more than moderately, you could answer with a number greater than 100, 

like 275 or 400, depending on how much you agree. 

 

There is no highest number, so your answer will be any specific number from 0 on up. 

 

To test you on how these scales work, please answer three TRUE or FALSE questions. 

 

You can input a number above 100. 

[True] 

[False] 

 

You can input the number 25. 

[True] 

[False] 

 

You can input the number -25. 

[True] 

[False] 
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So let’s try out this scale. Select a category below that includes something you like at least a 

moderate amount. 

[Ice cream flavors] 

[House pets] 

[Clothing brands] 

 

What is [an ice cream flavor/a house pet/a clothing brand you like a moderate amount? 

 

 

What is [an ice cream flavor/a house pet/a clothing brand you like less than a moderate amount? 

 

 

What is [an ice cream flavor/a house pet/a clothing brand you like more than a moderate 

amount? 

 

 

Rate your agreement with the following statements using a number from 0 on up, with 0 being no 

agreement and 100 being a moderate amount of agreement. There is no maximum. 

 

I like: [moderate item]. 

 

 

I like: [less than moderate item] 

 

 

I like: [more than moderate item] 

 

 

Need for Cognition and Self-Esteem Scales (Items randomly ordered) 

 

Rate your agreement with the following statements using a number from 0 on up, with 0 being no 

agreement and 100 being a moderate amount of agreement. There is no maximum. 

 

I prefer complex to simple problems. 

 

 

I like the responsibility of handling a situation that requires a lot of thinking. 

 

 

Thinking is my idea of fun. 

 

 

I would rather do something that is sure to challenge my thinking abilities  than something that 

requires little thought. 

 

 

I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to problems. 
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I prefer a task that is intellectual, difficult, and important to one that is somewhat important but 

that does not require much thought. 

 

 

On the whole, I am satisfied with myself. 

 

 

I never think that I am no good at all. 

 

 

I feel that I have a number of good qualities. 

 

 

I am able to do things as well as most other people. 

 

 

I feel I have much to be proud of. 

 

 

I never feel useless. 

 

 

I feel that I’m a person of worth, at least on an equal plane with others. 

 

 

I have a lot of respect for myself. 

 

 

All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a success. 

 

 

I take a positive attitude toward myself. 

 

 

Study Information 

 

You’re being asked to take the role of a voter during a hypothetical U.S. House of Representative 

election. 

 

1. You will be given information about two candidates for representative. 

 

2. You will then be asked to evaluate the candidates. 

 

3. You will then read a series of shortened news articles about the candidates. These articles 

were randomly selected from a large pool of articles that were published during the 2018 

congressional election cycle. Because of random selection, most people in this study will 

receive a mix of articles that includes various issues and perspectives, but some people may 

receive information that is more limited. 
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4. Finally, you may be asked to complete an opinion poll once or several times throughout the 

study. 

 

Candidate Information, Preference, and Evaluation 

 

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION CAREFULLY. 

 

Biographical Fact Sheet 

Name: Daniel Johnson 

Party: Democrat 

Political Perspective: Strong endorsement of liberal agenda 

Current Occupation: Vice President of InterTech 

Previous Work Experience: Business 

Education: MBA from the University of Texas at Austin 

Age: 48 

Hometown: Crownsville, Maryland 

Marital Status: Married 

Children: 4 children from his previous marriage 

Military Experience: National Guard 

 

Daniel Johnson’s Personal Statement 

My name is Daniel Johnson. I am very excited to running for office in a diverse state like 

Maryland. 
 

As a father of four children, I deeply understand how important education is to a child’s 
development, and I have had the honor of being Chair of the State Board of Education. 

 

I will promote strong liberal policies, such as increasing federal funding for education to ensure 

that all children have access to high-quality schooling and providing a roadmap to citizenship for 

all immigrants currently living in the U.S. 
 

With a business degree from the University of Texas at Austin and many years of experience in 

the tech industry, I am fully aware of the new trends in the world economy and will do everything 
I can to keep America at the forefront of scientific and technological advancement. 

 
Thank you for your support. 

 

Biographical Fact Sheet 

Name: Robert Wilson 

Party: Republican 

Political Perspective: Strong endorsement of conservative agenda 

Current Occupation: Deputy Attorney General 

Previous Work Experience: Attorney 

Education: Law degree from the University of Wisconsin, Madison 

Age: 52 

Hometown: Clarksburg, Maryland 

Marital Status: Married 

Children: 2 children from his previous marriage 

Military Experience: U.S. Marine 
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Robert Wilson’s Personal Statement 

My name is Robert Wilson. As a veteran, I understand first-hand what a blessing it is to be a 

citizen in the United States of America. I have defended our country in the past and will continue 

to do so until the day I die. 

 

I have a very strong sense of family. I enjoy hiking, skiing, and boating with my two children and 
my wife, Elise. I value the role of education in achieving each individual’s aspirations, and I 

proudly served as the director of the State Student Loan program. 
 

I regard each child in this world as a gift and feel that kids need strong role models and 

discipline in their lives. 
 

I currently serve as deputy attorney general with a law degree from University of Wisconsin, 
Madison. I strongly support conservative policies, such as enforcing our immigration laws and 

putting more control over our children’s education into the hands of parents and communities 

rather than the federal government.  

 

I appreciate your support. 
 

Candidate Preference 

Click the button of the candidate you prefer. 

 

[Daniel Johnson]   [Robert Wilson] 

 

Candidate Evaluation 

We would also like to know your evaluation of the two candidates. We would like you to indicate 

the degree to which you prefer one candidate over the other for the position.   

 

Below we present a scale where: 

• 50% / 50% indicates no preference for either of the candidates or equal preference for 

both candidates. 

• 100% indicates complete preference of one candidate over the other candidate. 

 

Use the slider below to show the degree to which you prefer one candidate over the other as the 

right person for the position.  

 

  

 

--------------------------------------------------------[]-------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Vote Recall Statement (Random Assignment 1: Low Dissonance) 

 

In order to prepare for the simulation, we’d like you to describe a past voting experience. Your 

response will NOT be evaluated by the researchers and will NOT be shown to anyone. 

 

 

100% for Daniel Johnson 

0% for Robert Wilson 

No Preference    

(50% / 50%) 
100% for Robert Wilson 

0% for Daniel Johnson 
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Vote Justification Statement (Random Assignment 1: High Dissonance) 

 

Past research has shown that some people are better at identifying competent, qualified candidates 

for office than others. In the space below, please explain why your decision to support [Daniel 

Johnson/Robert Wilson] is the right one. Our research team will be reading your statement. 

 

 

 

Manipulation Check: Decision Commitment 

 

Rate your agreement with the following statements using a number from 0 on up, with 0 being no 

agreement and 100 being a moderate amount of agreement. There is no maximum. 

 

Your candidate preference: [Daniel Johnson/Robert Wilson] 

 

I feel committed to my candidate preference. 

 

 

I feel confident in my candidate preference. 

 

 

I feel sure about my candidate preference. 

 

 

Next, we’ll begin showing you the articles. 

 

Article Processing (Random Assignment 2: Pre-Evaluation Affect) 

 

[Articles – 5 positive about unchosen candidate, 5 negative about chosen candidate, 2 neutral 

about both candidates] 

 

-------------------------------------------------------- New Page ------------------------------------------------

----- 

 

Take the time you need to think about the article. When you’re done, go to the next page. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------- New Page ------------------------------------------------

----- 

 

[Affect items are presented in random order.] 

Rate your agreement with the following statements using a number from 0 on up, with 0 being no 

agreement and 100 being a moderate amount of agreement. There is no maximum. 

 
I feel… 
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Uncomfortable 

 

 

Uneasy 

 

 

Good 

 

 

Happy 

 

 

Pre-Election Poll 

To what degree do you prefer one candidate over the other as the right person for the position? 

 

 

  

--------------------------------------------------------[]-------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Article Processing (Random Assignment 2: Post-Evaluation Affect) 

 

[Articles – 5 positive about unchosen candidate, 5 negative about chosen candidate, 2 neutral 

about both candidates] 

 

-------------------------------------------------------- New Page ------------------------------------------------

----- 

 

Take the time you need to think about the article. When you’re done, go to the next page. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------- New Page ------------------------------------------------

----- 

 

Pre-Election Poll 

To what degree do you prefer one candidate over the other as the right person for the position? 

 

 

  

--------------------------------------------------------[]-------------------------------------------------------- 

 

[Affect items are presented in random order.] 

Rate your agreement with the following statements using a number from 0 on up, with 0 being no 

agreement and 100 being a moderate amount of agreement. There is no maximum. 

 

I feel… 

 

Uncomfortable 

 

 
Uneasy 

 

 

 

 

 

100% for Daniel Johnson 

0% for Robert Wilson 

No Preference    

(50% / 50%) 
100% for Robert Wilson 

0% for Daniel Johnson 

100% for Daniel Johnson 

0% for Robert Wilson 

No Preference    

(50% / 50%) 
100% for Robert Wilson 

0% for Daniel Johnson 
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Good 

 

 

Happy 

 

 

Final Voting 

 

Voting Booth 

Imagine you’re in the voting booth. Press the button to vote for the candidate of your choice. 

 

[Daniel Johnson (D)]   [Robert Wilson (R)] 

 

Attention and Comprehension 

 

We’d like to ask you some questions about the articles you read. Please be honest and answer to 

the best of your ability. 

 

Which of the following topics did the articles cover? (Select all that apply.) 

[Abortion] 

[The budget] 

[College tuition] 

[Crime] 

[Health care] 

[Energy] 

[Immigration] 

[Taxes] 

[Terrorism] 

[Transportation] 

 

You initially preferred [candidate preference]. 

 

Overall, were the articles favorable, unfavorable, or neutral toward the candidate you initially 

preferred? 

[Favorable] 

[Neutral] 

[Unfavorable] 

 

Overall, were the articles favorable, unfavorable, or neutral toward the candidate you did not 

initially prefer? Use the slider below. 

[Favorable] 

[Neutral] 

[Unfavorable] 

 

Overall. how would you rate the political leaning of the news sources the articles came from? 

[Extremely liberal] 

[Liberal] 
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[Slightly liberal] 

[Moderate or middle of the road] 

[Slightly conservative] 

[Conservative] 

[Extremely conservative] 

[Can’t say/hard to tell] 

 

Demographics 

 

To conclude this study, it is very important that we have information about the individuals who 

participate in the study. All responses are anonymous and will not be associated with any 

individual respondent. This information will only help us make sense of the results of our study.  

 

Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an 

Independent, or what? 

[Republican] 

[Democrat] 

[Independent, Other] 

[No Preference] 

 

(If DEMOCRAT or REPUBLICAN) Would you call yourself a strong 

(REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT) or a not very strong (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT)? 

[Strong (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT)] 

[Not very strong (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT)] 

 

(If INDEPENDENT, OTHER or NO PREFERENCE) Do you think of yourself as closer 

to the Republican or Democratic party? 

[Leaning Republican] 

[Leaning Democrat] 

[Leaning neither Republican nor Democrat] 

 

We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. When it comes to politics do 

you usually think of yourself as extremely liberal, liberal, slightly liberal, moderate or middle of 

the road, slightly conservative, extremely conservative, or haven't you thought much about this? 

[Extremely liberal] 

[Liberal] 

[Slightly liberal] 

[Moderate or middle of the road] 

[Slightly conservative] 

[Conservative] 

[Extremely conservative] 

[Can’t say/Haven’t really thought much about it] 

 

Demographics 

 

What is your age? 

  

 
What is your sex? 
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[Female] 

[Male] 

[Other: ___________] 

[Prefer not to answer] 

 

What is the highest level of education you’ve completed? 

[Less than high school degree] 

[High school degree or equivalent (e.g., GED)] 

[Less than four-year bachelor’s degree from a college or university 

[Four-year bachelor’s degree from a college or university] 

[Postgraduate or professional school] 

[Prefer not to answer] 

 

If “Less than high school degree” selected: What is the highest grade you completed? Use whole 

numbers only. For example, 8th grade would be 8. 

  

 

If “Less than four-year bachelor’s degree from a college or university” selected: How many 

years of school have you completed after high school? 

  

 

If “Postgraduate or professional school” selected: How many years of school have you 

completed after your bachelor’s degree? 

  

 

Are you of Hispanic or Latino origin? 

[Yes] 

[No] 

[Prefer not to answer] 

 

What is your ethnicity? 

[American Indian or Alaskan Native] 

[Asian] 

[Black or African-American] 

[Native Hawaiian or other Pacific islander] 

[White] 

[Other: _________________] 

[Prefer not to answer] 

 

Debrief and Conclusion 

 

Explanation of the Study 

As explained at the beginning of the study, you took part in a hypothetical congressional election. 

Neither the candidates nor the articles were real. 

 

After expressing your preference for a candidate, some participants in the study were asked to 

recall a past voting experience, and others were asked to justify their vote choice. The statement 

you provided will not be used in subsequent studies. We expect that those who were asked to 
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justify their vote choice will feel more committed to their preferred candidate than those who 

recalled a past voting experience. 

 

Conclusion 

The purpose of the study was to understand how different levels of commitment to a decision 

influence people’s opinions, emotions, and attention to news. Thank you for your participation. 

Please enter your comments on the study. 
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APPENDIX C 

Candidate Information 

Daniel Johnson 
Biographical Fact Sheet 

Party: Democrat 

Political Perspective: Strong endorsement of liberal agenda 

Current Occupation: Vice President of InterTech 

Previous Work Experience: Business 

Education: MBA from the University of Texas at Austin 

Age: 48 

Hometown: Crownsville, Maryland 

Marital Status: Married 

Children: 4 children from his previous marriage 

Military Experience: National Guard 

  

Personal Statement 

My name is Daniel Johnson. I am very excited to be running for office in a diverse state 

like Maryland. 

  

I will promote strong liberal policies, such as raising the minimum wage and increasing 

federal funding for education to ensure that all children have access to high-quality 

schooling. I am fully aware of the new trends in the world economy and will do 

everything I can to keep America at the forefront of scientific and technological 

advancement. 

  

Thank you for your support. 

 

Robert Wilson 
Biographical Fact Sheet 

Party: Republican 

Political Perspective: Strong endorsement of conservative agenda 

Current Occupation: Deputy Attorney General of Maryland 

Previous Work Experience: Attorney 

Education: Law degree from the University of Wisconsin, Madison 

Age: 52 

Hometown: Clarksburg, Maryland 

Marital Status: Married 

Children: 2 children from his previous marriage 

Military Experience: U.S. Marine 

  

Personal Statement 
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My name is Robert Wilson. As a veteran, I have defended our country in the past and will 

continue to do so until the day I die. 

  

I strongly support conservative policies, such as lowering taxes to promote job growth 

and putting more control over our children’s education into the hands of parents and 

communities rather than the federal government. I value the role of education in 

achieving each individual’s aspirations, which is why I proudly served as the director of 

the State Student Loan program. 

  

I appreciate your support. 
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APPENDIX D 

Articles 

JOHNSON SUPPORTERS 

 

ARTICLE 1 

Johnson Accused of Side-Stepping Financial Questions 

 

Daniel Johnson is being accused of side-stepping budget questions by offering mere 

soundbites when pressed on the issue.  

 

Despite repeated warnings that the U.S. is facing an economic downturn, Johnson is 

unwilling to admit that a downturn is even possible. Many experts believe his fiscal 

choices are not as numerous as he suggests.  

 

According to Mark Brown, a reporter for the Associated Press, "He routinely brushes 

aside questions about his fiscal priorities with a shrug and dismisses concerns about an 

upcoming economic downturn." 

Many critics believe Johnson’s refusal to address a downturn is due to his lack of 

experience in budget issues. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 39.3 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 12.8 

 

ARTICLE 2 

Wilson's Crime Plan Endorsed by Police 

 

The Benevolent Order of Police (BOP) announced their support for congressional 

candidate Robert Wilson yesterday at a press conference at the courthouse. 

 

“Robert Wilson has always been, and always will be committed to decreasing crime in 

our neighborhoods and communities. People want to know that criminals are being kept 

off the street, and that’s exactly what Wilson’s plan will do, “ said BOP President Lance 

Williams. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 45.5 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 12.2 

 

ARTICLE 3 

Johnson’s Crime Program Criticized by Area Police 

 

Members of the local police force criticized congressional candidate Daniel Johnson's 

crime program at a gathering of local police officers yesterday. 
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"The Johnson crime program will do nothing to reduce the occurrence of violent crime in 

our area. In some ways, his plan may even increase it," said group spokesperson Tom 

Geller. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 46 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 11.1 

 

ARTICLE 4 

Citizens Discuss Wilson's School Voucher Policy 

 

A citizen’s forum was scheduled to discuss the school voucher policies of congressional 

candidate Robert Wilson at a gathering at the City Club yesterday evening. 

 

The group held a forum on issues facing the county in the next year. Wilson’s position on 

school vouchers was discussed.  

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 49.6 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 10.1 

 

ARTICLE 5 

Wilson Applauded for Tuition Stance 

 

Congressional candidate Robert Wilson was applauded yesterday for his stance on 

college tuition at a luncheon at the Civic Center where he was addressing the issue of 

higher education. 

 

"Student financial aid ought to be used for one thing, and that is college tuition. We 

should reward students who manage their money well by giving them a tuition discount," 

said Wilson at the event. 

 

Wilson's stance is one that would benefit all students, not just a select few. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 55.8 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 10.3 

 

ARTICLE 6 

Johnson Under Fire for Statements on Taxes 

 

Dr. Joanna Barber, a senior economist on Wall Street, attacked Daniel Johnson’s 

statements on taxes last night for being “deceitful.” 

 

Johnson said he will not support a tax increase, but later contradicted himself when he 

announced support for a $2.8 billion development plan for a convention center that 

requires an $800 million tax hike. 
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“Daniel Johnson’s statements are inconsistent and deceptive. He is not telling the truth to 

the public, and the public needs to know,” said Dr. Barber. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 45.4 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 11.8 

 

ARTICLE 7 

Wilson Terrorism Program “Strong” 

 

Renowned terrorism expert Martha Boyd called congressional candidate Robert Wilson's 

terrorism plan "the strongest I've seen proposed this year" at a press conference yesterday 

afternoon. 

 

Earlier this week, Wilson outlined a wide-ranging, $7.2 million plan to enhance the 

nation's preparedness against terrorism. He pledged to replace the 1950s-era Emergency 

Operations Center and establish a full-time counter-terrorism division. 

 

"It's clear that we need to do a number of things to improve our readiness," Wilson said. 

"If we're going to be fully prepared to address emergencies…we must have the right 

people to get the job done."  

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 38.8 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 12.5 

 

ARTICLE 8 

Johnson’s Energy Plan Studied 

 

A local business group reviewed the energy plan favored by congressional candidate 

Daniel Johnson in their monthly meeting yesterday. The main focus of the discussion was 

Johnson’s proposals regarding the gas tax. 

 

A member of the group was expected to announce a formal position on the candidates 

within the next week. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 45.2 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 11.1 

 

ARTICLE 9 

Johnson Blasted for Position on Terrorism Resolution 

 

Congressional candidate Daniel Johnson was blasted yesterday by groups angry about his 

statements on the terrorism resolution passed by Congress last week.  

 

"Johnson obviously doesn't understand the terrorism issue, and it's a scary thought that he 

might actually have any power to control U.S. policy," said a group member. 
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Johnson's office declined comment on the issue. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 38.3 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 12.5 

 

ARTICLE 10 

Wilson's Budget Proposal Called “Visionary” 

 

During an open town hall meeting over the weekend, Robert Wilson was praised when he 

stressed the need for increased tourism efforts as a way to bring more money to the state 

budget. Wilson also advocated creating a crisis task force that would respond quickly to 

dramatic events that have hit the local economy very hard.  

 

Kathleen Smith, a member of Citizens for a Better Economy said, “Wilson’s plan is 

visionary. He is the candidate who will give us a safety net in these economically 

challenging times.” 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 49.5 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 11.7 

 

ARTICLE 11 

Johnson Attacked for Tuition Plan 

 

Congressional candidate Daniel Johnson was attacked for his college tuition plan 

yesterday, which was called an "irresponsible use of tax dollars." Johnson has recently 

endorsed several plans that would change how scholarships are allocated to college 

freshmen. These changes have parents, students, and faculty up in arms. 

 

"Under Johnson's plan, any deadbeat kid that cheats his way through high school can get 

his hands on the tax dollars of hardworking Americans. It's a poor, poor use of our tax 

dollars," said Elmer Jackson, a local university president. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 51 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 10.4 

 

ARTICLE 12 

Wilson Praised for Strong Stance on Taxes 

 

At a speech last night to supporters in Annapolis, Robert Wilson was applauded for his 

strong commitment to cutting taxes. 

 

Wilson said he will push for a 10-percent tax cut and will fight for an additional 14-

percent across-the-board tax cut after that. 
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“If a state like Michigan can cut taxes 24 times in a seven-year period and sustain a good 

economy, our nation can do a lot better than that,” he said. 

 

“Wilson’s plan will leave billions of dollars in the private sector, allowing businesses to 

create half million more jobs,” said Karl Downes, a local small business owner. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 48.8 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 12.7 

 

WILSON SUPPORTERS 

 

ARTICLE 1 

Wilson Accused of Side-Stepping Financial Questions 

 

Robert Wilson is being accused of side-stepping budget questions by offering mere 

soundbites when pressed on the issue.  

 

Despite repeated warnings that the U.S. is facing an economic downturn, Wilson is 

unwilling to admit that a downturn is even possible. Many experts believe his fiscal 

choices are not as numerous as he suggests.  

 

According to Mark Brown, a reporter for the Associated Press, "He routinely brushes 

aside questions about his fiscal priorities with a shrug and dismisses concerns about an 

upcoming economic downturn." 

 

Many critics believe Wilson’s refusal to address a downturn is due to his lack of 

experience in budget issues. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 39.3 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 12.8 

 

ARTICLE 2 

Johnson's Crime Plan Endorsed by Police 

 

The Benevolent Order of Police (BOP) announced their support for congressional 

candidate Daniel Johnson yesterday at a press conference at the courthouse. 

 

"Daniel Johnson has always been, and always will be committed to decreasing crime in 

our neighborhoods and communities. People want to know that criminals are being kept 

off the street, and that's exactly what Johnson’s plan will do, " said BOP President Lance 

Williams. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 45.5 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 12.2 
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ARTICLE 3 

Wilson’s Crime Program Criticized by Area Police 

 

Members of the local police force criticized congressional candidate Robert Wilson’s 

crime program at a gathering of local police officers yesterday. 

 

“The Wilson crime program will do nothing to reduce the occurrence of violent crime in 

our area. In some ways, his plan may even increase it,” said group spokesperson Tom 

Geller. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 46 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 11.1 

 

ARTICLE 4 

Citizens Discuss Johnson’s School Voucher Policy 

 

A citizen's forum was scheduled to discuss the school voucher policies of congressional 

candidate Daniel Johnson at a gathering at the City Club yesterday evening. 

 

The group held a forum on issues facing the county in the next year. Johnson's position 

on school vouchers was discussed.  

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 49.6 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 10.1 

 

ARTICLE 5 

Johnson Applauded for Tuition Stance 

 

Congressional candidate Daniel Johnson was applauded yesterday for his stance on 

college tuition at a luncheon at the Civic Center where he was addressing the issue of 

higher education. 

 

“Student financial aid ought to be used for one thing, and that is college tuition. We 

should reward students who manage their money well by giving them a tuition discount,” 

said Johnson at the event. 

 

Johnson’s stance is one that would benefit all students, not just a select few. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 55.8 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 10.3 

 

ARTICLE 6 

Wilson Under Fire for Statements on Taxes 
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Dr. Joanna Barber, a senior economist on Wall Street, attacked Robert Wilson’s 

statements on taxes last night for being "deceitful." 

 

Wilson said he will not support a tax increase, but later contradicted himself when he 

announced support for a $2.8 billion development plan for a convention center that 

requires an $800 million tax hike. 

 

"Robert Wilson’s statements are inconsistent and deceptive. He is not telling the truth to 

the public, and the public needs to know," said Dr. Barber. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 45.4 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 11.8 

 

ARTICLE 7 

Johnson Terrorism Program “Strong” 

 

Renowned terrorism expert Martha Boyd called congressional candidate Daniel 

Johnson’s terrorism plan “the strongest I’ve seen proposed this year” at a press 

conference yesterday afternoon. 

 

Earlier this week, Johnson outlined a wide-ranging, $7.2 million plan to enhance the 

nation’s preparedness against terrorism. He pledged to replace the 1950s-era Emergency 

Operations Center and establish a full-time counter-terrorism division. 

 

“It’s clear that we need to do a number of things to improve our readiness,” Johnson said. 

“If we’re going to be fully prepared to address emergencies…we must have the right 

people to get the job done.”  

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 38.8 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 12.5 

 

ARTICLE 8 

Wilson’s Energy Plan Studied 

 

A local business group reviewed the energy plan favored by congressional candidate 

Robert Wilson in their monthly meeting yesterday. The main focus of the discussion was 

Wilson’s proposals regarding the gas tax. 

 

A member of the group was expected to announce a formal position on the candidates 

within the next week. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 45.2 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 11.1 

 

ARTICLE 9 
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Wilson Blasted for Position on Terrorism Resolution 

 

Congressional candidate Robert Wilson was blasted yesterday by groups angry about his 

statements on the terrorism resolution passed by Congress last week.  

 

“Wilson obviously doesn’t understand the terrorism issue, and it’s a scary thought that he 

might actually have any power to control U.S. policy,” said a group member. 

 

Wilson’s office declined comment on the issue. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 38.3 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 12.5 

 

ARTICLE 10 

Johnson’s Budget Proposal Called “Visionary” 

 

During an open town hall meeting over the weekend, Daniel Johnson was praised when 

he stressed the need for increased tourism efforts as a way to bring more money to the 

state budget. Johnson also advocated creating a crisis task force that would respond 

quickly to dramatic events that have hit the local economy very hard.  

 

Kathleen Smith, a member of Citizens for a Better Economy said, "Johnson’s plan is 

visionary. He is the candidate who will give us a safety net in these economically 

challenging times." 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 49.5 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 11.7 

 

ARTICLE 11 

Wilson Attacked for Tuition Plan 

 

Congressional candidate Robert Wilson was attacked for his college tuition plan 

yesterday, which was called an “irresponsible use of tax dollars.” Wilson has recently 

endorsed several plans that would change how scholarships are allocated to college 

freshmen. These changes have parents, students, and faculty up in arms. 

 

“Under Wilson’s plan, any deadbeat kid that cheats his way through high school can get 

his hands on the tax dollars of hardworking Americans. It’s a poor, poor use of our tax 

dollars,” said Elmer Jackson, a local university president. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 51 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 10.4 

 

ARTICLE 12 

Johnson Praised for Strong Stance on Taxes 
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At a speech last night to supporters in Annapolis, Daniel Johnson was applauded for his 

strong commitment to cutting taxes. 

 

Johnson said he will push for a 10-percent tax cut and will fight for an additional 14-

percent across-the-board tax cut after that. 

 

"If a state like Michigan can cut taxes 24 times in a seven-year period and sustain a good 

economy, our nation can do a lot better than that," he said. 

 

"Johnson’s plan will leave billions of dollars in the private sector, allowing businesses to 

create half million more jobs," said Karl Downes, a local small business owner. 

 

Flesch Reading Ease: 48.8 

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level: 12.7 
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APPENDIX E 

Covariate Scales 

Six-Item Need for Cognition Scale (NCS-6; Adapted from Coelho et al., 2018) 

1. I prefer complex to simple problems. 

2. I like the responsibility of handling a situation that requires a lot of thinking. 

3. Thinking is my idea of fun. 

4. I would rather do something that is sure to challenge my thinking abilities than 

something that requires little thought. 

5. I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to problems. 

6. I prefer a task that is intellectual, difficult, and important to one that is somewhat 

important but that does not require much thought. 

 

Indecisiveness Scale (Adapted from Webster & Kruglanski, 1994) 

1. When I go shopping, I have difficulty deciding exactly what it is that I want. 

2. When faced with a problem, it usually takes me a long time to see the one best 

solution. 

3. I tend to put off making important decisions until the last possible moment. 

4. I usually do not make important decisions quickly and confidently. 

5. I would describe myself as indecisive. 

6. I tend to struggle with most decisions. 

7. When trying to solve a problem I often see so many possible options that it's 

confusing. 

 

Self-Esteem Scale (Adapted from Rosenberg, 1965) 

1. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself. 

2. I generally think of myself as a good person. 

3. I feel that I have a number of good qualities. 

4. I am able to do things as well as most other people. 

5. I feel I have much to be proud of. 

6. I never feel useless. 

7. I feel that I’m a person of worth, at least on an equal plane with others. 

8. I have a lot of respect for myself. 

9. All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a success. 

10. I take a positive attitude toward myself. 
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APPENDIX F 

Tables of Transformed and Winsorized Variables 

Table F1 

Descriptive Statistics for Pilot Study 1 Before and After Winsorization and Square Root 

Transformation (N = 39) 

Variable Raw Final 

 Mean 

(SD) 

Skewness Kurtosis Mean 

(SD) 

Skewness Kurtosis 

Biography ratings       

Johnson qualified 112.62 

(95.15) 

1.75 3.13 9.71 

(4.34) 

0.35 0.86 

Johnson liking 79.62 

(69.89) 

2.52 11.05 7.87 

(4.27) 

-0.21 0.96 

Wilson qualified 133.26 

(108.89) 

1.34 1.01 10.60 

(4.63) 

0.28 0.33 

Wilson liking 93.62 

(76.45) 

2.12 6.86 8.76 

(4.17) 

-0.16 1.31 

Name ratings       

Johnson liking  105.33 

(67.85) 

2.31 8.59 9.83 

(3.00) 

0.81 2.49 

Johnson trust 104.38 

(56.91) 

0.95 0.36 9.85 

(2.75) 

0.23 0.18 

Johnson 

competent 

104.38 

(61.63) 

1.41 2.06 9.81 

(2.91) 

0.38 1.18 

Wilson liking†  100.92 

(48.13) 

0.68 0.34 9.75 

(2.46) 

-0.11 0.35 

Wilson trust 88.38 

(32.94) 

0.39 2.81 9.22 

(1.89) 

-0.71 2.00 

Wilson 

competent 

93.28 

(51.50) 

1.31 3.41 9.30 

(2.66) 

0.13 0.93 

Davis liking  110.62 

(86.60) 

1.78 3.46 9.84 

(3.77) 

0.75 0.90 
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Davis trust 92.54 

(69.39) 

2.64 9.93 9.07 

(3.24) 

0.74 3.11 

Davis competent 107.64 

(94.87) 

2.79 8.87 9.71 

(3.71) 

1.52 3.81 

Policy importance       

Economy† 246.59 

(212.37) 

0.90 -0.29 14.09 

(7.02) 

0.16 -0.68 

Education†† 388.77 

(341.37) 

0.91 -0.59 17.85 

(8.49) 

0.48 -1.08 

Health care†† 359.59 

(323.03) 

1.09 -0.09 17.19 

(8.10) 

0.64 -0.86 

Terrorism 166.31 

(253.71) 

2.27 4.82 9.85 

(8.43) 

1.08 0.80 

Social security 215.59 

(221.00) 

1.86 3.78 12.88 

(7.13) 

0.53 0.47 

Medicare†† 266.82 

(247.47) 

1.16 0.16 14.56 

(7.50) 

0.39 -0.42 

Poverty† 239.59 

(251.70) 

1.21 0.42 13.10 

(8.35) 

0.33 -0.68 

The environment† 254.95 

(264.9)  

1.49 1.65 13.73 

(8.25) 

0.39 -0.21 

Immigration† 147.21 

(144.85) 

1.45 1.27 10.59 

(6.00) 

0.29 -0.01 

Jobs†† 271.46 

(235.96) 

0.77 -0.76 14.69 

(7.56) 

0.12 -0.91 

Reducing crime† 221.46 

(252.68) 

1.66 2.10 12.64 

(7.97) 

0.67 -0.04 

Drug addiction 106.44 

(112.66) 

1.44 2.58 8.29 

(6.22) 

0.06 -0.85 

The budget deficit 164.10 

(195.31) 

2.50 8.03 10.78 

(7.01) 

0.64 0.94 

Race relations 241.92 

(257.41) 

1.51 2.19 13.10 

(8.49) 

0.31 -0.44 

The military† 114.51 

(149.15) 

1.91 2.75 8.45 

(6.65) 

0.63 0.06 
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Transportation 166.64 

(140.35) 

1.24 0.71 11.63 

(5.67) 

0.04 0.17 

Climate change 202.33 

(248.15) 

2.08 4.19 11.83 

(8.01) 

0.72 0.51 

Global trade† 153.28 

(140.48) 

1.10 -0.08 10.89 

(5.97) 

0.10 -0.33 

†Winsorized to the 95th percentile. 
††Winsorized to the 90th percentile. 
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Table F2 

Descriptive Statistics for Pilot Study 2 Before and After Winsorization and Square Root 

Transformation (N = 129) 

Variable Raw Final 

 Mean 

(SD) 

Skewness Kurtosis Mean 

(SD) 

Skewness Kurtosis 

Need for cognition       

1† 126.47 

(235.56) 

8.23 81.54 9.10 

(5.05) 

0.16 -0.07 

2† 120.92 

(112.75) 

2.61 10.60 9.69 

(4.32) 

-0.24 0.14 

3† 130.80 

(146.06) 

3.52 18.39 9.82 

(4.86) 

-0.01 -0.13 

4† 121.79 

(117.68) 

2.39 8.70 9.70 

(4.74) 

0.02 -0.03 

5† 138.47 

(144.01) 

3.01 12.72 10.29 

(4.75) 

0.09 0.07 

6† 121.40 

(131.25) 

2.87 11.65 9.54 

(4.94) 

0.21 0.13 

Indecisiveness       

1 57.26 

(72.62) 

2.79 11.32 6.14 

(4.45) 

0.61 0.63 

2 83.12 

(86.03) 

1.96 4.10 8.00 

(4.39) 

0.59 0.48 

3 69.40 

(97.35) 

2.71 8.38 6.73 

(4.94) 

1.01 1.23 

4 86.53 

(96.02) 

2.16 5.55 7.92 

(4.89) 

0.52 0.40 

5† 69.45 

(121.47) 

4.58 28.43 6.07 

(4.60) 

0.45 -0.52 

6† 72.42 

(116.81) 

4.77 31.94 6.60 

(4.34) 

0.44 -0.40 

7 74.72 
(82.64) 

2.05 4.51 7.34 
(4.58) 

0.48 0.32 
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Self-esteem       

1† 386.87 

(2,632.39) 

11.30 128.05 11.05 

(5.13) 

0.15 -0.06 

2† 196.19 

(144.86) 

1.93 6.47 13.03 

(4.64) 

0.06 0.12 

3† 211.00 

(298.00) 

6.86 60.72 12.51 

(4.94) 

0.10 0.06 

4† 987.52 

(8,795.03) 

11.32 128.44 12.49 

(4.82) 

-0.00 0.21 

5† 956.90 

(8,796.02) 

11.33 128.54 11.26 

(5.28) 

0.32 0.04 

6 133.40 

(160.85) 

2.98 12.24 9.77 

(6.18) 

0.73 1.35 

7† 303.85 

(971.15) 

8.79 82.77 12.66 

(5.54) 

-0.14 -0.12 

8† 170.05 

(122.58) 

2.26 6.61 11.55 

(5.36) 

0.20 0.12 

9 125.14 

(122.58) 

2.08 5.47 9.79 

(5.43) 

0.26 0.56 

10† 162.04 

(151.10) 

2.38 8.31 11.32 

(5.17) 

0.03 0.12 

Commitment       

Committed† 198.84 

(452.76) 

9.55 100.63 11.55 

(4.56) 

0.37 0.55 

Confident† 219.09 

(453.02) 

9.41 98.65 12.39 

(4.80) 

0.36 0.12 

Sure† 216.39 

(453.95) 

9.37 98.04 12.19 

(4.99) 

0.24 0.11 

Psychological 

discomfort 

      

Uncomfortable 1 62.99 

(81.06) 

2.68 9.52 6.24 

(4.92) 

0.52 0.26 

Uneasy 1 67.40 

(96.78) 

3.40 14.24 6.04 

(4.48) 

-0.10 -1.23 
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Bothered 1 66.98 

(87.11) 

2.82 10.16 6.47 

(5.03) 

0.56 0.50 

Uncomfortable 2† 90.06 

(442.68) 

10.84 120.85 5.30 

(4.41) 

0.34 -0.93 

Uneasy 2 87.45 

(442.33) 

10.88 121.51 5.11 

(4.25) 

0.24 -1.13 

Bothered 2† 88.20 

(444.49) 

10.73 119.05 4.93 

(4.19) 

0.25 -1.24 

Positive affect       

Good 1† 131.81 

(448.27) 

10.23 110.94 8.08 

(4.72) 

0.08 -0.05 

Happy 1†† 129.83 

(450.00) 

10.13 109.38 7.88 

(4.80) 

0.29 0.16 

Optimistic 1†† 126.54 

(440.08) 

10.78 120.07 8.41 

(4.22) 

0.12 0.51 

Good 2† 97.41 

(126.54) 

4.05 22.10 8.26 

(4.63) 

0.28 0.75 

Happy 2 97.93 

(129.01) 

3.83 20.00 8.21 

(4.88) 

0.39 0.70 

Optimistic 2† 96.60 

(105.23) 

2.55 7.39 8.53 

(4.90) 

0.57 1.34 

†Winsorized to the 95th percentile. 
††Winsorized to the 90th percentile. 
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Table F3 

Descriptive Statistics for the Main Study Before and After Winsorization and Square Root 

Transformation (N = 227) 

Variable Raw Final 

 Mean 

(SD) 

Skewness Kurtosis Mean 

(SD) 

Skewness Kurtosis 

Need for cognition       

1 121.95 

(105.27) 

2.72 13.20 10.08 

(4.51) 

0.35 1.72 

2 134.31 

(120.25) 

2.94 14.47 10.54 

(4.84) 

0.41 1.99 

3 133.70 

(120.19) 

3.15 16.64 10.56 

(4.72) 

0.55 2.37 

4† 168.49 

(627.98) 

15.29 240.13 10.40 

(4.02) 

-0.31 0.32 

5† 534.51 

(6266.86) 

15.93 253.81 10.83 

(4.41) 

-0.07 0.31 

6† 130.11 

(105.96)  

2.16 7.96 10.31 

(4.19) 

-0.33 0.24 

Self-esteem       

1† 556.59 

(6265.45) 

15.93 253.81 11.91 

(4.23) 

-0.05 0.18 

2† 585.32 

(6263.78) 

15.93 253.79 13.12 

(3.56) 

0.37 -0.42 

3† 579.33 

(6265.58) 

15.92 253.55 12.67 

(3.73) 

-0.01 0.49 

4† 566.94 

(6264.89) 

15.93 253.80 12.39 

(3.86) 

0.22 -0.05 

5† 553.00 

(6266.01) 

15.93 253.77 11.48 

(4.56) 

-0.10 0.24 

6 125.30 

(121.89) 

2.45 10.92 9.85 

(5.32) 

0.29 0.71 

7† 577.33 
(6264.29) 

15.93 253.79 12.72 
(4.08) 

0.04 0.15 
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8† 558.78 

(6265.39) 

15.93 253.80 11.96 

(4.32)  

0.08 -0.03 

9† 533.68 

(6266.82) 

15.93 253.82 10.86 

(4.49) 

0.01 0.16 

10† 564.29 

(6277.48) 

15.90 252.80 12.16 

(4.22) 

-0.02 0.04 

Commitment       

Committed 148.51 

(106.35) 

3.08 17.19 11.56 

(3.87) 

0.76 3.73 

Confident 153.73 

(101.43) 

2.55 12.41 11.80 

(3.80) 

0.48 2.97 

Sure 151.48 

(99.13) 

2.21 8.40 11.74 

(3.72) 

0.60 2.20 

Psychological 

discomfort 

      

Uncomfortable 1 65.85 

(66.05) 

2.39 10.88 6.18 

(4.34) 

0.05 0.01 

Uneasy 1 71.21 

(67.68) 

1.85 6.84 7.19 

(4.43) 

-0.05 -0.29 

Uncomfortable 2 49.30 

(57.01) 

1.62 2.92 5.53 

(4.33) 

0.29 -0.74 

Uneasy 2 49.70 

(57.17) 

1.70 3.65 5.56 

(4.34) 

0.37 -0.71 

Uncomfortable 3 66.02 

(68.59) 

1.73 4.17 6.74 

(4.54) 

0.12 -0.45 

Uneasy 3 65.70 

(68.98) 

1.68 3.96 6.68 

(4.61) 

0.13 -0.55 

Uncomfortable 4 47.13 

(52.12) 

1.36 1.55 5.45 

(4.19) 

0.19 -0.91 

Uneasy 4 49.69 

(56.23) 

1.69 3.35 5.62 

(4.26) 

-.25 -0.65 

Uncomfortable 5 76.04 

(89.39) 

4.97 45.25 7.36 

(4.69) 

0.46 1.91 

Uneasy 5 74.25 

(89.59) 

5.06 45.62 7.23 

(4.70) 

0.50 2.02 
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Uncomfortable 6 54.43 

(58.99) 

1.54 2.82 5.95 

(4.38) 

0.16 -0.75 

Uneasy 6 52.69 

(58.25) 

1.49 2.33 5.80 

(4.37) 

0.20 -0.79 

Uncomfortable 7 61.76 

(67.77) 

2.11 6.90 6.41 

(4.56) 

0.20 -0.34 

Uneasy 7 64.72 

(68.10) 

1.91 5.67 6.62 

(4.58) 

0.11 -0.44 

Uncomfortable 8 46.45 

(54.18) 

1.92 5.58 5.32 

(4.26) 

0.27 -0.66 

Uneasy 8 46.89 

(52.98) 

1.47 2.42 5.34 

(4.30) 

0.21 -0.94 

Uncomfortable 9 57.40 

(60.89) 

1.56 3.16 6.15 

(4.43) 

0.12 -0.72 

Uneasy 9 58.19 

(63.18) 

1.92 5.56 6.21 

(4.43) 

0.17 -0.46 

Uncomfortable 10 52.58 

(64.49) 

2.28 9.51 5.64 

(4.57) 

0.39 -0.44 

Uneasy 10 52.70 

(63.91) 

2.28 9.75 5.66 

(4.55) 

0.37 -0.47 

Positive affect       

Good 1 93.36  

(74.77) 

2.23 7.54 8.82 

(3.95) 

-0.05 1.49 

Happy 1 90.71 

(72.48) 

2.05 6.2 8.65 

(3.95) 

-0.05 1.49 

Good 2 101.25 

(76.52) 

1.90 5.82 9.23 

(4.02) 

-0.19 1.23 

Happy 2 99.77 

(75.90) 

1.99 6.23 9.16 

(3.98) 

-0.17 1.35 

Good 3 93.55 

(81.28) 

2.12 6.49 8.65 

(4.33) 

-0.01 0.90 

Happy 3 90.31 

(82.99) 

2.29 7.22 8.43 

(4.40) 

0.11 0.94 

Good 4 101.89 

(73.24) 

1.75 4.94 9.31 

(3.91) 

-0.32 1.35 
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Happy 4 103.28 

(76.34) 

1.98 6.35 9.37 

(3.94) 

-0.20 1.52 

Good 5 83.22 

(81.08) 

2.24 6.85 7.94 

(4.51) 

0.14 0.56` 

Happy 5 84.79 

(80.22) 

2.10 6.21 8.04 

(4.51) 

0.07 0.43 

Good 6 99.21 

(81.21) 

1.98 5.58 9.03 

(4.21) 

-0.05 1.02 

Happy 6 102.35 

(99.14) 

4.04 29.09 9.09 

(4.45) 

0.45 2.90 

Good 7 92.49 

(88.80) 

2.12 5.96 8.39 

(4.71) 

0.13 0.47 

Happy 7 89.18 

(86.28) 

2.22 6.86 8.25 

(4.61) 

0.16 0.57 

Good 8 107.00 

(86.20) 

1.89 4.86 9.43 

(4.25) 

0.01 1.02 

Happy 8 105.57 

(86.74) 

1.88 4.76 9.34 

(4.30) 

0.05 0.91 

Good 9 96.07 

(89.92) 

2.00 5.04 8.61 

(4.70) 

0.11 0.41 

Happy 9 95.61 

(91.05) 

1.99 5.19 8.55 

(4.76) 

0.13 0.38 

Good 10 107.49 

(95.98) 

2.68 12.34 9.36 

(4.47) 

0.24 1.55 

Happy 10 106.75 

(97.85) 

3.17 18.42 9.30 

(4.51) 

0.28 1.91 

†Winsorized to the 95th percentile. 
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